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News 
Gays accuse WISN-TV of exploitation 
for profit 

Milwaukee — Gays and Lesbians made 
up the largest share of the studio audience 
for WISN TV 12's "Milwaukee's 
Talking" show on Monday, November 25. 
The show was dedicated to reaction and 
rebuttal from the Gay/Lesbian community 
to 12's four-part series on Milwaukee 
Gays who are "Flirting With Danger." 
The series had run November 19- 22 in 
three-four minute segments on the 
station's 10pm news, as part of the 
ratings important "sweeps week." 

The so-called investigative news series 
was highly promoted by the station, and 
garnered phone calls and letters even 
before airing. The series used hidden 
cameras showing allegedly under-age 
males gaining admittance to many 
Milwaukee Gay bars; Gay sexual activity 
in Milwaukee County parks; and alleged 
access to restricted 'adult' sections of 
Crossroads, a Gay oriented computer 
bulletin board, by male teens. The fourth 
segment was a chance for community 
reactions. 

Scott Gunkel of the Lambda Rights 
Network, and several other concerned 
community members met with station 
representatives after the series began. 
Because of that meeting, plans for the 
series were altered enough to give Gunkel 
a short rebuttal segment on the third 
segment. The station had decided earlier 
to dedicate the November 25 segment of 
"Milwaukee's Talking" to discussion of 
the series after receiving hundreds of 
phone & written complaints. 

When asked by "Milwaukee's 
Talking' host Mark Siegrist why the 
"Flirting With Danger" series was 
compiled, W1SN TV News Director Fred 
D'Ambrosi replied, "In the wake of the 
Dahmer investigation, which involved 
many Gay victims, Dane was approached 
by some people in the Gay community who 
said, 'Look — this is how this happened. 

This is how people can be victimized.' We 
felt it was a legitimate story to go about 
explaining some parts of the Gay world 
heterosexuals aren't familiar with." 

Reporter Dane Placko, when asked why 
he didn't coordinate the program with 
responsible members of Milwaukee's Gay 
community. responded, "When you're 
doing a surveillance story — you try and 
keep the wraps on it. ' ' 

Gay community leaders were not made 
aware of the story until information about 
it began to seep out less than a week prior 
to its scheduled airing. 

D'Ambrosi and Placko shared the talk 
show stage with a panel that at times 
included Gunkel, Kitty Barber of the 
Lesbian Alliance of Metro Milwaukee; 
Dan Fons of Queer Nation; Psychologist 
Tim Baack; and anti-discrimination lawyer 
Kathleen Hume. 

On the talk show, Gunkel condemned 
the series saying it was "poorly 
researched, not in-depth research, and it 
was exploitive of the Gay/Lesbian 
community." 

Gunkel also asked why the station 
didn't look at some of the reasons behind 
such activities: people are having sex in 
parks because they have no other 
alternatives in a safe, secure 
environment. Gunkel also said many have 
no other outlet, either not liking bars, or 
not old enough to go into bars. He asked 
what other choices did a condemning 
society offer them. 

Kitty Barber called the series "totally 
exploitive, and blatantly sensationalist." 
She continued, "1 thought that the series 
was done simply to sell air time at the 
expense of 112,000 Lesbian and Gay 
people who are in the metro area." 

In explanation of her criticism, Barber 
said, "We are a broadly based and very 
diverse community. . . what this show did, 

contd. on page 12 
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Gays accuse WISN-TV of  exploitation
for  prof it

MIlwaukee  -  Gays and Lesbians  made
up the largest share of the studio audience
for     WISN     TV     12's     "Milwaukee's
Talking"  show on  Monday,  November 25.
The  show  was  dedicated  to  reaction  and
rebuttal from the  Gay/Lesbian community
to   12's   four-part   series   on   Milwaukee
Gays ,who  are   "Flirting  With   Danger."
The  series  had  run  November  19-  22  in
three-four    minute   Segments   on    the
station's    10pm    news,    as    part   of   the
ratings important ` `sweeps weel{, ' '

The  so-called  investigative  news  series
was  highly  promoted  by  the  station,  and
garnered   phone   calls   and   letters   even
before   airing.    The   series   used   hidden
cameras    showing    allegedly    under-age
males    gaining    admittance    to    many
Milwaukee  Gay  bars;  Gay  sexual  actlvlty
ln  Milwaukee  County  parks;  and  alleged
access   to   restricted    `adult'    sections   Of
Crossroads,    a    Gay    oriented    computer
bulletin board,  by male teens.  The  fourth
segment   was   a   chance   for   community
reactions.

Scott   Gunkel   of   the   Lambda   F{lghts
Network,    and   several   other   concerned
community   members   met   with   station
representatives   after   the   series   began.
Because  of  that  meeting,   plans  for   the
series were altered enough to give Gunkel
a   short   rebuttal   segment   on   the   third
segment.  The  station  had  decided  earlier
to  dedicate  the  November  25  segment  Of
"Milwaukee's  Talking"   to  discussion  of

the   series   after   receiving   hundreds   Of
phone & written complaints.

When      asked      by      "Milwaukee's
Talking'    host    Mark    Siegrlst   why    the
"Flirting   With   Danger"   series   was

compiled,  WISN  TV  News  Director  Fred
D'Ambrosi  replied,   "In  the  wake  Of  the
Dahmer    investigation,     which    involved
many  Gay  victims,  Dane  was  approached
by some people ln the Gay community who
said,  `Loch  -  this  is  how  this  happened.

This is how people can be victimized.' We
felt  it was  a  legitimate  story  to  go  about
explaining  some  parts  of  the  Gay  world
heterosexuals aren't familiar with. ' '

F{eporter Dane Placko,  when asked why
he   didn't   coordinate   the   program   with
responsible  members  of Mllwaukee's  Gay
community,    responded,    "When   you're
doing a  surveillance  story  -  you  try  and
keep the wraps on it. ' '

Gay community  leaders  were  not  made
aware of the  story until information about
it began to seep out less than a week prior
to its scheduled airing.

D'Ambrosi  and  Placko  shared  the  talk
show  stage  with  a   panel   that  at  times
included    Gunkel,    Kitt!/   Barber   of   the
Lesbian   Alliance   of    Metro   Milwaukee;
Dan °Fons  of  Queer .Nation;   Psychologist
Tim Baack;  and anti-discrimination  lawyer
Kathleen Hume .

On  the  talk  show,  Gunkel  condemned
the    series    saying    it    was    "poorly
researched,  not  in-depth  research,  and  it
was    exploitive    of    the    Gay/Lesbian
community."

Gunkel   also   asked    why    the    station
didn't  lock at some of the reasons behind
such  activities:  people  are  having  sex  in
parks    because    they    have    no   other
alternatives      in      a      Safe,       secure
environment.  Gunl{el also said  many  have
no  other  outlet,  either  not  liking  bars,  or
not old  enough to go into bars.  He  asked
what   other   choices   did   a   condemning
society offer them.

Kitty  Barber  called  the  §erie§  "totally
exploitive,   and  blatantly  senintionalist."
She  continued,  "I  thought  that  the  series
was  done  simply  to  sell  air  time  at'the
expense   of   112,000    Lesbian    and    Gay
people who are in the metro area. "

In  explanation  Of  her  criticism,  Barber
said,  "We are  a  brcndly  based  and  very
diverse community...  what  this  show  did,

contd. on page 12
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MILWAUKEE [414] 

HELP LINES 
Gay Information Svcs. (referrals) 
Gay People's Union Hotline 
Gay Bash Hotline(confidential) 
Helpilne [Crisis Counseling] 
Wisc. AIDS Line 

444-7331 
562-7010 
444-7331 
271-3123 

273-AIDS 

SERVICES 
Bottom Line Travel (Travel Agency) 
3610 N. Oakland Ave. 964-6199 
C.S.P., Incorporated (typesetting, photostats, photo 
processing, computer services/consulting) 289-7777 
Diva's (Hair Salon) 316 N. Milw., Suite 575 272-HAIR 
Financial Planning Services 445-5552 
Theodore I. Friedman, PH.D. (Psychotherapist) 
2266 N. Prospect, Suite 206 272-2427 
Gay/Lublin international News Network 
P.O. Box 93626. 53203-0626 289-7777 
24 Hr. Fax Number 289-0789 
GLINN Voice Mall (Resources, News, In Step 
calendar, personals. etc. 24 hrs. Free Call) 289-8780 
Hendee Andes (Caretaker/maintenance) 372-0805 
Hardware Design (Custom-made 
screens & jewelry 276-4116 
HayHoek & Assoc. (advertising, P.R.) 
823 N. 2nd St. 271-5819 
Horizon Travel (Member IGTA) 
N81W15028 Appleton, Men. Falls 255-0704 
Individuals (Hair Salon) 
770 N. Jefferson 223-0103 
Formost Trowel, Rochelle Cluccl 
(Travel Consultant) 241-9300 
Carol Law & Warren Klaus (attorneys) 
5665 S. 108th, Hales Corners 529-2800 
Lohman Funeral Service 804 W. Greenfield 645-1575 
Thames E. Martin (trial & general law) 
161 W. Wisconsin, Suite 3189 765-9413 
Milw. AIDS Project [MAP) 
P.O. Box 92505, 53202 273-1991 
Midwest Music/Meridian Distributors 
2821 N. 4th St. . 53212 372-5500 
Michael G. Pazdan (Psychotherapist) 543-1135 
Berle Enterprises (Advertising & Promotional Items 
P 0. Box 1146, 53201 873-0471 
Save Travel Group 
19035 W. Bluemound, Waukesha 786-7360 
Soap Suds Kid(cleaning) 265-1105 
Scrub & Dust (home/office cleaning) 427-0831 
Jeanie Simpkins (MS) (counseling) 282-6160 

RETAIL 
Valerie's (art/antiques) 1200 S. 1st 
T.T. Tulip (florist)1213 E. Brady 
Seven Seas Aquatics (fish, birds, supplies) 
215 W Florida St. 

NORTH CENTRAL WI 
Gay/Lesbian Support Group 
Box 247A, 1411 Ellis Ave. Ashland 54806 
Northland House (bed & breakfast inn) 
609 Hwy 77, Pence 54550 
UWSP 10% Society 
Box 68, Stevens Pt. 54481 
Central Wis. AIDS Support Group ICWASI31 
Box 2071, Wausau 54402-2071 
LOS Brotherhood (Gay Mormons) 
P.O. Box 152, Wausau 54402 
Northern WI. Lambda Society 
c/o 134 Hillside Rd., Rhinelander 54501 
Mad Hotter (MW,DJ,V) 
320 Washington, Wausau 
Wausau Narcotics Anonymous 
(ask for gay meetings) 
Willow Haven Resort/Supper Club 
4877 Haven Drive, Hazelhurst, 54531 

645-3177 
277-8518 

272-7966 

(715) 561-3120 

(715) 842-9881 

(715) 362-4242 

(715) 842-3225 

(715) 536-LIFE 

(715) 453-3807 

RACINE/KENOSHA 
Club 94 (MW,DJ) 
9001 120th Ave. (Hwy C 8 194) Kenosha 
JoDee's (MW,DJ) 
2139 Racine St. (Hwy 32) Racine 
Gay AA (Group 294 Meeting) 
Gay/Lesbian Union of Racine 625 College, 54303 
Southeastern WI AIDS Project (HIV/AIDS Support, 
Testing) 6927 39th Ave. , Kenosha 
Outside Kenosha 

TOUTH EASTERN WI 
UW-Whitewater G/L Student Union 
309 McCutchen Hall, Whitewater 53190 
Saving Grace Tabernacle (Bible study group) 
P.O. Box 367, Salem, WI 53168 (414) 537-4639 

857-9958 

634-9804 
554-6611 

657-6644 
1-800-924-6601 

OUTH CENTRAL WI 
The New Leaf (MW.D) 
Hwy 51 S., Rt. 7, Janesville 
MASN Satellite Offles(AIDS Into) 
317 Dodge St., Janesville 

ESTERN WI 

472-5738 

(608) 752-5650 

(806) 756-2550 

Memories (MW.D) 314 S.4, LaCrosse (608) 782-9061 
LaCrosse VG Support Group (608) 782-1274 
LaCrosse Parents I& Friends of Gays (608) 782-6082 
Leaping LaCrosse News Box 932, L.C. 54602-0932 
New Beginnings (mo. newsltr.) Box 25, Westby 54667 
U.W. Eau Claire Gay/Lesbian Organization 
UW EC, Union Box G.L.O., 54701 
Gay & Lesbian Alliance Box 111, Platteville 53818 
TROD (W) 820 Tower, Superior (715) 392-5373 
The Main Club (MW, El) 
1813 N. 3rd, Superior 
Eau Claire G/L Alcoholics Support Group 
Tap-Line 
Linda 
The Back Door (MW, DJ, F) 
411 Galloway St., Eau Claire I STATEWIDE 

(715) 392-1756 

(715) 839-3425 
(715) 839-3687 

(715) 839-9606 

Hag Rag (bi-monthly lesbian/feminist paper) 
P.O. Box 1171, Madison 53701 (608) 255-5090 
in Step (bi-weekly G/L lifestyle magazine) (414) 278- 7840 
225 S. 2nd, Milwaukee 53204 FAX: (414) 278-5868 
Wise. AIDS Line (outside Milw.) 
Mon.-Fri. 910 9. Fri. 9-5:30 
Wisconsin Light (Di-weekly G/L newspaper) 
1843 N. Palmer, Milwaukee 

1111 .1

Human Rights Campaign Fund (HRCF( 
(Speak Out Campaign) 
National G/L into & Counseling 
Nat'l GEL Task Force [NGLTF) 
AIDS Drug Trials (experimental) 
10% Society at N.M.U. 
Box 95, Univ. Center, NMU, Marquette, MI 
Douglas Dunes Resort( M w.DJ,F ,V) 
Blue Star Highway, Douglas, MI 
Berlin (MW,V, DJ) 
954 W Belmont, Chicago 
Little Jim's (M,V) 
3501 N. Halsted, Chicago 
North End (M) 3733 N. Halsted, Chicago 
AIDS Care Network fACNI 
Box 6573, Rockford, IL 61125-1573 (815) 
The Office (MW,DJ) 
513 E. State St. , Rockford, IL 
Triviur Lounge (Mw,DJ) Lounge/Motel 
7125 W. State St., Rockford. IL 

UT OF STATE 
1-800-334-AIDS 

372-2773 

(202) 332-6483 
1-800-SOS-GAYS 

(202) 332-6483 
1-800-TRIALSA 

49855 

(616) 857-1401 

(312)348-4975 

(312) 871-6116 
(312) 477-7999 

962-5085 (ext. 228) 

(815) 965-0344 

(815) 964-7005 

School Board 'guts' Gay proposals 
Milwaukee (In Step) — Reacting to 

recall threats by hundreds of bible quoting 
fundamentalist Christians, the Milwaukee 
School Board November 20 approved 
watered down proposals on Gay/Lesbian 
issues. An ad hoc citizens' group, not 
satisfied with the `gutting' of the 
proposal, threatened to remove five board 
members who expressed support for the 
Gay issues. 

Over 700 opponents to the proposals 
rallied — overwhelming the seating 
available in the auditorium, cafeteria and 
a second floor room in the MPS 
Administration Building. Opponents 
spilled out of those spaces and into 
hallways and outside sidewalk. Many 
carried signs, some saying "Gay is not 
normal or healthy;" "Homosexuality is a 
Sin;" and "Muskego & Big Bend say 
'vote NO'." Many sung hymns and 
prayed, and argued with supporters of the 
proposals. 

A visible Gay/Lesbian contingent of 
approximately 50 was present — some in 
the auditorium itself, most others in the 
hallway. Gays and Lesbians were both 
numerically and psychologically 
overwhelmed. Most of the Gays/ 
Lesbians present had never been 
confronted with such obvious hate and 
homophobia, especially at such 
unbalanced odds. Many often were pulled 
aside singly and coerced into heated 
discussions with clusters of nay-sayers 
and fanatics. 

The School Board meeting was set to 
begin at 8pm, and Gay/Lesbian 
supporters were encouraged to be there 
before 7pm. However, proposal 
opponents — orchestrated by Rev. Vic 
Eliason and his WVCY radio and 
television stations — began showing up 
by 4pm and occupied the vast majority of 
auditorium seats. 

Proponents also circulated petitions 
urging the recall of board members Jared 
Johnson, Joyce Mallory, Mary Bills and 
Christine Sinicki whom they perceived as 
'pro-Gay. ' The targeted members had 
supported the proposal as it advanced 
through the system. 

After the vote. David M. Lucey was 
added to their target list for not "going 
far enough." Lucey penned the revised 
responses to the proposal, removing 
"offending" language and was seen by 
the Gay community as an "enemy." 

After the vote was taken, Lucey told 
reporters that Gay people were not normal 
or healthy (adopting the same language 
used by the Fundamentalists). He later 
apologized for those remarks, saying he 
was responding to .a `yes' or `no' 
question, and spoke in the heat of the 
moment. 

Lucey is the son of former Wisconsin 
Governor Patrick Lucey, and was 
supported in his at-large school board 
seat campaign by Mayor John Norquist 
and many liberals. 

Openly Gay activist Michael Lisowski 
also ran for that same at-large seat. The 
defeated Lisowski is a member of the Task 
Force on Gay and Lesbian Teens in the 
MPS, which issued the original proposal. 

The Task Force had been formed under 
former MPS Superintendent Robert 
Peterkin after meeting with Gay and 
Lesbian activists and students who 
presented him with a litany of complaints 
of harassment, violence and homophobia. 

THE ISSUES 
The last issue of In Step and the current 

issue of The Wisconsin Light provide a 
detailed description of the original 
proposals. Due to lack of space, we won't 
be reprinting them here in their entirety. 
We will, however, show how they were 
changed by the November 20 vote. 

• Deleted statements: "The 
Administration supported 
recommendations;" and "The 
Administration requests the Task Force to 
develop strategies to assist faculty and 
staff to carry out this responsibility." 

The above quoted Administration 
response to the Task Force proposal dealt 
with the guarantee of a safe and nurturing 
environment regardless of sexual 
orientation. 

contd. on page 14 
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School  Board  `guts' Gay proposals
Mllwaukee   [In   Step]    -   Reacting   to

recall threats by hundreds Of bible quoting
fundamentallst Christians,  the  Milwaukee
School    Board    November    20    approved
watered  down  proposals  on  Gay/Lesbian
issues.   An   ad   hoc   citizens'   group,   not
satisfied    with    the    `gutting'    of    the
proposal,  threatened to remove five board
members  who  expressed  support  for  the
Gay issues.

Over  700   opponents   to  the   proposals
rallied     -     overwhelming    the    seating
available  in  the  auditorium,  cafeteria  and
a    second    f loor    room    ln    the    MPS
Administration    Building.    Opponents
spilled    out   Of   those    spaces    and    into
hallways    and    outside    sidewalk.    Many
carried  signs,   some  saying  "Gay  is  not
normal  or  healthy;"  "Homosexuality  ls  a
Sin;"   and   "Muskego  &   Big   Bend   say
`vote    NO'."    Many    sung    hymns    and

prayed,  and argued with supporters Of the
proposals. ,

A   visible   Gay/Lesbiat`   contingent   Of
approximately 50 was present  -  some  in
the  auditorium  itself,  most  others  in  the
hallway.   Gays   and   I.esbians   were   both
numerlcally        and        psychologically
overwhelmed.     Most    Of    the    Gays/
Lesbians    present    had    never    been
confronted   with   such .obvious   hate   and
homophobla,       especially      at      such
unbalanced odds.  Many often were pulled
aside   singly   and   coerced    into   heated
discussions   with   clusters   Of   nay-sayers
and fanatics.

The  School  Board  meeting  was  set  to
begin     at     8pm,     and     Gay/Lesbian
supporters  were  encouraged  to  be  there
before      7pm.       However,       proposal
opponents   -   orchestrated  by  Rev.   Vic
Ella§on    and    his    WVCY    radio    and
television  stations  -   began  showing  up
by 4pm and occupied the vast majority  Of
auditorium seats.

Proponents    also    circulated    petitions
urging the recall Of board members Jared
Johnson,  Joyce  Mallory,  Mary  Bills  and
Christine  Sinlckl  whom  they  perceived  as
`pro-Gay.'   The   targeted   members    had

supported   the   proposal   as   lt   advanced
through the system.

After  the  vote,   David   M.   Lucey   was
added  to  their  target  list  for  not  "going
far  enough."   Lucey  penned  the  revised
respon`ses    to    the    proposal,     removing
"offending"   language  and  was  seen  by

the Gay community as an ` `enemy. ' '
After  the  vote  was  taken,   Lucey  told

reporters that Gay people were not normal
or  healthy  (adopting  the  same  language
used  by  the  Fundamentalists).   He  later
apologized  for  those  remarks,   saying  he
was    responding    to`a     .yes'     or     `no'
question+   and   spcke  in  the   heat  Of  the
moment.

Lucey  is  the  son  Of  former  Wisconsin
Governor    Patrick    Lucey,     and    was
supported   in   his   at-large   school   board
seat  campaign  by  Mayor  John  Norqulst
and many llberals.

Openly   Gay   actlvlst   Michael   Lisowskl
also  ran  for  that  same  at-large  seat.  The
defeated Lisowskl is a member of the Task
Force  on  Gay  and  Lesbian  Teens  ln  the
MPS, which issued the original proposal.

The Task Force had been formed under
former    MPS    Superintendent   Robert
Peterkln   after   meeting   with   Gay   and
Lesbian   actlvists   and   students   who
presented  him with a  litany Of complalnts
of harassment, violence and homophobla.

THE ISSUES
The last issue Of ln Step and the current

issue  of  The  Wisconsin  Light  provide  a
detailed   description   of   the   .orlglnal
proposals.  Due to lack Of space,  we won't
be  reprinting them  here  in  their  entirety.
We  will,   however,  show  how  they  were
changed by the November 20 vote.

• Deleted          statements:        `  "The
Administration                 sup.o[ted
recommendations; "         and         "The
Administration requests the Task Force to
develop  strategies  to  assist  faculty  and
staff to carry out this responslbillty. ' '

The   above   quoted   Admlnistratlon
respo`nse to the Task Force proposal dealt
with the guarantee Of a safe and nurturing
environment     regardless     of     sexual
orlentat!on.

contd. on page 1.
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Milwaukee Lavender Network at 
crossroads, seeks diversity 

Milwaukee — The Milwaukee Lavender 
Network will take the time before the next 
scheduled meeting on January 29 to reach 
out in an attempt to broaden multi-cultural 
participation. MLN originally formed as 
an ad hoc Gay/Lesbian coalition in 
response to the breaking of the Dahmer 
case. 

Since its formation, the Lavender 
Network achieved many successes as a 
cooperative venture among many groups 
and a small core of dedicated hard-
working concerned individuals. MLN 
members attended countless meetings. 
The power structure took account of 
Lesbian and Gay concerns to an 
unprecedented extent. It wasn't perfect, 
but again Milwaukee Lesbians and Gay 
men responded well in crisis. 
\ At a meeting November 18, two dozen 

attended, representing less than ten 
groups, were scheduled to respond to the 
following questions: 

• What is the future of the Lavender 
Network? 

• Is Its work in response to the 
Dahmer murders over? 

• What needs to be done? 
• Who will do it? 
But once again, MLN — founded in 

crisis — had to react to two more crisis 
situations before those questions could be 
answered. Those situations, and 
community response to it, took up the 
largest amount of time at the MLN 
meeting. The issues of concern 
surrounded the Nov. 20 Milwaukee School 
Board vote on implementation of 
system-wide Gay/Lesbian sensitive 
changes; and Channel 12's sweeps week 
four- part series on the "Gay 
underground." 

An MPS Task Force Report on Gay and 
Lesbian Teens had previously been 
adopted, in full, by an earlier School Board 
vote, and sent to the Administration for 
implementation. Until then, no significant 
opposition had arisen to the changes that 
would have included sensitivity training 
for teachers and staff, Gay/Lesbian 

sensitive texts and curriculum, and non 
judgmental counseling. However, after 
fundamentalist 'Christian' broadcasters 
rallied opposition to the Report, nearly 700 
supporters appeared at a Board 
committee meeting on Nov. 13 speaking 
against it. 

Using terminology that twisted the Task 
Force recommendations to their own 
benefit, the Fundamentalists threatened 
recall drives and circulated petitions. At 
the Nov. 20 full Board meeting, a 
watered-down version was passed, 
appeasing the Fundamentalist-led 
opponents. (See separate news article). 

The MLN had urged members to write 
and call MPS Board members in support 
of the Report, and to show up in person at 
the Nov. 20 meeting. Nearly 50 supporters 
showed up, but the opposition numbered 
nearly 1,000. Many opponents were from 
the suburbs or other South Eastern 
Wisconsin areas, including Big Bend, 
Muskego, and other WVCY strongholds. 

MLN's major fear was an increase in 
homophobia and Gay bashing, especially 
when the MPS vote fell within the four day 
Channel 12 inflammatory series. The 
Channel 12 series was seen as not being 
fair or unbiased reporting. Words like 
"defamation," "victimization," and 
"poor timing" were expressed 
repeatedly. 

The potential for an increase of violence 
directed towards the Gay/Lesbian 
community was of such a concern, that In 
Step Magazine and the Wisconsin Light 
announced they would immediately begin 
to act as sources for reports of Hate 
Crimes committed against our 
community. The publications, using City 
of Milwaukee Community Services 
'Hate/Violence Monitoring Project' 
forms, would then compile statistics and 
forward them on the City, the National 
Gay and Lesbian Task Force, and the US 
Department of Justice. 

MLN also recommended phone calls 

contd. on page 16 
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Milwaukee  Lavender Network at
crossroads,  seeks d]v®rsity

Mllwaukee  -  The Milwaukee Lavender
Network will take the time before the next
scheduled meeting on January 29 to reach
out in an attempt to broaden multi-cultural
participation.   MLN   originally   formed   as
an    ad    hoc    Gay/Lesbian    coalition     in
response  to  the  breaking  Of  the  Dahmer
Case.

Since     its     formation,     the     Lavender
Network   achieved   many   successes   as   a
cooperative  venture  among  many  groups
and    a    small    core    Of    dedicated    hard-
working   concerned   individuals.   MLN
members    attended   countless   meetings.
The    power    structure    tcok    account    of
Lesbian    and     Gay    concerns    to    an
unprecedented  extent.   It  wasn't ,perfect,
but  again   Milwaukee   Lesbians  and   Gay
men responded well in crisis.

a:tf;daedTee::np:eTeonv,:nmgber|e::,Th:ndo:::
groups,  were  scheduled  to respond  to  the
following  questions:

• What  is  the  future  of  the  Lavender
Network?

•Is    its    work    in    response    to    the
Dahmer murders over?

• What needs to be done?
•  Who will do it?

But  once  again,   MLN   -   founded   in
crisis  -   had  to  react  to  two  more  crisis
situations before  those  qilestions  could`be
answered.      Those      situations,      and
community  response   to   it,   took   up   the
largest   amount   of   time   at   the    MLN
meeting.      The      issues     of     concern
surrounded the Nov.  20 Milwaukee  School
Board    vote     on     implementation     of
system-wide     Gay/Lesbian     serisitive
changes;  and  Channel  12's  sweeps  week
four-     part     series     on     the      "Gay
underground."

An MPS Task Force  Report on Gay and
Lesbian   Teens   had   previously   been
adopted,  in full,  by an earlier School Board
vote,  and  sent  to  the  Administration  for
lmplementation.  Until  then,  ho significant
opposition  had  arisen to  the  changes  that
would   have   included   sensitivity   training
for    teachers    and    staff,     Gay/Lesbian

sensitive  texts  and  curriculum,   and   non
judgmental   counseling.    However,    after
fundamentalist    `Christian'    broadcasters
rallied opposition to t`he Report,  nearly 700
supporters     appeared     at     a     Board
committee  meeting  on  Nov.   13  speaking
against it.

Using terminology that twisted the' Task
Force    recommendations    to    their    own
benefit,   the   Fundamentalists   threatened
recall  drives  and  circulated  petitions.   At
the    Nov.    20    full    Board    meeting,     a
watered-down    version    was    passed,
appeasing      the      Fundamentalist-led
opponents. (See separate news article) .

The  MLN  had  urged  members  to write
and  call  MPS  Board  members  in  support
of the Report,  and to show up in person at
the Nov. 20 meeting.  Nearly 50 supporters
showed  up,  but  the  opposition  numbered
nearly  1,000.  Many  opponents  were  from
the    suburbs    or   ,.other    South    Eastern
Wisconsin    areas,    including    Big    Bend,
Muskego, and other WVCY strongholds.

MLN's  major  fear  was  an  increase   in
homophobia  and  Gay  bashing,   especially
when .the MPS vote fell within the four day
Channel    12    inflammatory    series.    The
Channel  12  series  was  seen  as  not  being
fair   or   unbiased   reporting.   Words   like
"defamation,"    "victimization,"   and
"poor       timing"       were       expressed

repeatedly.
The potential for an increase of violence

directed     towards    the     Gay/Lesbian
community was of such a concern,  that In
Step  Magazine  and  the  Wisconsin  Light
announced  they  would  immediately  begin
to   act   as   sources   for   reports   of   Hate
Crimes       committed        against       our
community.  The  publications,   using  City
of     Milwaukee    Community    Services
`Hate/Violence     Monitoring     Project'

forms,  would  then  compile  statistics  and
forward  them  on  the  City,   the  National
Gay and Lesbian Task  Force,  and  the  US
Department of Justice.

MLN   also   recommended   phone   calls

contd. on page 16
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MILWAUKEE 1414] RESTAURANTS 
10 Glass Menagerie (lunch, dinner, cocktails) 
124 N. Water 347.1962 
8 Cafe Melange (lunch, dinner, live entertain.) 

BARS 720 N. Old World 3rd St. 
Walker's Point Cafe (After Bar Hours) 

291-9889 

9 BJ's Mint Bar II (Mw) 819 S. 2nd 645-8330 1106 S 1st St. 384-7999 
1 Ballgame (Mw,V,D,F) 196 S. 2nd 273-7474 2 Fannies 200 E. Washington 643-9633 
3 Boot Camp (M,UL) 209 E National 643-6900 
4 C'est Ls Vie (Mw,D) 231 S. 2nd 
5 Club 219 (M.DJ,V) 219 S. 2nd 

291-9600 
271-3732 MEDICAL 

7 Dance, Dance, Dance (Mw.DJ) 801 S. 2nd 383-8330 Brody East STD Clinic IBESTDI (VD, HIV testing. 
2 Fannie's (Wm,D,F) 200 E. Washington 643-9633 hepatitis screening) 1240E. Brady 272-2144 
Fox Trap Cocktail Lounge )G/S) Milwaukee AIDS Project [MAP] 
3426 W Lisbon 344-3909 315 W. Court St., 53212 office/staff 273-1991 
Keefe Ave. Station (MW,DJ) AIDS Information 273-2437 
333 E. Keefe 961-9998 Positive Health (HIV+ Group & individual 
7 Li Cage (Mw,DJ,V) 801 S. 2nd 383-8330 mental health groups) 287-4680 
Loose Ends (GS, MW,F) STD Specialties Clinic (VO. HIV Testing) 
4322 W. Fond du Lac 442. 8469 3251 N. Holton 264-8800 
10 M&M Club (MW.F) 124 N. Water 347-1962 Women's Alternative Health Clinic 
8 Cafe Melange (MW,G/S,F) 1240 E. Brady 272-2144 
720 N. Old World 3rd St. 291-9889 Wisconsin Community-Based R h Consortium 
The Next Stop (WM,F) 800 E. Chambers 264-NEXT (Experimental HIV/AIDS Drug Program) 
14 Nltengales (Wm,DJ.V,F)2022 W. National 645-1830 315 W Court St. , 53212 273-1991 
15 Partners (Mw, D) 813 S. 1st 647-0130 
16 Phoenix (Mw,DJ,V) 235 S. 2nd 
6 Rainbow Revue (Mw,DJ,F) 
1100 S. 1st St. 
The Station 2- Eastern Connection 
1534 W. Grant (Wm.D) 
Tina's iMW,DJI 634 W. North Ave. 
13 This is It (M) 418 E. Wells 
12 3B's Bar (Mw,D) 1753 S. KK 
18 Triangle (M,V) 135 E. National 
Visions (Mw,DJ,V) 814 S. 2nd Street 
Wizard's Pub (Mw,D) 
4538 W. Lisbon 
11 Wreck Room (M,L/L) 266 E. Erie 

647-9950 

383-5755 
562-2511 
278-9192 
672-5580 
643-9758 
672-5000 

445-5500 
273-6900 

COMPUTER BULLETIN BDS. 
Lifestyles BBS 
(matchmaking, chat, games) 744-3556 
Alternate Lifestyles BBS 
(gay listings. messages) 933-7572 
Crossroads BBS (4 lines, chat, matchmaking, 
files, netmail) 672-8885 
CSP/GLINN Multi-Board Super System (news, personals, 
guides, files, on-line games, graphics, hot stories) 289-0145 
Starcom BBS (user descrp. , files, echo mail) 873-6969 
Special Times BBS (Gay, Bi Echo, Matchmaking) 271-0576 
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SOME SAFETY TIPS 
No crime victim is to blame for the crime committed against them. 
Even though you can't be sure you won't become a victim of crime, 
these tips may be helpful: 
• Identify local "Danger Zones" in areas 
you frequent. Avoid them if alone, and 
stay aware of your surroundings; 

• Plot out "safe" routes from the bus stop 
or parking lot to your home or other 
places you frequent. Use well lit streets, 
and be aware of late night stores where 
you could run for safety; 

• If you feel unsafe, trust your instincts, 
and remove yourself from the area. 
Make noise, blow a whistle, scream 
"FIRE!" Call 911 for police assistance; 

• If you go home with strangers, make 
sure you introduce that person to a friend 
or to the bartender. Make people aware 
you are leaving together, so if a problem 
arises later, they can help identify the 
perpetrator; 

,
I NT 

FOUR 
WEEK 

• Lesbians should be cautious of men they 
meet in Lesbian bars who claim to be 
Gay and invite women to their homes to 
party; 

• Leave bars with a group of people you 
know. Assailants often lurk outside Gay 
identified establishments waiting for their 
next victim; 

• Always carry a whistle, consider taking a 
self defense class. (Self Awareness is 
often more important than Self Defense); 

• Be alert and aware of your surroundings. 
Don't take short cuts through unlit areas; 

• Get license plate numbers of cars with 
suspicious occupants, or whose occu-
pants should out anti-Gay slurs . . . then 
report it to police. 

S T E 

YEAR 
END 

ISSUE 

COVERS: Dec. 19 - Jan. 16* 

DEADLINE: 4Pm WED. DEC 11th 

* You must cover Christmas, New Year's and the first 
two weeks of January! 

PHONE: 414/278-7840 • FAX: 414/278-5868 
MAIL: In Step Magazine, 225 S. 2nd St., Milwaukee, WI 53204 
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SOME SAFETY TIPS
No crime victim is to blame for the crime committed against them.
Even though you can't be sure you won't become a victim of crime,
these tips may be helpful:

Identify  local `Danger Zones" in areas
you frequent.   Avoid them if alone, and
stay aware of your surroundings;
Plot out Wsafe" routes from the bus stop
or  parking  lot  to  your  home  or  other
places you frequent.  Use well lit streets,
and be aware of late night stores where
you could run for safety;
lf you  feel  unsafe.  trust your instincts,
and  remove  yourself  from  the  area.
Make  noise.   blow  a  whistle,  scream
"FIF3E!"   Ca[1911  for police assistance;

lf you  go  home with  strangers,  make
sure you introduce that person to a friend
or to the bartender.  Make people aware
you are leaving together, so if a problem
arises  later,  they  can  help  identify  the
perpetrator;

• Lesbians should be cautious of men they
meet in  Lesbian  bars who claim to be
Gay and invite women to their homes to
Party;

• Leave bars with a group of people you
knovF Assailants often lurk outside Gay
identified establishments waiting for their
nextvictim;

• Always carry a whistle, consider taking a
self defense class.   (Sell Awareness is
often more important than Self Defense);

• Be alert and aware Of your surroundings.
Don't take short cuts through unlit areas;

'. Get license plate nuriibers of cars with

suspicious occupants, or whose occu-
pants should out anti-Gay slurs . . . then
report it to police.
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Former reporter sues Eliason 

Washington, D.C. [LLDEF] — Former 
UPI reporter Julie Brienza on November 
20 charged that a group of right-wing 
religious broadcasters, including Paul 
Cameron and Milwaukeean Vic Eliason, 
orchestrated a smear campaign against 
her designed to compel UPI to fire her 
because she is a Lesbian and because she 
was free-lancing for a Gay and Lesbian 
newspaper. 

In April of 1990, Eliason, a religious 
talk show host on Milwaukee's WCVY 
Radio & TV, discovered that Ms. Brienza 
was both working at UPI and writing a 
free-lance article for Washington, D.C.'s 
weekly Gay newspaper. Eliason then 
contacted a number of other 'Christian 
broadcasters' and together they 
broadcast a continuous series of reports 
about Ms. Brienza, calling her a 'mole' 
and a 'double agent' and referring to her 
employment at UPI as "a case of Lesbian 
penetration of United Press 
International. -

Her attorneys have uncovered in 
discovery facts supporting the contention 
of a right-wing religious conspiracy, which 
include the fact that Eliason, Cameron, 
Accuracy in Media, and other right-wing 
broadcasters suggested to their listeners 
that Brienza should be fired. Further, 
some urged their audiences to block the 
UPI telephone lines with their demands, 
which led to UPI receiving hundreds of 
telephone calls from listeners complaining 
about Ms. Brienza and demanding that 
she be fired. Calling UPI officials directly, 
fundamentalist broadcasters argued that 
Ms. Brienza could not be an objective 
journalist and threatened to cancel their 
contracts with the financially troubled 
news service if she were not fired. Family 
Stations, Inc., a group of about 32 
religious radio stations based in Oakland, 
California, also called UPI to complain 
about Ms. Brienza after Eliason started 
his campaign. 

On April 26, 1990, UPI fired Ms. 
Brienza on the ground that she used UPI 
facilities to write a free-lance story. 
Cameron and Eliason claimed credit for 

for $12 million 

her termination and congratulated their 
audiences on their efforts. 

"The true values of groups such as 
Eliason's are revealed by their hate 
campaigns against people like Julie 
Brienza," said attorney Lynne Bernabel 
of the Washington, D.C. law firm of 
Bernabei & Katz, which is representing 
Ms. Brienza. 

In Ms. Brienza's $12.5 million suit, 
filed in U.S. District Court in the District 
of Columbia in November, 1990, she 
charged Eliason with malicious 
interference with her UPI contract, 
unlawful invasion of her privacy for 
"outing" her, and violation of the 
District of Columbia's Human Rights Act 
and Wisconsin's Hate Crimes statute. 
Brienza Nov. 20 moved to amend her 
complaint to include charges that Eliason 
orchestrated the conspiracy which 
ultimately lead to her termination from 
UPI, and defamed her through their public 
statements impugning her journalistic 
integrity based on her sexual orientation. 

Paula Ettelbrick. Legal Director of 
Lambda Legal Defense and Education 
Fund, which is acting as co-counsel in this 
case, added, "Eliason's witch hunt 
tactics against this one reporter are a 
tragic reminder of the power of 
homophobia and the sheep-like response 
of some right- wing fanatics. The effect of 
their actions will be to chill any reporter, 
Gay or straight, from addressing 
homosexuality in a positive light." 

Thomas E. Martin 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

General Practice of Law 
Fifteen Years Experience 

A 765-9413 A A 
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Former  r®pbrt®r sues  Eliason  for  $12  million
Washington,  D.C.  [LLDEF]   -  Former

UPI  reporter  Julia  Brienza  on  November
20   charged   that  a   group   of   right-wing
religious    broadcasters,     including    Paul
Cameron   and   Mllwaukeean  Vlc   Ellason,
orchestrated   a   smear   campaign   against
her  designed  to  compel  UPI  to  fire  her
because she is a Lesbian and because she
was  free-lancing  for  a  Gay  and  Lesbian
newspaper.

In  April  of  1990,   Eliason,   a  religious
talk   show   host   on   Milwaukee's   WCVY
F{adio &  TV,  discovered  that  Ms.  Brienza
was  both  working  at  UPI  and  writing  a
free-lance  article  for  Washington,  D.C.'s
weekly    Gay    newspaper.    Eliason    then
contacted   a   number   Of   other   `Chrlstia'n
broadcasters'      and      together      they
broadcast  a  continuous  series  Of  reports
about  Ms.   Brienza,   calling  her  a  `mole'
and  a  `double  agent'  and referring  to  her
employment at UPI  as  "a case of Lesbian
penetration         of         United         Press
International. "

Her   attorneys    have    uncovered    in
discovery  facts  supporting  the  contention
of a right-wing religious conspiraey,  which
include   the   fact  that  Eliason,   Cameron,
Accuracy  in  Media,  and  other  right-wing
broadcasters  suggested  to  their  listeners
that   Brienza   should   be   fired.    Further,
some  urged  their  audiences  to  block  the
UPI  telephone  lines  with  their  demands,
which  led  to  UPI  receiving   hundreds   Of
telephone calls from  listene`rs  complaining
about  Ms.   Brienza  and  demanding  that
she be fired.  Calling UPI officials  directly,
fundamentalist  brcndcasters  argued   that
Ms.   Brienza   could   not   be   an   objective
journalist  and  threatened  to  cancel  their
contracts   with    the   financially    troubled
news service  if she were  not fired.  Family
Stations,    Inc.,    a    group    Of    about    32
rellglous radio stations based  in  Oakland,
California,   also   called   UPI   to   complain
about  Ms.   Brienza   after   Eliason   started
his campaign.

On    April    26,    1990,    UPI    fired    Ms.
Brlenza  on the ground  that  she  used  UPI
facilities    to    write    a    free-lance    story.
Cameron  and  Eliason  claimed  credit  for

her  termination   and  congratulated   their
audiences on their efforts.

"The   true   values   of  groups   such   as
Eliason's   are    revealed    by    their    hate
campaigns    against    people     like    Julie
Brlenza,"   said   attorney   Lynne   Bernabel
of   the   Washington,    D.C.    law   firm   Of
Bernabei  &  Katz,  which  is  representing
Ms. Brienza.

In   Ms.   Brienza's   $12.5   million   suit,
filed  in,U.S.  District  Court  in  the  District
of   Columbia    ln   November,    1990,    she
charged       Eliason       with       malicious
interference   with   her   UPI   contract,
unlawful    invasion    of    her    privaey    for
"outing"     her,     and    violation    of    the

District  of  Columbia's  Human  Rights Act
and   Wi§consin's   Hate   Crimes   statute.
Brienza   Nov.   20   moved,to   amend   her
complaint to  include  charges  that  Eliason
orchestrated     the     conspiracy    which
ultimately   lead   to  her   termination   from
UPI, and defamed her through their public
statements    impugning    her    journalistic
int6grity based on her sexual orientation.

Paula    Ettelbrick,     Legal    Director    of
Lambda   Legal   Defense   and   Education
Fund, which is acting as co-counsel in this
case,   added,    "Eliason's   witch   hunt
tactics   against   this   one   reporter   are   a
tragic    reminder    of    the    power    of
homophobia  and  the  sheep-like  response
of some  right-  wing fanatics.  The  effect  Of
their actions will be  to chill  any  reporter,
Gay    or    straight,     from    addressing
homosexuality in a positive  light."
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MILWAUKEE [414] 
ORGANIZATIONS 

Counseling Center (Gay & Lesbian Support 8 Discussion 
Groups) 2038 N. Bartlett, 53202 271-2565 
Cream City Chorus P.O. Box 1488, 53201 344-9222 
Crum City Foundation [CCFI 
2821 N. 4th St., #2178, or, Box 204, 53201 265-0880 
Different Drummer Theatre Alliance (G/L Theatre Co.) 

347-0673 P.O. Box 92756. 53202 
Galan Club (chemical free recovery club) 
2408 N. Farwell 276-6936 
Feel City Singers (gay choral group) 
P.O. Box 11428, 53211 263-SING 
GAMMA (sports/social) P.O. Box 1900, 53201 963-9833 
Gay/Lesbian Community at UWM 
Box 251, 2200 E. Kenwood 53201 229-6555 
Gay People's Union P.O. Box 208, 53201 562-7010 
Gay Youth Milw. (regular peer group meetings) 
P.O. Box 09441, 53209 
Gay Men's Discussion Group 
G/I. Parents Coalition of Milw. 
P.O. Box 93503, 53203 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of America 
Milwaukee Chapter 
Girth & Mirth/Milw. P.O. Box 862, 53201-0862 
Greater Miler. Maritime Assoc. 258-2802 
Holiday invitational Tournament (G/L bowling event) 
P.O. Box 899. 53201 672-8960 
H.O.P.E. (Support for PW AIDS/HIV) 383-1512 
Lambda Rights Network (political action, legal defense) 
Box 93252. 53203 871-4839 
Lesbian Aillince Metro Milwaukee (LAM M) 
P.O. Box 93323, 53203 
MLGPC [Pride Week Committee] 
P.O. Box 93852, 53203 32-PRIDE 
MGALA (MU Graduates), P.O. Box 92722, 53202 
Metro Milw. Friendship Group [MMFGI 
P.O. Box 93203, Milwaukee 53203 

265-8500 
Tim, 271-2565 

962-0861 

342-6543 

264-2600 

423-0379 

Milwaukee Gay/Lesbian Cable Network 
P 0. Box 204, 53201 265-0880
Milwaukee Flippers/Swimming Club (G/L Swim Club) 

963-1990 or 265-5340 
Narcotics Anonymous (request gay mtgs.) 449-9800 
People Living With AIDS Coalition 
315 W Court, 53212 273-1991 
°barons (L/L social grp ) Box 07423. 53207 
Queer Nation (Queer Action) 
P.O. Box 93951, 53203 384-3911
Saturday Softball Beer League ISSBL1 P 0. Box 92605.53202
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous (SCA) 276-6936
Silver Space (Group for Older Lesbians) 
P.0 Box 371, Elm Grove 53122 271-2565 
TS/TV Connection (Support for Trans-sexuals/vestites, 
crossdressers) c/o 2197 S K K Suite 707, 53207 483-2227 

RELIGIOUS 
Dignity (G/L Catholic Church) P.O. Box 597, 53201 444-7177 
Lutherans Concerned P.O. Box 11864, 53211 481-9663 
New Hope Metropolitan Church 
P.O. Box 1421,53201-1421 332-9995 
Village Church (Reconciled In Christ) 
130 E. Juneau Ave, 273-7617 
Cross Lutheran Church (Reconciled in Christ) 
1821 N. 16th St. 344-1746 
UCCL/GC (United Church of Christ) 
P.O. Box 07168, 53207 645-2678 
MAP Spiritual Care 
P.O. Box 92505. 53202 273-1991 
Affirming Light Agape Church (Spiritual Counseling) 
P.O. Box 23135, 53223 354-3979 
Plymouth Church- U.C.C. (Open & Affirming) 
2717 E. Hampshlrel964-1513 
St. James Episcopal Church 
833 W. Wisconsin Ave. 271-1340 

WISCONSIN 
PHONE PERSONALS 

AT LAST, A PHONE PERSONALS SERVICE EXCLUSIVELY 
FOR GAY/B1 MEN WHO LIVE IN WISCONSIN! 

( 

) 

ENTER QUICK CODE 

1 WISCONSIN 

• Listen to recorded "talking" personal ads 
• Record your own dating personal 
• Private "voice mailboxes" let you receive 

recorded messages on our system from 
other guys. No need to put your phone 
number in your ad unless you want to! 

• Fast, fun, private...new ads daily! 
• Cancel anytime for any reason! 

.96/MINUTE 

14004964 92 
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SEASON'S 
GREETINGS 

To Your House 
From Ours 

Valeries 
Gallery of Art 

& Antiques 
1200 South 1st 
(414) 645-3177 

11-5 Daily, Closed Tuesday 
Prom the Common to the Bizarre . . . 

1 9 9 2 
PLANNING CALENDAR 

PRESENTED BY 

IN STEP MAGAZINE 
This 1992 12-month planning calendar (1 month per page) complete with holidays, bar anniversaries, 
dates important to the Gay/Lesbian community, room to write in your own hectic schedule, In Step 
deadlines, and organization directory is yours FREE. Pick-up your copy at the In Step Office beginning 
December 5, 1991. Or, to receive your 1992 Planning Calendar by mail, send $3 for shipping & 
handling to: In Step Magazine, 1992 Planning Calendar, 225 South 2nd Street, Milwaukee, WI 53204. 
Cash, checks or money orders accepted. Make checks payable to: In Step Magazine. 

Name:  

Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

❑ Yes, please send me a 1992 In Step Planning Calendar. Eno, )sed is $3 for shipping 
& handling. 

EPlease send me additional 1992 In Step Planning Calendar(s). Enclosed is $2 
shipping and handling for each 1992 Planning Calendar beyond the first. (Maximum 
number of calendars you can receive is 5.) Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.
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SEASOH'S
GREETINGS

To Your House
FTom Ours

Valeries
Gallery  of   Art

&  Antiques
1200 South lst
(414) 645-3177

11-5 Dally, Closed Tuesday
From the Common to the Bizame .
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100 House co-sponsors for Gay Rights Bill 
By Cliff O'Neill 

Washington — After over a decade of 
deferred hopes and a year of intense 
lobbying, Gay activists have reached the 
long wished for benchmark of 100 active 
co-sponsors on the House's federal Gay 
and Lesbian civil rights bill. As an added 
bonus, the Senate's version of the same 
measure picked up another sponsor, 
bringing its number of official backers to a 
record 14. 

"One hundred is a milestone," said 
Gregory King, spokesman for the Human 
Rights Campaign Fund. "We have 
reached the highest point yet. But we still 
have a lot of work to do." 

Peri Jude Radecic, lobbyist for the 
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, 
credited grassroots activists much of the 
success. 

"Many activists in the Gay and Lesbian 
community have worked hard to move us 
to 100 co-sponsors," she said. "And it's 
the activists in those 100 members' 
districts who should be credited with this 
effort." 

On Nov. 21, Rep. Ed Pastor (D-Ariz.) 
became the 100th House co- sponsor. 

"I've been a lifelong supporter of civil 
rights,'' said Pastor, through a 
spokeswoman. "I don't think that 
anybody should be denied their civil 
rights, no matter what their religious or 
sexual.. persuasion might be. I've worked 
for civil rights all along, and in this case, I 
don't think those rights should be taken 
away." 

Pastor was voted into office earlier this 
year in a special election to complete the 
term of retired Rep. Morris Udall (D). A 
supervisor of Maricopa County, which 
includes Phoenix, Pastor won his seat 
with heavy Gay and Lesbian support, 
including a $5,000 contribution from 
HRCF's political action committee. 

At the same time, Sen. Frank 
Lautenberg (d-N.J.) fulfilled an almost 
decade old campaign promise to 
co-sponsor the Senate's version of the 
bill. 

Lautenberg, a liberal Democrat, has in 

his nearly ten years in the Senate, 
amassed a largely supportive record on 
Gay and Lesbian issues and was 
instrumental in getting increased funding 
for a popular AIDS care program over the 
past two years. 

Despite being "fairly to very 
supportive on Gay and Lesbian issues," 
according to HRCF political director Eric 
Rosenthal, Lautenberg bad deferred 
officially backing the measure since he 
was first elected in 1982. 

FAX IT TO US! 
(EVERYTHING BUT CLASSIFIEDS) 

In Step's Fax (414) 278.5868 
Voice Phone (414) 278-7840 

Arreola seeks 
`Sensitive Crimes' 
Division 

Milwaukee — Milwaukee Police Chief 
Philip Arreola told the Milwaukee Journal 
he was seeking to create a Sensitive 
Crimes Division as part of his on-going 
reorganization of the Milwaukee Police 
Department. The new division could be in 
set up and running as early as early 
January 1992. 

The Sensitive Crimes Division would 
consolidate responsibilities scattered 
through several other departments into 
one. The new division would have 
responsibility over the Sexual Assault 
Unit, and handle Child Abuse & Neglect 
cases, as well as hate Crimes. 

Suggestions for the reorganization were 
culled from a 3 year old report from an 
outside consultant, and will effectively 
decentralize operations within the MPD. 

Editor's Note: Perhaps Hate Crimes 
will now receive proper emphasis under 
this new plan. But the sensitization to 
Hate Crimes — recognizing them, and 
knowing how to enforce them— must start 
in the training academy. 

01991 REAL PEOPLE, LTD. • MUST BE,1B OR OLDER AND HAVE A TOUCH TONE PHONE 
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE • FOR MORE INFO: (312) 988-7464 
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100  House co-sponsors  for  Gay  Fights  Bill
•      Bycllffo'Nelll

Washington  -  After  over  a  decade  of
deferred   hopes   and   a   year   of   intense
lobbying,  Gay  activists  have  reached  the
long  wished  for  benchmark  of  100  active
co-sponsors  on  the  Hou§e's  federal  Gay
and  Lesbian  civil  rights  bill.  As  an  added
bonus,  the  Senate's  version  Of  the  same
measure    picked    up    another    sponsor,
bringing its number of official backers to a
record 14.

"One   hundred   is   a   milestone,"   said

Gregory King,  spokesman for  the  Human
Rights   Campaign   Fund.    "We    have
reached the highest point yet.  But we still
have a lot of work to do. ' '

Pert   Jude    Radecic,    lobbyist   for   the
National   Gay   and   Lesbian   Task   Force,
credited  grassroots  activists  much  Of  the
success.

"Many activists in the Gay and Le§blan

community  have worked  hard  to  move  us
to  100  co-sponsors,"  she  said.   "And  lt's
the    actlvlsts    ln    those    100    members'
dl§trlcts who should be  credited  with  this
effort. „

On  Nov.   21,   Rep.   Ed  Pastor  (D-Arlz.)
became the 100th House co- sponsor.

"I've  been  a  lifelong  supporter  Of  civil

rights,"     said     Pastor,     through     a
spokeswoman.    "I    don.I    think    that
anybody   should    be    denied    their    clvll
rights,  no  matter  what  their  rellgi-ous  or
sexual..  persuasion might be.  I've worked
for civil rights all along, and in this case,  I
don't  think  those  rights  should  be  taken
away.',

Pastor was voted into office  earlier  this
year  in a  special  election  to complete  the
term  of  retired  Rep.  Morris  Udall  (D).  A
supervisor   Of   Maricopa   County,    which
includes   Phoenix,   Pastor   won   his   Seat
with   heavy   Gay   and   Lesbian   support,
including    a    $5,000    contrlbutlon    from
HFtcF's polltlcal action committee.

At    the    same    time,    Sen.     Frank
Lautenberg   (d-N.J.)   fulfilled   an   almost
decade     old     campaign     promise     to
co-sponsor   the   Senate's   version   Of   the
bill'

Lautenberg,  a  liberal  Demcerat,  has  in

his    nearly    ten    years    in    the    Senate,
amassed   a   largely  Supportive   record  on
Gay    and    Lesbian    issues    and    was
instrumental  in  getting  increased  fundlng
for a popular AIDS care program over the
pasttwoyears.     `

Despite     being     "fairly     to.   very
supportive  on  Gay  and  Lesbian  issues,"
according  to  HRCF  political  director  Erlc
Rosenthal,   Lautenber§   bad   deferred
officially   backing   the   measure   since   he
was first elected in 1982.

FAX IT TO US!
(EVERY"lNG But CLASSIFIEDS)

ln Step's Fax (414) 2784e68
Voice Phone (414) 278-7e40

Arr®ola  seeks   _
`S®nsitive  Crim®s'

Divlslon
Mllwauhee  -  Milwaukee  Police  Chief

Philip Arreola told the Milwaukee Journal
he   was   seeking   to   create   a   Sensitive
Crimes  Division  as  part  of  his  on-going
reorganization   of   the   Milwaukee   Police
Department. The new division could be in
set   up   and   running   as   early   as   early
January 1992.

The   Sensitive   Crimes   Division   would
consolidate   responsibilities   scattered
through  several   other   departments   into
one.     The    new    divlslon    would     have
responsibility   over   the   Sexual   Assault
Unit,  and  handle  Child Abuse  &  Neglect
cases, as well as hate Crimes.

Suggestions for the reorganization were
culled  from  a  3  year  old  report  from  an
outside   consultant,    and   will   effectively
decentralize operations within the MPD.

Edltor's   Note:   Perhaps   Hate   Crimes
will  now  receive  proper  emphasis  under
this  new   plan.   But  the   sensitization   to
Hate  Crimes   -   recognizing  them,   and
knowing how to enforce them-  must start
ln the training academy.
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P.O. Box 8234. 53708 
G/L Educational Employees 
c/o The United 
Gay Fathers c/o United 
Galvanize (G/L pride organizers) 
P O. Box 1403, 53701 

MADISON [608] 
MEDICAL 

Madison AIDS Support Network (support & counseling) 
P O. Box 731, 53701 (303 Lathrop St ) 238-MASN 
Blue Bus STD Clinic (Monday. Thursday) 
1552 University Avenue 

BARS 
2 Club 3054 (WM,DJ,V) 
3054 E. Washington 
1 Rod's (Mw,L/L,D) 
636 W. Washington (rear) 
1 The New Bar (MW,DJ,V) 
636 W. Washington (upstairs) 
3 Phase II (GS,MW,F,D) 
117 W Main St. 
2 Wings 3054 (MW,L/L) 
3054 E. Washington 

ORGANIZATIONS 

262-7330 

241-4977 

255-0609 

256-8765 

255-5029 

244-8870 

ACT-UP/Madison P 0. Box 2023, 53701 256-2763 
Gay/Lesbian Phone Line 255-4297 
Gay/Lesbian information Recording 
(1Ask for tape #3333) 263-3100 

prle. xII r212Resource Center 

Nothing to Hide (gay cable) 241-2500 
Gay Alcoholics Anonymous 257-7575 
Badgerland Narcotics Anonymous 257-1747 
Frontiers Gay Men's Outreach (Men's Umbrella Organ.) 

244-8675 

255-8582 
255-8582 

255-8061 

Gay Outdoor (recreation group) 
P.O. Box 8234, 53708 244-8675 
Kissing Girls Productions (Lesbian Cultural Events) 
P.O. Box 6091. 53716 
Parents & Friends of Gays & Lesbians 
P.O.Box 1722, 53701 271-0270 
Queer Liberation Front 
511 W. Main #301.53703 256-2763 
Madison Wrestling Club P.O. Box 8234, 53708 244-8675 
New Harvest Foundation (G/L Foundation) 
P.O. Box 1786. 53701 
10% Society (student organization) 
Box 614, Mem. Union, 800 Langdon. 53706 262-7365 
Unicorns (Levi/Leather Club) 
P.O. Box 536. 53701 (608) 256-6256 
United (education, counseling, advocacy) 
310 E. Wilson. 53703 255-8582 
Womonsong 246-2681 

RELIGIOUS 
Integrity/Dignity Box 730, 53701 
Affirmation (L/G United Methodists) 
9127 University Ave. 

MILWAUKEE [414] 

ORGANIZATIONS 

836-8886 

256-2353 

ACT-UP/Milwaukee, P.O. Box 1707, 53201 769-8708 
Alcoholics Anonymous (req gay mtgs) 272-3081 
Beer Town Badgers (L/L social club) P.O. Box 166, 53201 
BI-Sexual Support Group 
P.0 Box 14081. West Allis, 53214 271-3067 
Black & White Men Together 
P 0 Box 12292, 53212 265-8500 
Black Gay Consciouness Raising 
P 0 Box 93694, 53203 933-2136 
Castaways M.C. (L/L) P.O. Box 1697, 53202-1697 

0 

ANONYMOUS HIV TESTING 
TRAVELING CLINIC 

Thursday, Dec. 12, lr-lam 
LA CAGE 

Friday, Dec. 13, 4-8'm 
WRECK ROOM 

Tuesday, Dec. 17, Wm-Midnight 
CLUB 219+ 

Thursday, Dec. 19, r -Midnight 
M&M CLUB 

AT BESTD CLINIC 
Every Monday & Wednesday 
6:00-9:00Pm by Appointment 

1240 East Brady Street • Milwaukee, WI 53202 

(414) 272-2144 
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ORGANIZATIONS
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ANONYMOUS HIV TESTING
TRAVELING CLINIC

Thursday, Dec.  |2,  iopm.lan

LA CAGE
Friday, Dec.13, 4-8Pm

WRECK ROOM
Tuesday, Dec.17, 9Pm-Midnight

CLUB 219+
Thursday, Dec.  19, 8Pm-Midnight

M" CLUB
AT BESTD CLINIC
Every Monday & Wednesday
6:00-9:00Pm by Appointment

1240 East Brady Street . Milwaukee, WI  53202

(414) 272-2144
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Gays accuse WISN of exploitation 
contd. from page 4 
was pinpoint and exploit stereotypes that 
we've been battling for years and years 
and years. Despite any disclaimers, which 
you did make over and over, the images 
you showed were stereotypical." 

To a thunderous round of audience 
applause, Barber commented on the 
Dahmer connection, "You can't blame 
the victims for what happened to them —
and that's what this show,didl 

Fons explained "Underage people 
getting into bars is a problem — across all 
communities. Dane and Fred had a chance 
to do a very insightful story — that could 
have addressed that — what they chose to 
do instead is just attack the Gay 
community and say that the Gay 
community does these (nasty) things. 
Heterosexual kids do this stuff." 

Reacting to an audience members 
question "Why weren't alternatives 
given? That message needs to get out." 
D'Ambrosi responded, "When we do 
investigative stories. . . the first official act 
is NOT to contact that group of people 
(you're investigating) and say 'Hey, 
we're doing a story that might be 
perceived as negative to your 
community. ' We do the story, the 
investigation, and then we contact them 
for reaction." 

Fons commented in reaction to that, 
"We need to communicate to Channel 12 
News sponsors to let them know we don't 
want them to sponsor this kind of garbage 
on the air EVER again!" 

When asked what goes into choosing 
topics for investigative series, D'Ambrosi 
responded, "What's of interest to 
people... diversity." 

Baack, who is a counselor at The 
Counseling Center, and works with many 
Gay/Lesbian clients, said of the series, 
"Awful doesn't describe it — (the series) 
— for myself — I found it incredibly 
derogatory, damaging, slanted, biased, 
un-researched, un-prepared. . . I could go 
on." 

"Baack continued, "If these problems 
do exist, and I think it's safe to say they 
do, they're not unique to the Gay 

community. There was really no attempt 
to look underneath at the cause of some of 
these problems." Baack said the use of 
such bad images were caused by 
"homophobia and heterosexism, which 
were not explored in this series. News 
producers must realized they themselves 
could be homophobic." 

Attorney Hume, who has a daughter 
who is an out Lesbian, said from her 
experience, that "Gays and Lesbians 
have an intense fear of discrimination." 
When her daughter 'came out' Hume was 
concerned because she knew what her 
daughter would face. Hume also told how 
"heterosexuals go cruising looking for 

10 1111 11111tews series, Channel 12 used a 
map to show which specific parks Gay 
sexual activity allegedly takes place in. 
They also showed a map of the "Cruise 
Route" in the Historic Third Ward area.

I Use of the maps was roundly criticized by 
many as showing Gay bashers where they 
could find victims. On the other hand, the 
maps could show males looking for such 
activity, exactly where to go to find it, 

kil,cenvounding the problem. 

I 

A litany of complaints accused Placko 
and D'Ambrosi of ignoring the positive 
aspects of Milwaukee's Gay/Lesbian 
community and concentrating on 
"seamy" aspects in a chase for ratings 
superiority. 

Gays and Lesbians shared the 
"Milwaukee's Talking" audience with 
students on a field trip from Marshall high 
school. One of those students asked the 
panel what positive aspects the 
Gay/Lesbian community wanted 
portrayed. 

In response, Barber commented, "We 
probably have more positive 
organizational things in the works than 
heterosexuals — we have to! We have to 
build our own infrastructures, we have to 
provide our own support systems for 
ourselves because society does not do that 
for us — in fact they work against us.'' ' 

A Gay audience member commented, 
"Channel 12 presented us with a problem 
— did not give us a solution — and made 
assumptions on why people do this." 

contd. on page 14 
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Gnus accuse W]SN of exploltatlon
oontd. from page 4
was  pinboint  and  exp)olt  stereotypes  that
we've  been  battling  for  years  and  years
and years,  Despite any dlsclalmers,  which
you  did  mal{e  over  and  over,  the  Images

Eons   explained   "Underage   people
getting into bars is a problem -  across all
communities. Dane and Fred had a chance
to do a very lnsightful story  -  that could
have addressed that -  what they chose to
do    instead    is    just    attack    the    Gay
community    and    say    that    the    Gay
community    does    these    (nasty)    things.
Heterosexual kids do this stuff . ' '

Reacting    to    an    audience    members
question   "Why   weren't   alternatives
given?  That  message  needs  to  get  out."
D'Ambrosl    responded,    "When   we   do
investlgatlve stories...  the flrst official act
is  NOT  to  contact  that  group  Of  people
(you're    investlgating)     and    say     `Hey,
we're    doing    a    story    that    might    t)e
perceived      as      negative      to      your
community.'     We    do    the     story,`    the
investigation,  and  then  we  contact  them
for reaction . ' '

Eons   commented   in   reaction  to   that,
"We need to communicate to  Channel  12

News sponsors to let them I{now we don't
want them to sponsor this l{ind of garbage
on the air EVER again! ' '

When  asked  what  goes  into  choosing
topics for  inv6stigative  series,  D'Ambrosl
responded,    "What's   of    interest    to
people. . . diversity. ' '

Baack,    who   is   a   counselor   at   The
Coun§eling  Center,  and  works  with  many
Gaj/Lesbian  clients,   said  of  the   serle§,
"Awful doesn't describe it  -  (ttie  series)
-   for   myself   -   I   found   it   incredibly
derogatory,   damaging,   slanted,    biased,
un-researched,   un-prepared...  I  could  go
on. , ,

"Baacl{  continued,   "If  these  problems

do exist,  and  I  think  lt's  safe  to say  they
do;    they're    not    unique    to    the    Gay

community.  There  was  really  no  attempt
to look underneath at the cause Of some Of
these  problems."  Baack  said  the  use  Of
such    bad    images    were    caused    by
"homophobia   and   heterosexism,   which
were  not  explored  in  this   series.   News
producers  must  realieed  they  themselves
could be homophobic.-' '

Attorney  Hume,   who  has  a  daughter
who   ls   an   out  Lesbian,   said   from   her
experience,    that    "Gays    and    Lesblans
have  an  intense  fear  Of  discrlmlnation."
When her daughter `came out'  Hume was
concerned   because   she   knew   what   her
daughter would face.  Hume also told how
"heterosexuals   go   cruising   locking   for
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A  litany  of  complaints  accused  Placko
and  D'Ambrosi  of  ignoring  the  pceitive
aspects   of   Mllwaul{ee's   Gay/Lesbian
community     and     concentrating      on
"seamy"  aspects  in  a  chase  for  ratings
superiority.

Gays     and     Lesbians     shared     the
"Milwaukee's    Talking"    audience    with

students on a field trip from Marshall high
school.  One  of  those  students  asked  the
panel     wha-t     positive     aspects     the
Gay/Lesbian        commu.nity        wanted
portrayed.

In  response,. Barber  commented,   "We
probably        have        more        positive
organizational  things  in  the   works   than
heterosexuals  -  we have to!  We  have  to
build our own  infrastructures,  we  have  to
provide   our   own   support   systems   for
ourselves because society does not do that
for us - in fact they work against us. ' I

A  Gay  audience  member  commented,
"Channel 12 presented u§ with a problem
-  did not give us a solution  -  and made
assumptions on why people do this. ' '

oontd. on peige 14
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Synergy (AIDS Support Network) 
P.O. Box 2137, Fond du Lac 54935 
Fox Valley G/L Parents 
PO Box 791, Appleton, 54912-0791 
Lawrence Univ. /Gay, Lesbian, 81 group 
Lawrence Univeristy, InfoDesk 
Box 599, Appleton 54912 (Elise) 

GREEN BAY [414] 

BARS 
3 Brandy's II ( Mw. UL) 1126 Main St. 
1 Nepalese Lounge (MW, DJ) 
515 S Broadway 
2 Za's (MW,DJ.V)1106 Main Street 

235-5100 

727-1975 

(414) 832-7165 

ORGANIZATIONS 

432-3917 

432-9646 
433-9821 

Angel of Hope (MCC Church) 
P.O. Box 672, 54305 496-8688 
Argonauts of Wisconsin (L/L Social Club) 
P.O. Box 1285. 54305 
Goy AA (Meeting Weekly) 494-9904 
Bay City Chorus P.O. Box 1901, Green Bay 54305 469- 2897 
Center Project, Inc. [CPI)-(HIV Test/Counsel) 
P.O. Box 1062, 54305 437-7400 
Northern Womyn, Inc. (Lesbian Support/Social Group) 
Box 10102. Green Bay 54307-0102 
Parents & Friends of G/L 499-7080 
UW-GB G/L Support Group (Weekly Meetings) 465-2343 

MW 
M 
Mw 
W 
Wm 
G/S 
UL 
0 
DJ 
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CODE CHART 
1/2 Men, 1/2 Women 

Prefer Men Only 
Mostly Men. Women Welcome 

Prefer Women Only 
Mostly Women, Men Welcome 

Gay 8 Straight Mixed 
Levi/Leather 

Dancing 
Disk Jockey, Dancing 

Video 
Food Service 

FOX VALLEY [414] 
6 Pivot Club (MW,DJ,V) 4815 W. Prospect (Hwy BB) 
Appleton 730-0440 
Sherlock's Home (Mw,G/S,F) 
733 Pennsylvania, Sheboygan 

ORGANIZATIONS 
Permits 8 Friends of G/L )PFLAG-Lakeshore] 
Box 1396, Sheboygan 53082-1396 
PFLAG Fox Cities Appleton 749-1629 
Box 75, Little Chute, 54140 Green Bay 499-7080 
Fox Valley AIDS Project 
120 N. Morrison, #201, Appleton 54911 
Center Project, Inc. Fox Valley Ext. 733-2067 
UW-Oshkosh 10% Society 207 Reeve Union, UW-0, 54901 
Gay/Lesbian Support Group 
UW-0 Counseling Center 424-2061 

TO MILWAUKEE 
(approx. 110 mi.) 

TO APPLETO 
(approx. 35 mi.) 

WISCONSIN( 

APPLETON 
AREA INSET 

GRAND 
PENING! 

Milwaukee's Newest Peoples Bar 
*** CELEBRATES *** 

u-tra cri B threat .a% Dap AL, .ra 

San DIItfa _20ILT DallscrilLeilit1212, 7 '41L, 

41—iPlik O m&AM NI 

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

CATERED BUFFET 
CHRISTENING 

CELEBRATION AT 6pm 
PRIZES SURPRISES 
DOOR CHARGE TO 

BENEFIT MILW. AIDS 
PROJECT 

* ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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727-1975.

(414)832-7t65
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ORGANIZATIONS
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-0 Coun§®llno Cont®r 424-aei
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496-86e8
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UW.a B G/I slipport Croup oweekly M8etlrio§)            465-2343
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lvlilwaukeefs Newest Peoples Bar' *** CELEBRA:ITS***

EEj''q±EEEeFEgaF=ELPeFe£'.=ae=
`0

frFHLE±Eday    EBeee.FEE;beF S
fflpm  ®.ee.1

LIVE  ENTERTAINMENT

CATERED  BUFFET

CHRISTENING

CELEBRATION  AT  6pm

PRIZES          SuRPRISES

DOOR  CHARGE  TO

BENEFIT  MILW.  AIDS

PROJECT
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contd. from page 12 

Gunkel wrapped things up commenting, 
"With the extreme pressures, the 
conservative backlash and swing, we are 
getting more and more youth being 
ostracized by their family and peers. And 
that leads to teen drug and alcohol abuse 
and teen suicide. . . and this is what the 
major problem is. It is literally a life and 
death situation for our Gay youth. And, if 
we try to help them, we're labeled as child 
molesters, and that's the biggest problem 
we have in the Gay community — we can't 
even outreach. ' ' 

School Board 
contd. from page 5 

Amended, any mention of the Task 
Force deleted, as well as any mention of 
support of the Task Force's proposals. 

• Deleted any reference to the Task 
Force and the administrations assistance 
in the "dissemination of the strategies 
developed . . .to eliminate discrimination 
based on sexual orientation." 

They replaced it with the innocuous 
"The Administration will reinforce the 
right of all students to have equal 
opportunity for a quality education." 

The Task Forces' original 
recommendation asked that all students 
have an equal opportunity for quality 
education. 

• Deleted an entire paragraph dealing 
with the implementation of curriculum 
materials, teaching strategies and policies 
that include non-judgmental information 
on sexual orientation. 

The November 20 vote substituted this 
response: "The Board does not agree 
that a 'non- judgmental' (in the sense of 
'value neutral') approach to curriculum, 
teaching strategies or school policies is 
desirable or even achievable. While every 
student is entitled to be treated with 
dignity and respect, regardless of his or 
her sexual conduct or orientation, it is the 
essential role of the school system and all 
educators in it to help children learn how 
to exercise good judgment in their own 
lives. With regard to sexual conduct, this 
school district does not condone or 
encourage sexual activity of any kind, 

whether homosexual or heterosexual, 
among its students. It is further this 
Board's policy that no child should be 
encouraged by any administrator, faculty 
or staff member to express or adopt any 
particular sexual orientation. The 
Administration will continue to review and 
revise all curriculum materials to ensure 
that they are consistent with these 
views." 

• Avoided directly addressing the 
Task Force recommendations that 
"sexual orientation be addressed in the 
sexuality component of a comprehensive 
health instruction curriculum." Instead, 
the Board's response was to refer to the 
above substituted response printed 
avove. 

• Deleted any reference in the Task 
Force's involvement in the development 
and implementation of appropriate 
inservice for MPS personnel. Instead, the 
Board responded that the Administration 
"provide appropriate inservice that is 
consistent with this statement of Board 
policy to ensure that staff. . . are prepared 
to address the problems that are faced by 
Gay and Lesbian students." 

Thus, the Board effectively turned their 
backs on the inclusion of the Task Force 
members in designing such inservice 
sessions, leaving it up to themselves. The 
Task Force on Gay and Lesbian Issues 
was composed of professionals, many 
openly Gay or Lesbian, who could have 
done an excellent job. 

• Deleted references that the Task 
Force "develop and implement 
appropriate inservices for MPS 
personnel." The inservices would train 
staff and faculty to increase their 
knowledge of and sensitivity to Gay 
culture and issues. 

Instead it said "The Administration 
will provide appropriate inservice that is 
consistent with this statement of Board 
policy to ensure that staff. . .are prepared 
to address the problems that are faced by 
Gay and Lesbian students." 

• Deleted reference to the Task 
Force's "examination of existing 
programs. and develop strategies 
appropriate to MPS students." The Task 
Force had recommended that drop out 

contd. on page 16 
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oontd. from page 12

Gunkel wrapped things up commenting,
"With    the    extreme    pressures,    the

conservative  backlash  and  swing,  we  are
getting    more    and    more    youth    being
ostracized  by  their  family  and  peers.  And
that  leads  to teem  drug  and alcohol  abuse
and  teem  suicide...   and  this   is  what  the
major  problem  is.  It  is  literally  a  life  and
death situation for  our  Gay youth.  And,  if
we try to help them, we're labeled as child
molesters,  and  that's the biggest problem
we have in the Gay community -  we can't
even outreach. ' '

School Board
contd. from page 5

Amended,   any   mention   of   the   Task
Force  deleted,  as  well  as  any  mention  Of
support of the Task Force's proposals.

• Deleted   any   reference   to   the   Task
Force  and  the  administrations  assistance
ln   the   "dissemination   Of   the   strategies
developed    .,.to   eliminate   discrimination
based on sexual orientation. ' '

They   replaced   it   with   th,e   innocuous
"The   Administration   will   reinforce   the

right    Of    all    students    to    have    equal
opportunity for a quality education. I '

The          Task          Forces'          original
recommendation   asked  that  all   students
have   an   equal   opportunity   for   quality
education.

• Deleted  an  entire  paragraph  dealing
with   the    implementation   of   curriculum
materials,  teaching  strategies  and policies
that   include   non-judgmental   information
on sexual orientation.

The  November  20  vote  substituted  this
response:    "The   Board   does   not   agree
that  a  `non-  judgmental'  (in  the  sense  of
`value   neutral')   approach   to   curricdlum,

teaching   strategies  or   school   policies   is
desirable  or  even  achievable.  While  every
student   is   entitled   to   be   treated   with
dignity  and  respect,  regardless  of  his  or
her  sexual conduct or orientation,  it  is  the
essential role of  the  school  system  and  all
educators  in  it to  help  children  learn  how
to  exercise  good  judgment  in   their   own
lives.  With  regard  to sexual  conduct,  this
school    district    does    not    condone     or
encourage   sexual   activity   of   any   kind,
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whether     homosexual     or     heterosexual,
among   its   students.    It   is   further   this
Board's   policy   that   no   child   should   be
encouraged  by  any  administrator,  faculty
or  staff  member  to  express  or  adopt  any
particular     sexual     orientation.     The
Administration will continue to review and
revise  all  curriculum  materials  to  ensure
that    they    are    consistent    with    these
views. , ,

• Avoided    directly   addressing    the
Task     Force     recommendations     that
"sexual  orientation  be  addressed  in  the

sexuality  component  of  a  comprehensive
health   instruction   curriculum."   Instead,
the  Board's  response  was  to  refer  to  the
above    substituted    response    printed
avove.

• Deleted   any   reference   in   the   Task
Force's  involvement  in  the  development
and    implementation    of    appropriate
inservice for MPS personnel.  Instead,  the
Board  responded  that  the  Administration
"provide   appropriate    inservice    that    is

consistent  with   this  statement  Of   Board
policy to ensure that staff...  are  prepared
to address the  problems that are faced by
Gay and Lesbian students. ' '

Thus,  the Board effectively turned their
backs  on  the  inclusion  of  the  Tasl{  Force
members    in    designing    such    inservice
sessions,  leaving  it  up  to themselves.  The
Task   Force  on  Gay  and   Lesbian   Issues
was    composed    of   professionals,    many
openly  Gay  or  Lesbian,   who  could   have
done an excellent job.

•  Deleted    references    that    the    Task
Force       "develop       and       impleinent
appropriate       inservices       for       MPS
personnel."   The   inservices   would   train
staff    and    faculty    to    increase    their
knowledge    of    and    sensitivity    to    Gay
culture and issues.

Instead   it   said    "The   Administration
will  provide  appropriate  inservice  that  is
consistent  with  this  statement  of  Board
policy  to  ensure  that  staff...are  prepared
to address the  problems that are faced by
Gay and Lesbian students."

•Deleted    reference    to    the    Task
Force's      "examination     of     existing
programs,     and     develop     strategies
appropriate  to  MPS  students."  The  Task
Force   had   recommended   that   drop   out

contd. on page 16
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Graffitti 

Greg: Happy Birthday! See you at the 
airport in 15 days! Andrew 

Stella: Till this day, whenever I pass by 
Lake Mills, I've got to smile. C.H. 

Steve & Dave: What a tangled web you 
weave. Another Spider 

Steph: We're glad you grew up to be a 
woman. Happy Birthday! All the Lesbians 

Stephanie: Happy Birthday! "Have a nice 
day!" You know who 

Heaven: We hope you're ready for a 
smashing show! With Holly and Ginger 
up there we're sure they have a Holiday 
show in the works. We loved you both & 
will cherish pleasant 
memories. Earth-Bound Fans 

"TELL ME 
ABOUT YOUR 

TRANSVESTITE 
TRANSSEXUAL 

Vat 
PARTY LINE 

Private one-on-one connections 

.800-7531y1S7
980 per 1/2 min. 

Billed to your VISA/MC 

-800-677-MENN 
FIRST TIME" 6 3 6 6 

WHO IS AT RISK? EVERYONE. 
It does not matter WHO YOU ARE 
but it does matter that WHAT YOU DO 
puts you at risk for HIV infection and AIDS. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
CONTACT THE MILWAUKEE AIDS PROJECT 

• Wisconsin AIDSline  • 
In Milwaukee, 273-AIDS 
In Wisconsin, 1-800-334-AIDS 

English Hours 
Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 

Spanish/English Hours 
Tuesday and Thursday 3 to 6 p.m. 

• or call or write • 
Milwaukee AIDS Project 
R_C3_ Box 92505 
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53202 
(4 1-4)-273.-1 991 
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WHO IS AT RISK?  EVERYONE.
It does not matter WHO YOU ARE
but it does matter that WHAT YOU DO
puts you at risk for HIV ihfection and AIDS.

• l^/isconsin . AI Dsline .
In Milwaukee, 273-AIDS
In Wisconsin,1 -800-334-AIDS

Enalish Hours
Monday through  Friday 9 a.in. to 9 p.in.

spanish/Enalish Hours
Tuesday and Thursday 3 to 6 p.in.
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contd. from page 14 
prevention strategies targeted towards 
Gay and Lesbian youth be developed and 
implemented. 

The Boarde substituted, "Given the 
actions outlined above, access to existing 
programs will be used as appropriate" to 
help insure that students stay in school." 

• Deleted reference to the Task Force 
assignment to "identify available 
services and resources and suggest 
appropriate involvement strategies." The 
Task Force originally recommended "that 
community and school-based services and 
resources be made available." 

The board substituted that the 
"Administration will identify services 
and resources and provide students with 
information regarding these services. For 
example, church, community based 
organizations, support groups, etc." 

• . . 

As the dust settled, Gays and Lesbians 
reacted to the vote in several ways. Some 
were content with the advances that were 
made, saying something was better than 
nothing. Others were indignant that the 
Board caved into pressure, much of it 
from outside the district, and weakened 
the original proposals. Still others wished 
the Board had set the issue aside or back 
to Committee for further refinement —
bringing it up again after educating the 
public as to the true impact of the 
proposals. 

Editor's Note: Now, it's our job to 
monitor School Board action on the 
implementation of their responses. 
They've disassociated themselves from 
the Task Force, who would have done the 
bulk of the work for the Board. The Board 
has the proverbial ball in their court — the 
work is up to them. As taxpayer's, we 
must allow them to follow through. 

Milwaukee Lavender Network to 
'regroup' in January 

contd. from page 6 

and letters to WISN TV protesting the 
unfair, unbalanced series. Complaints to 
the FCC, the federal watchdog and 
licensing agency over television and radio 
stations, were suggested as an avenue of 
recourse. 

MLN also compiled a list of 
Gay/Lesbian community leaders, activists 
and knowledgeable specialists which was 
then forwarded to WISN for use in 
rebuttal to the series. 

. . • 

Since its birth, the short-lived MLN has 
compiled a stunning list of 
accomplishments, which include: 

• Coordination of community 
resources to present testimony before 
Mayor Norquist's Blue Ribbon 
Commission that studied 
police/community relations. 

• Compilation of an extremely 
thorough and well documented 
"Preliminary Police Proposal" which 
was presented to the Blue Ribbon 
Commission. The Blue Ribbon 
Commission adopted entire sections of 
the MLN report in their report to the 
Mayor 

• A very successful and diverse 
Candlelight Vigil in memory of Dahmer's 
victims, and to heal the emotions felt 
across the city. 

• Held a Press Conference shortly 
after the Dahmer case broke to put an end 
to the use of the term "homosexual 
overkill." Attempted to educate the 
public and media on the impact of the case 
on our community 

• Continued fine tuning of the Police 
Proposals that will be submitted 
separately, in its entirety, to the Fire and 
Police Commission. 

• Outreach to various and diverse 
community groups and networking with 
them, often for the first time. 

• Reactivation of a long-defunct Media 
Education project. 

The MLN Police Proposal is continually 
being redeveloped and reworked as more 
information, and critique comes in. The 
MLN has tapped into an (until now) 
unknown group of Gay and Lesbian 
Milwaukee Police officers who are 
presently providing their feedback and 
input to suggestions and 
recommendations in the Report. 

The officers, who are very wary of 
contact with Gay/Lesbian organizations, 
offered some specific critical input and 
suggestions, centered especially on 

contd. on page 18 
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Solid, Hot & Healthy — 33, 5'9", 155 lbs. 
GWM. Looking to meet with versatile 
guys for good times. Call 
1-900-737-MENN, ext. 4185. 

Do you need some TLC? Looking for hot, 
together mate to share the good life. 
GWM, mid- 30's. Kenosha area. Call 
1-900- 737-6366. ext. 4182. 

It's easy to find sex... hard to find lovers.. 
You: cute, affectionate — under 25. Me: 
lots of love to give. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4183. 

Professional GWM 29, 6'2", 185 lbs. 
Masculine top. Blonde/Blue very good 
looking seeks handsome GWM for 
relationship 25-32. Dial 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4186. 

GWM 29, 6'2", 180 lbs. Attractive, fun 
loving, professional seeks blond, cute, 
muscular man, for friendship, 
relationship. All replies answered. Dial 1-
900-737-MENN, ext 4187 

GWM 28, Br/BI, 190, seeks friendships. 
Have many interests. Honest & sincere 
need reply, 25-30yr. Phone 1-900-
737-MENN, Ext. 4180. 

GWM, 33, Brown/Blue, 5'8", 165 lbs. 
Attractive. Seeks possible friendship/ 
relationship. You: 18-45. Latins a plus; 
attractive. Phone 1-900- 737-MENN, Ext. 
4181. 

How to PLACE a 
Voice Mail Personal 

See the full page In Step 900 
Voice Mail Personals/Area 
Dialogue order form at the 
beginning of the 'Classies' 

section. We'll print your 
20 word personal FREE 

AZ assign you a 
4 digit 'Voice Mail Box' number. 

In Step's Area Dialogue 
Women/Women 

GWF, 19, Passionate Italian. Athletic, 
friendly, into art. Seeking exciting 
feminine women 18-25 for plenty of fun. 
Companionship, possible relationship. 
Call 1-900- 737-6366, ext. 6203. 

GWF Blonde, Ambitious, Feminine, 18. 
New to Wisconsin. Seeks other feminine 
women 18-25 for fun times, 
companionship, possible relationship. 
Call 1-900-737-6366, ext. 6202. 

•••••••••••••••••••••• • 
• 

• • 
• Discover the • 
: World of Computer • 

• 
• • Bulletin Boards • 

• 
• • 
a Don't have a modem? • 
• Brand name 300/1200 bps modem • 
• • 
• plus lots of free software & printed . 
• guide for only $44.95 (Internal half . 
• card) or $49.95 external. • 
• Send Check/M.O. to: • 
• 
M 

• Comps IBM TypeComputer Owners 

GLINN 
M P.O. Box 93626 
• Milwaukee, WI 53203-0626 
• For More Information Call: 

• 

• (414)289-7777 • 

• 
..MM••111111•111MONINE•E•111•111111..• 

Graffitti 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Lax Men: You're great friends, thanks for 
listening when I needed friends the 
most. Your friend, Dave 

Ricky: I Love You more than words can 
say. Yes, I'll dress up in my birthday suit 
for you on your birthday, Happy 27th! 
Love You. Your Snuggle Bear 

•]n Step.December 5-18,199l.Page 16
contd. from page 14
prevention    strategies   targeted    towards
Gay and Lesbian youth  be  developed  and
implemented.

The   Boarde   substituted,    "Given   the
actions  outlined  above,  access  to existing
programs will be used as  approprlate"  to
help insure that students stay in schcol."

• Deleted  reference  to  the  Task  Force
assignment     to     "identify     available
services   and   resources   and   suggest
appropriate  involvement  strategies. "  The
Task Force originally recommended  "that
community  and  school-based  servlees  and
resources be made available. ' I

The    board    substituted    that    the
"Admlnlstration    will    identify    services

and  resources  and  provide  students  with
information  regarding  these  services.  For
example,    church,    community    based
organizations,  support groups,  etc. "

®,

As the dust settled,  Gays  and  Lesbians
reacted to the vote in  several ways.  Same
were content with the advances that were
made,  saying  something  was  better  than
nothing.   Others  were  lndlgnant  that  the
Board   caved   into  pressure,   much  of   lt
from  outside  the  district,   and   weal{ened
the  original  proposals.  Still  others  wished
the  Board  had  set the  issue aside or back
to  .Committee  for  further  refinement   -
bringing  it  up  again  after  educating  the
public   as   to   the   true    impact    Of    the
proposals.

Editor's   Note:    Now,    it's   our   job   to
monitor    School    Board    action    on    the
implementation    of    their    responses.
They've   disassociated   themselves    from
the Task Force,  who would  have done the
bulk of the work for the Board. The Board
has the proverbial ball in their court -  the
work  is  up  to  them.   As  taxpayer's,   we
must allow them to follow through.

Mllwaukee\     Lavender     Network      to
`regroup' ln January -

contd. from page 6

and   letters  to  WISN   TV  protesting   the
unfair,   unbalanced  series.   Complaints  to
the    FCC,    the    federal    watchdog    and
licensing  agency  over  television  and  radio
stations,  were  suggested  as  an  avenue  Of
recourse.

Gay/LL¥sbi:is:omcm°umnE;lei:adears,I::ivis::
and  knowledgeable  specialists  which  was
then   forwarded    to   WISN    for   use    ln
rebuttal to the series.

Since its birth,  the short-lived  MLN  has
compiled        a        stunning        list        of
accomplishments,  which include:

• Coordination          of         community
resources   to   present   testimony   before
Mayor       Norquist's       Blue       Ribbon
Commission                that                studied
police/community relations.

•Compilation      of      an      extremely
thorough       and       well       documented
"Preliminary  Police  Proposal"   which

was    presented    to    the     Blue     Ribbon
Commission.        The        Blue        Fiibbon
Commission   adopted   entire   sections   of
the   MLN   report   in   their   report  to   the
Mayor.

•A    very    successful    and    diverse
Candlelight Vigil  in  memory  of  Dahmer's
victims,   and   to   heal   the   emotions   felt
across the city.

• Held    a    Press    Conference    shortly
after the Dahmer case brcke to put an end
to   the   use   of   the   term   "homosexual
overkill."     Attempted    to    educate     the
public and.media on the irripact Of the case
on our community.

• Continued  fine   tuning  of  the   Police
Proposals     that    will     be     submitted
separately,  in  its entirety,  to the Fire and
Police Commission.

•Outreach    to    various    and    diverse
community   groups   and   networking   with
them,  often for the first time.

• Reactivation  Of  a  long-defunct  Media
Education project.

The  MLN  Police  Proposal  is  continually
being  redeveloped  and  reworked  as  more
information,   and  critique  comes   in.   The
MLN    has   tapped    into   an    (until    now)
unknown    group    of    Gay    and    Lesbian
Milwaukee    Police    officers    who    are
presently   providing   their   feedback   and
input           to           suggestions           and
recommendations in the Report.

The   officers,   who   are   very   wary   Of
contact   with   Gay/Lesbian   organizations,
offered   some   specific   critical   input   and
suggestions,    centered    especially    on

contd. on page 18
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Solid. Hot & Healthy  -  33. 5'9",155 lbs.
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See tlie full pege lt` Step goo
Voice Mail Personals/Area
Oialogueorderfomatthe
beoiminoofthe`Classies'

section.  will print gout
20 word personal FREE

& assign uou a
4 dig.it Voice Man Bod number.

GWF.    19.   Passionate    Italian.    Athletic,
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GWF  Blonde,  Ambitious,   Feminine,   18.
New  to  Wisconsin.  Seeks  other  feminine
women       18-25       for       fun       times,

%°aff33rfu°.?3}.{8366P,°£%or2?latlonship.

IBM Type Computer Owners

Discover the
World of Computer

Bulletin Boards
Don't  have  a  mod®m?

Brand  name  300/1200  bps  modem
plus  lots of  free  software  &  printed
guide  for  only  $44.95  (Internal  half
card) or Or9.95 external.

Send Check/M.O. to:
GLINN

P.O. Box 93626
Milwaukee, Wl 53203us26

For More Information Cell:
(414)289.777711...I.I.I..I.I..I.,i

#e#:g::°hue':eire:te:a!:Edsf'r}tehnad¥SL°:
most.                                    Your ffiend. Dave
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Ski? Looking for friend to go downhill 
skiing. Weekends and/or ski vacations 
this winter. No sex, just sports. Sharing 
expenses can make it affordable & fun for 
two or more. I have vehicle, will travel to 
Indian Head area often this winter. Please 
call (Milwaukee), 344-7984, leave 
message, will return all interested calls. 

Sex Slaves Submissive bottoms wanted. 
Me: Bi-WM, tough, tattooed, tall, 
muscular. You: Willing to serve. Call Rick 
(414) 342-7430. 

BIWM, 34, Very sincere, straight acting, 
6 foot, 210 lb. F A/P, Gr P, Prof. Can 
travel. I am really a nice guy. Look for 
same. Looking for F A/P, Gr A, 18- 30. No 
fat, fems. Write: P.O. Box 250, 
Holcombe, WI 54745. 

Bi-WM, 23, 7 1/2", cute, trim. Wants to 
meet trim, hung men 18-40 for fun times. 
Write with interests and fantasies and 
phone to Tom, P.O. Box 21609, Milw. , WI 
53221. 

In Step's Area Dialogue 
Men/Men 

Twenty Seven Year Old man of color, tall, 
thin, lonely for good conversation and 
intellectual stimulation. Seeks man over 
30, singles. Call 1-900- 737-MENN, ext. 
4189. 

GWM, 28, professional, well-educated, 
sense of humor, honest, many interests, 
non-smoker, seeks similar, 23-33, for 
relationship. Color unimportant. Call 
1-900- 737-MENN, ext. 4188. 

BiWM, 30, .attractive 5'8", 160, seeks 
men 18-35 with distinction for sasual 
encounters. No fems please. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4190. 

30, Br/Gr, 5'8", 150 lbs interested in 
movies, music, walks by the Lake. 
Seeking friend/ relationship. Call 
1-900-737- MENN, ext. 4174. 

You Know What I want. Will you give it to 
me? 1-900- 737-MENN, ext. 4163. 

Looking for muscular athletic person to 
fullfill my fantasies. Race not important. 
Around 36, 135 lbs, non-muscular. 1 want 
to adore your physique. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4165. 

How to ANSWER a 
Voice Mail Personal 
CALL I-900-737-MENN 

(24-hours-a-day) 
Costs $1.99 per minute. 

To repond to a specific ad, you need 
The 4 digit ext. number at the end of 

the ad, then follow the prompts on the 
recording. Or, you may 
'browse' thru other ads. 

You must be at least I8-gears of' age. You 
must use a touch tone phone. 

GWM, 30, Br./ Gr., 205 lbs. Aggressive 
bottom looking for Top 25- 40. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 11138. 

East Side 5'8", 32, hairy chest and legs.
Versatile with great buns and tool. Call 
1-900- 737-6366, ext. 11118. 

Blond, goodlooking 5' 8", 1451bs. , likes 
hairy, muscular men. Call 1-900-
737-6366, ext. 11055. 

Blond, Blue eyed 6', 170Ibs. , hairy chest, 
built. . . looking for relationship. Call 
1-900- 737-6366, ext. 11046. 

Young at Heart — Diverse, loving 36 year 
old dark featured, 5'9", 155 lbs. Close 
beard? Looking for relationship. Mature, 
stable, fun. Call 1-900- 737-MENN, ext. 
4179. 

GWM, 39, Professional, 5'11", 185 lbs. 
Seeks 'Men of Distinction' for 
companionship, etc. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4175. 

GWM, 25, attractive, sincere, br/br, 
professional, good sense of humor. Seeks 
attractive GWM 21-30 for casual 
relationship or possible more. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4176. 

Book/Music/Movie 
interesting person for 
closets, substance 
right-wingers, bul 
1-900-787-MENN, ext. 

lover, 30, seeks 
dates. No cluttered 
abusers, bores, 

I artists. Call 
4184. 

GREAT HOLIDAY 
GIFTS FROM NCOD 

T-Shirts  $16.00 
100% Cotton, 4-color logo on 
white. M, L, XL, XXL. 
Sweatshirts $30.00 
100% Cotton, 4-color logo on 
white. M, L, XL. 
Posters  $15.00 
24" x 26", 4-color logo. 
Greeting Cards $1.50 
5" x 7", 4-color logo, blank 
inside. 
Buttons  $1.00 
1-1/2" square, b/w. 
Stickers $.05
1" x 2" b/w, purple 

KEITH HARING NCOD LOGO 

On sale at retail outlets around the country or order by mail. 
Please send me: 

T-Shirts size(s) 
Sweatshirts size(s) 
Posters 
Greeting Cards 
Buttons 
Stickers 

Shipping & Handling 
$3 for first shirt, sweat or poster 
$1 for each shirt, sweat after the first 
$1 for buttons, stickers or cards 

@$16.00 each $ 
@ $30.00 each $ 
@$15.00 each $ 
@ $ 1.50 each $ 
@ $1.00 each $ 
O $ .05 each  $ 

Subtotal $ 
Shipping $ 

Total 

Name  

Address 

City State Zip 
Phone Fax 

Visa/MC Exp. Date 
Signature 

For more information, please write or call: National Coming Out Day 
P.O. Box 8349. Santa Fe. NM 87504. 505-982-2558 or 1-800-445-NCOD 
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two or more.  I  have vehicle,  will travel to
Indian Head area often this winter.  Please
call     (Milwaukee),     344-7984,      leave
message,  will return all interested calls.

Sex  Slaves  Submissive  bottoms   wanted.
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BIWM.   30,  .attractive   5'8",   160,   seeks
men    18-35    with    distinction   for    §asual
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CWM.   39,   Professional,   5'`11'',   185   lbs.
Seeks       `Men      of      Distinction'       for
companionship,       etc.       Call       1-900-
737-MENN,  ext.  4175.

CWM,    25,    attractive,    sincere,    br/br,
professional,  good  sense  of  humor.  Seeks
attractive     CWM     21-30     for     casual

;3`7a.ti°;ESNhii ::t?a:Si9.Ie  more.  Call  1-9co-

Book/Music/Movie    lover,    30,    seeks
interesting person  for  dates.  No  cluttered
closets,     substance    abusers,     bores,

{igifet:7W8j7n.8:eEin,  ebx:.''4]84a.rtl§ts.       Call
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training. The officers were quoted as 
"very excited" about the potential for 
change. However, none of them could 
foresee "coming out" and offering to be 
liaison to the Gay/Lesbian community 
because of harassment by fellow officers. 

MLN plans to present their final Police 
Proposals to the Fire and Police 
Commission at the December 7 meeting. 
The Fire and Police Commission has 
already directed the Milwaukee Police 
Department to implement the basic 
concept behind some of the changes 
suggested in the report. 

Efforts have been very successful in 
outreach to other non-Gay/Lesbian 
community groups. An umbrella group of 
community organizations dealing with the 
Dahmer aftermath has done a "good 
job" including Gays and Lesbians and 
our concerns. That group also has broad 
Gay/Lesbian representation on its 
governing board of directors. 

The MLN Media Education group has 
already made one presentation, and has 
others scheduled. They'll speak with 
News Editors, and others in position of 
authority, on Gay/Lesbian sensitivity 
issues. Part of their job also includes 
making suggestions for Gay positive 
articles, and providing a list of 
Gay/Lesbian sources to speak for the 
community. 

MLN'S FUTURE 
The last hour of the three-hour meeting 

was dedicated to the original purpose —
discussing the future of MLN, if indeed 
there was to be one. 
Discussion centered around the fact that 
most of those success listed above were 
brought about through the actions of a 
core group consisting of less than thirty 
people. The original emergency meeting, 
where the MLN was born, saw nearly 
seventy people attend, representing over 
20 Gay/Lesbian organizations. Since then, 
participation has dwindled to an 
overworked few. 

For now, MLN will continue long 
enough to finish projects that were 
started. If the MLN is to have a future, 
participation must be broadened. Those 

presently doing the bulk of the work are 
burned out, and/or committed elsewhere. 
To assure the future of MLN, the 
following areas must be addressed: 

• Trust building. 
• Broadening diversity of the make 

up. Attention must be given to reaching 
out to African-Americans, Hispanics, 
Women of all colors. Without 
multi-cultural participation, the needs of 
the entire Gay/Lesbian community cannot 
be expressed and dealt with 

• Commitment to deal with bias's and 
do the planning and work necessary to get 
things done. 

Now that MLN is wrapping up its 
original 'assignments' should it continue 
to operate as a coalition that meets only in 
response to crisis? Or should it set goals 

Bring In Non-Perishable 
Food Items for the MAP 
Food Pantry -- And Get a 

Free Rose 

DON'T FORGET TO ORDER 
YOUR HOLIDAY 

ARRANGEMENTS & 
POINSETTIAS 

Cut Flowers • Arrangemnts 

Green & Flowering Plants 

Balloons • More 

T.T. T LIP 
FLORAL 

'Your Community Florist' 

1213 East Brady Street 

Milwaukee 

277-8518 
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PEOPLE 

GWM, Early 30's, bottom, looking for top 
for safe sex often. HIV- only. Dark 
skinned men welcome, also couples. 
Please send picture. P.O. Box 07773, 
Milw., WI 53207. 

Picture: Laying on the couch together. 
Christmas tree glowing in the dark, 
glasses of champagne, soft Christmas 
music. Do you love to watch storms in the 
daytime and stars at night? I'm attractive, 
29, 5'5", Blonde, Blue, 155 lbs. Most 
people live on the world, let's live in it! 
P.O. Box 92791, Milwaukee, WI 53202. 

27 year old Gentleman of color, hard-
working and secure. Interested in meeting 
man of wisdom and sensitivity, who 
enjoys the finer things in life. I'm 
stimulated by communication and love to 
share. Lets talk (414) 963-6505, leave a 
number. 

GWM, 28, professional, well educated, 
sense of humor, honest, many interests, 
non-smoker, seeks similar, 23-33, for 
relationship. Color unimportant. I like 
movies, books, antiques, travel, diverse 
friends. Box 08509; 53208. 

Bi-Wm, 32, 5'11", 165, well defined, 
muscular, swimmers physique, 
non-smoker, HIV neg. , work out 
regularly. Very hot, handsome, and 
versatile, looking for similar Bi or Gay 
20-40 y/o. WM for discrete one on ones or 
three-ways. Must send recent nude photo 
and turn ons/offs. Will return with mine. 
P.O. Box 1958, Waukesha, WI 53187-
1958. 

Amateur Models Wanted! Videographer 
seeking Wisconsin models for Gay videos. 
Slim, boyish, hung a plus. Must be 
available (in Milwaukee) during month of 
January. Send photo, physical description 
and phone number to: SB Video, 3023 
North Clark Street, *286, Chicago, II 
60657. 

GWM Looking For friendship, 
companionship & possible relationship. 
37, thin, 162 Ibs, hot, sexy. Looking for 
22-35 year. GWM call (414) 426-2683 or 
102 W. Bent Ave., Oshkosh, WI. Write & 
photo if you like. Thanks. Richard. 

Professional GWM Looking for 
relationship. 40's, 5'11", blond/green, 
145 lb., am slim and toned not muscular. 
Becoming non-smoker. Owns own 
business; Prefer dark- haired butch 
35ish+ guy who enjoys slightly older 
guy; I enjoy almost anything socially & 
sexually/ No S&M. Call Ron. Days (414) 
792-1690; Evenings: (414) 783-4131. 

Real Men Want J/O! Largest J/0 club 
has hundreds of hot men waiting to get off 
w/you. 1-1, group and phone. Discreet! 
Write: CKC — Box 14690, Chicago, IL 
60614-0690. 

Looking For 35 to 40 for safe fun, in my 
water bed. Relationship possible. Stop at 
701 Jackson St. Fort Atkinson, WI. Side 
door only and ring bell door 4pm to 7pm 
only and not after. 

I've learned my lesson! Recently ended 5 
year relationship with much younger lover 
— a mistake. I am a business executive, 
43, 5'10", 180 lbs., brown hair/ hazel 
eyes, top, clean. Looking for younger, 
slim male to build a relationship. If 
interested write: Larry, P.O. Box 1204, 
Waukesha, WI 53186. 

GWM 30, 155 Ibs, Brn/BI. 
5'6". I'm a quiet straight acting honest 
guy seeking a sincere individual 24-32 for 
friendship/ relationship. I have varied 
interests, am pretty easy going, don't use 
drugs or smoke and am fairly talented. If 
interested please respond to P.O. Box 
93671, Milw. , WI 53203. Photo 
appreciated. Thanks! 

Bi/WM, 6', 270 lbs. I just got cut of the 
Army and I would like to meet Bi or Gay 
males or a couple who's husband is Gay 
or Bi. I've been out of this lifestyle too 
long. HELP! Frank Nelson, 426 E. North 
St. Boxholder #227, Waukesha, WI 
53188. 

North Central Wisconsin — WM, 30, 190 
lbs, tall, lean, and athletic. Seeking other 
men to 35 with sincere interests in at least 
one of the following: Body- building, 
bicycling, X-country skiing, U.P. Lake 
Superior shoreline hiking, or weekends in 
the Twin Cities. If you are a non-smoker, 
drug-free, masculine and discreet, we'll 
get along great. Write Box 2062, Wausau, 
WI 54402-2062. 
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training.   The   officers   were   quoted   as
"very   excited"   about   the   potential   for

change.   However,   none   Of   them   could
foresee  "coming  out"  and  offering  to  be
liaison   to   the   Gay/Lesbian   community
because Of harassment by fellow officers.

MLN  plans  to present their  final  Police
Pro.posals    to    the    Fire    and    Police
Commission  at  the  December  7  meeting.
The   Fire   and   Police    Commission    has
already   directed   the   Milwaukee   Police
Department   to   implement   the   basic
concept   behind    some    Of   the    changes
suggested in the report,

Efforts   have   been   very   successful   in
outreach    to    other    non-Gay/Lesbian
community groups.  An  umbrella  group  of
community  organizations dealing with  the
Dahmer   aftermath   has   done   a   "goad
job"   including   Gays   and   Lesbians   and
our  concerns.  That  group  also  has  broad
Gay/Lesbian    representation    on     its
governing board of directors.

The  MLN  Media  Education  group  has
already  made  one  presentation,   and  has
others    scheduled.    They'll    speak    with
News  Editors,   and  others  in  position   of
authority,   on  Gay/Lesbian   sensltivlty
issues.    Part   Of   their   job   also   includes
making    suggestions    for    Gay    positive
articles,     and     providing     a     list     of
Gay/Lesbian   sources   to   speak   for   the
community.

MLN'S FUTURE
The last hour Of the three-hour meeting

was  dedicated  to  the  original  purpose  -
discussing  the  future  Of  MLN,   if  indeed
there was to be one.
Discussion  centered  around  the  fact  that
most  of  those  success  listed  above  were
brought  about  through  the  actions  Of  a
core  group  consisting  of  less  than  thirty
people.  The  original  emergency  meeting,
where   the   MLN   was   born,   saw   nearly
seventy  people  attend,  representing  over
20 Gay/Lesbian organizations.  Since  then,
participation     has     dwindled     to     an
overworked few.

For    now,     MLN    will    continue     long
enough    to    finish    projects    that    were
started.  If  the  MLN  is  to  have  a  future,
participation   must  be  broadened.   Those

presently  doing  the  bulk  Of  the  work  are
burned out,  and/or committed  elsewhere.
To    assure    the    future    Of    MLN,     the
following areas must be addressed:

• Trust building.
• Broadening    diversity   Of   the    make

up.  Attention  must  be  given  to  reaching
out  to  African-Americans,   mspanlcs,
Vvomen      of      all      colors.       Without
multi-cultural  participation,   the  needs  Of
the entire Gay/Lesbian communfty_ cannot
be expressed and dealt with.

• Commitment  to  deal  with  bias's  and
do the planning and work necessary to get
things done.

Now   that   MLN   is   wrapping   up   its
original  `assignments'  should  it  continue
to operate as a coalition that meets only in
response  to  crisis?  Or  should  it  Set  goals:i;,j[::I;:,:;::,,,,;:"i:;ij,,:;,,;,,:.:,,i,;,
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Bi-Win.   32,    5'11",    165,    well   defined,
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P.O.   Box   1958,   Waukesha,   WI   53187-
1958.

Anal:our  Models   Wanted!   Videographer

iiji::i:::;;¥:ninsifi!?!iii:i;;f:t:d:e!;!3i8o;:.i
60657.
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photo if you  like.  Thanks.  Richard.
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Real  Men  Want  J/O!   Largest  J/O  club

£/:¥t:e¥.n:Irk::Sg±fo:£toxInefnac#t¥h,:Dfge:#
60614-0690.
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8nTyr a°nndyn:?daf::nr:  bell  door  4pm  to 7pm
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43,   5'10",   180   lbs.,   brown   hair/   hazel
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CWM   30,    155   Iba.   Brn/Bl.
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appreciated.  Thanks!
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St.    Boxholder   #227,    Waukesha,    WI
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N6rth Central Wisconsin  -  WM.  30,  190
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SERVICES 

LOHMAN 
FUNERAL SERVICE 
JOE KOCH - Owner / Director 

- Inquiries Invited -
804 W. Greeenfield Ave. 
Milwaukee • 645-1575 

Male For Sale by the Hour.... Cleaning! 
Fantastic house/office cleaner available. 
I'm thorough, affordable, reliable, 
honest, experienced. Bonded/insured. 
Great references. Personalized, smiling 
service. Call Paul... the 'Soap-Suds Kid' 
265-1105. 

Professional, high quality electrolysis 
(permanent hair removal) and permanent 
cosmetic make-up (eye liner, lip liner, 
eyebrows, scar tissue camouflage). We 
want your business. Call Faire Vivant 
Clinique, 771-7909. 

Want a Gorgeous Xmas Tree... styled and 
decorated to your specifications? Let me 
create a beautiful and memorable tree for 
your Holiday home/business. I do the 
work. . . you get the credit. 'Christmas 
Time Designs' 265-1105. 

INSURANCE 

PAYING TOO MUCH FOR 
INSURANCE? 

HIGH RISK AUTO • AUTO • HOME • RENTERS • BOAT 

CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE! 
1/tattiaakt ?emu 

1-800-236-8041 MADISON AREA: 608-873-8040 

COUNSELING 

COUNSELING FOR: 
• Relationships 
• Sexual Identity Issues 
• Individual Therapy 

JEANIE E. SIMPKINS, M.S. 
282-6160 

THEADORE I. FRIEDMAN, Ph.D. 
Psychotherapist 

Private, discreet services in a non-medical setting, by a 
highly experienced profesdonal. Homebomid services: 

student rates; payment plans es necessary. 

Suite 206, 2266 N. Prospect Avenue 
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202; (414) 272-2427 

Suite 2506, 55 E. Washington 
CHICAGO, IL 60602; (312) 726-5241 

MICHAEL G. PAZDAN, Acsw, cAoc, 
Psychotherapist 

ndividual, couples therapy, 
coming out issues, sexual 

identity issues, HIV+, & 
drug/alcohol adult 
child therapy 

414-543-1135 

.ORGANIZATIONS 
Tired of The 2D's: Drunks & Disco? Join 
the Metro Milwaukee Friendship Group. 
Social contact for Gay men and Lesbian 
women outside the bar scene. Not a dating 
service. Uneasy about coming to a group 
activity alone? Need a ride? or just want 
more info? Call 423- 0379 or write: P.O. 
Box 93203, Milw., 53203. 

Tune In — (A Friendship and Sharing 
Club). A place to network valued 
friendships in every life style. Join us and 
share the wealth of good friends. For more 
information call (414) 482-7337, or Write: 
In Tune, 2197 South K.K., Suite 122, 
Milwaukee, WI 53207. 

PEOPLE 

Are You Alone? 

Pit 
tuaaChual" 
(800) 633-6969 

(24 hour answering) 

"No matter who you 
are, there is someone 
for whom you are the 
perfect match." Find 
that person through 
the science of . . . 

Computer 
Matching 

Serving Wisconsin Gay men since 1982. 
Call for a free brochure and application. 
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and work for the future? 
The MLN is the first organization, in a 

long time, that could bring all facets of the 
Milwaukee Gay/Lesbian community 
together to work on problems we share 
Some potential projects that were 
mentioned at the Nov. 18 meeting are: a 
Gay/Lesbian Community Center; 
programs for Gay/Lesbian youth; and a 
Hate Crimes Project that would compile, 
study and react to statistics. 

Our community has the potential to 
make the future better for us all. But, it 
will take broad participation — including 
time, talent, and sweat. MLN could be the 
catalyst for change... or it could fall into 
obscurity. It's up to each and every one of 

us. The January 29 meeting will be held at 
6:30pm, at the Counseling Center, 2038 N 
Bartlett Avenue on Milwaukee's east 
side. The building is handicap accessible. 
Mark your calendars now, and attend! 

PWA inmate dies, 
MAP responds 

Milwaukee — [MAP] The Milwaukee 
AIDS Project called for an immediate 
upgrade of the Racine County Jail's 
policies and procedures to assure 
humane, knowledgeable, and enlightened 
treatment of people with HIV disease. 

This announcement comes after Dennis 
Hill, a client of the Milwaukee AIDS 
Project, experienced life- threatening 

BRING YOUR 
K:N TO JOL\ 
LN, THE FIGHT 
AGAINST 
AIDS.

Join us on WED.,DECEMBER 
18TH in the STACKNER 

CABARET as the Milwaukee 
Repertory Theater presents 

A BENEFIT PERFORMANCE 
for the MILWAUKEE AIDS 

PROJECT. 
CURTAIN TIME: 

7:30 P.M. 
TICKETS: $12.00 
All seats reserved 

MRT Box Office 
224-9490 

PPALACHIAN VOICES 149 by Edward Morgan 
December 13 - January 26 

American rhythms and traditions 
come alive with stories, hearsay and 

haunting mountain harmonics. 

- 
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LOHMAN
FUNERAL SERVICE
JOE KOCH - Owner I Director

-Inqwiries lrwited -

804 W. Greeenfield Ave.
hdilwaukee . 645-1575
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265-1105.

Profes§lonal.    high     quality     electrolysis
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COUNSELING FOR:
•    Relationships
•     sexual Identity IssiTes
•    hdividral Therapy

JEANIE  E.  SIMPKINS,  M.S.
282-6160

TEmADORB I. mlEDmN. ph.D.
Hychothcnpl.t
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Tired of The  2D'§:  Drunks  &  Dl§co?  Join
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In   Tune,   2197   South   K,K.,    Suite   122,
Milwaukee,  WI 53207.

Are You Alone?•t
EEmumEEiti"
(800) 633-6969

(24 hour answering)

"No  matter  who  you

are.  there  is  someone
for whom  you are the
perfect  match."    Find
that    person    through
the science of .  .  .

Computer
Matching
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and worl{ for the future?
The  MLN  is  the  first  organization,  in  a

long time,  that could bring all facets Of the
I               Milwaukee     Gay/Lesbian     community

together  to  work  on  problems  we  share.
Some    potential    projects    that    were
mentioned  at  the  Nov.  18  meeting  are:  a
Gay/Lesbian        Community        Center;
programs  for  Gay/Lesbian  youth;   and  a
Hate  Crimes  Project  that  would  compile,
study and react to statistics.

Our   community   has   the   potential   to
make  the  future  better  for  us  all.  But.  It
wl]]  take  broad  participation  -  includlng
time. talent, and sweat.  MLN could be the
catalyst  for  change...  or  it  could  fall  into
obscurity.  It's up to each and every one of

us.  The January 29 meeting will be held at
6:30pm,  at the Counseling Center,  2038 N
Bartlett    Avenue    on    Milwaukee's    east
side.  The  building  is  handicap  ,accessible.
Mark yoilr calendars  now,  and attend!

PWA  inmate dies,
MAP  responds

Mllwaukee   -   [MAP]   The   Milwaukee
AIDS   Project   called   for   an    immediate
upgrade    of   .the    Racine    County    Jail's
policies    and    procedures    to    assure
humane,  knowledgeable,  and  enlightened
treatment of people with HIV disease.

This  announcement comes  after  Dennis
Hill,   a   client   of   the   Milwaukee   AIDS
Project,   experienced  life-   threatening

BRINGYOUR
KINTOJOIN

I,  INTREFIGFT
AGAINST
AIDSI

Join us on WED.,DECEMBER

18TH in. the STACKNER

CABARET as the NIlwaukee

Repertory Tfrcater presents

A BENEFIT PERFORMANCE

for the MILWAUKEE AIDS

PROJECT.

CURTAIN TIME:

7:30 P.M.

TICKETS:  S12.00

All seals reserved

MRT Box Office

224-9490
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health complications due to his AIDS 
diagnosis in the Racine County Jail. Hill 
died on November 21 at the Milwaukee 
County Medical Complex. 

Doug Nelson, executive director of the 
Milwaukee AIDS Project has asked for an 
"appropriate, independent investigation 
and evaluation of the treatment of Dennis 
Hill by the Racine County Jail," as well 
as an evaluation of the Jail's policies and 
procedures for handling inmates with HIV 
disease. 

"These recommendations are not 
radical; they are bottom line, 
fundamental, humane policies that are 
essential to our successful management 
of the AIDS epidemic in Wisconsin," said 
Nelson. 

Nelson added that the Jail's policies 
must include comprehensive, annual 
AIDS/HIV education, consistent use of 
universal infection control precautions, 

high quality medical care and 
compassionate release for inmates in 
critical condition, and termination of 
employees who discriminate against 
inmates based in the inmate's HIV 
status. 

A letter detailing these 
recommendations has been sent to Racine 
County Executive Dennis Kornwolf, Jean 
Jacobson, chair of the Racine County 
Board of Supervisors, and Racine County 
Sheriff Robert Rohner.

Dennis Hill was employed by the 
Milwaukee AIDS Project in May, 1989 as 
one of the agency's first street outreach 
workers. According to Nelson, "He was a 
pioneering member of the outreach team 
and always carried out his responsibilities 
with dedication and excellence." Last 
year, the Milwaukee AIDS Project's 
outreach center was named in his honor, 
becoming the Dennis C. Hill Outreach 
Center.

ACT UP meets with surgeon general 

By Cliff O'Neill 

Washington — Eight members of the 
local chapter of the AIDS Coalition To 
Unleash Power (ACT UP/D.C.) met for 
one hour with Surgeon General Antonia 
Novello Nov. 14 to discuss the role her 
office could play in exercising leadership 
on the AIDS crisis. 

"I think you can say that we were 
pleased with how it went," said Robert 
Warnock of ACT UP/D.C. after the 
thursday meeting. "I'll take a wait- and-
see attitude." 

"I gather the meeting went very well," 
stated M.J. Fingland, Director of Public 
Affairs for Novello. "Both parties were 
very happy and had a really good 
discussion." 

Organized by ACT UP/D.C. to discuss 
with the surgeon general what they 
perceived as her lack of visibility on AIDS 
issues, the meeting yielded a pledge from 
Novello for regular talks every six weeks. 
Fingland could not confirm that a future 
meeting was scheduled, but said that it 
was "very possible" that Novello made 
the pledge and that future discussions 
could take place soon. 

"We stressed leadership and visibility 
that we want to see from the (Bush) 
Administration and from her," said 
Warnock. "One of the things that 
concerned us is how Dr. Novello seems 

very much in the background (on AIDS), 
compared to her predecessor (C. Everett 
Koop)." 

Novello is presently preparing another 

report on AIDS, now being translated into 

spanish. Although it had been planned for 
a release on World AIDS Day, Dec. 1, 
sources suggest it will most likely be 
issued shortly after that date. 

Also according to the activists, the 
surgeon general surprised some of them 
when she suggested that at least half of 
all her work is devoted to AIDS issues. 
The perception that virtually all her efforts 

are centered around issues involving 

alcohol abuse and underage drinking, she 

suggested, were because the media do not 
cover her AIDS statement sufficiently. 

According to the activists, she further 

stated that if she were HIV infected, she 

would be an activist like the ACT UP 
members. She also was reported to have 

contd. on page 26 
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health   complications   due   to   his   AIDS
diagnosis  in  the  Racine  County  Jail.  Hlll
died  on  November  21  at  the  Milwaukee
County Medical Complex.

Doug Nelson,  executive  director  of  the
Milwaukee AIDS Project has asked for an
"appropriate,    independent   lnvestlgation
and evaluation  Of the treatment Of Dennls
Hill  by  the  Racine  County  Jail,"  as  well
as an evaluation  of the Jail's  policies  and
procedures for handling inmates with HIV
disease.

"These    recommendations   are   not
radical;       they      are.   bottom      line,
fundamental,   humane   policies   that`   are
essential  to  our   successful   management
Of the AIDS epidemic in Wisconsin,"  said
Nelson.

Nelson   added   that  the   Jall's   policies
must   include   comprehensive,   annual
AIDS/HIV   education,   consistent   use   Of
universal   lnfectlon   control   precautlon§,

high      quality      medical      care      and
compassionate    release    for    inmates    in
critical    condition,    and    termination    Of
employees   who   discriminate   against
inmates    based    in    the    inmate's    HIV
status.

A          letter           detailing           these
recommendations has been sent to Raclne
County  Executive  Dennis  Komwolf ,  Jean
Jacobson,   chair   of   the   Racine   County
Board  Of  Supervisors,  and  Racine  County
Sheriff Robert Rohner:
-   Dennis    Hill    was    empleyed    by    the
Milwaukee AIDS Project  in  May,  1989  as
one  of  the  agency's  first  street  outreach
workers.  According to Nelson,  "He was a
pioneering  member  Of  the  outreach  team
and always carried out his responslbllitles
with   dedication   and   excellence."    Last
year,     the    Milwaukee    AIDS    Project's
outreach  center  was  named  ln  his  honor,
becoming   the   Dennis   C.   Hill   Outreach
Center.

ACT  UP  meets with surgeon general
By Cllff 0.Nelll

Washlngton  -   Eight  members  Of  the
local  chapter   of  the   AIDS   Ccalltlon  To
Unleash  Power   (ACT  UP/D.C.)   met  for
one  hour  with  Surgeon  General  Antonia
Novello  Nov.   14  to  discuss  the  role  her
off ice  could  play  in  exercising  leadership
on the AIDS crisis.

"I   think   you   can   say   that   we   were

pleased  wlth  how  it  went,"  said  Robert
Warncok    Of    ACT    UP/D.C.    after    the
thursday  meeting.  "1'11  take  a  walt-  and-
See attitude. ' '

"I gather the meeting went very well,"

stated  M.J.  Fingland,  Director  of  Public
Affairs  for  Novello.   "Both  parties  were
very    happy    and    had    a    really    good
discussion."

Organized  by  ACT  UP/D.C.  to  disous§
with    the    surgeon    general    what    they
perceived as her lack of vlslbillty on AIDS
issues, the meeting yielded a pledge from
Novello for regular talks every  six  weeks.
Fingland  could  not  confirm  that  a  future
meeting  was  scheduled,  but  said  that  lt
was  "very  possible"   that  Novello  made
the   pledge, and   that  future   dlscusslons
could take place soor].

•.We  Stressed  leadership  and  visibility

that   we   want   to   see   from   the   (Bush)
Administration    and    from    her,"     said
Warnock.     "One    Of    the    things    that
concerned  us  is  how  Dr.  Novello  seems
very  much.ln  the  background  (on  AIDS),
compared  to  her  predecessor  (C.  Everett
Kcol,)."

Novello  is  presently  preparing  another
report on AIDS,  now being translated into
spanish.  Although lt had been planned for
a`release  on  World  AIDS  Day,   Dec.1,
sources   suggest   it   will   most   lthely   be
issued shortly after that date.

Also   according   to   the   activists,    the
surgeon  general  Surprised  some  Of  them
when  She  suggested  that  at  least  half  Of
all  her  work  ls  devoted  to  AIDS  issues.
The perception that virtually all her efforts
are    centered    around    is§ue§    Involving
alcohol abuse and underage drinking,  she
suggested, were because the medla do not
cover her AIDS statement sufficiently.

According  to  the  activi§ts,  she  further
stated that  lf  she were HIV  infected,  she
wo`uld   be   an   activtst  like  the  ACT  UP
members.  She also was  reported  to  have

contd. on pQg® 26
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EMPLOYMENT 

Concerned about the Environment? Want 
to make money? You can do both! Network 
marketing opportunity of environmentally 
friendly products. No selling, simply pass 
out catalogs to people who want a source 
for environmentally friendly products. No 
inventory, no billing or shipping, 
customers order direct and you receive a 
commission. You may sign up distributors 
for additional income. Potential to make 
thousands monthly. Call (414) 271-3269 
and mention this ad. 

Opening Soon new Leprechaun Lounge. 
Applications for bartenders now being 
accepted. Call 425-7134. 

Women's Program Coordinator - to 
market and implement services to a 
Lesbian population. Bachelor's degree, 
health care background, strong 
communication skills and program 
management experience required. 
Master's degree preferred. No call, 
please. Send resume and cover letter to: 
Howard Brown Memorial Clinic/00; 945 
W. George Street, Chicago, Illinois 60657 

MALE MODELS NEEDED- Serious work 
for new product packaging, mail order 
catalogs, and advertising. Couples 
needed too. Call for appointment. 
Portfolio and resume helpful, but not 
required. GLINN Publishing Corporation 
(414) 289-8644. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
BBS SYSOPS: List your BBS in the GAY 
WORLD ON-LINE, a new book on disk 
designed to create new BBS users. Large 
national distribution. Call (414) 289-8644 
for full info. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Guitar Lessons - Beginning to advanced, 
in your home or my studio. $8 per hour, 
will travel. Call In Tune' at (414) 482-
7337. 

BUY/SELL 
Attention: "I Love Lucy" Fans! 20" X 
22" enlargements of classic scenes on 
hard contact paper for sale. Four different 
posters available ('Candy Factory, . 
'California, ' 'Loving Cup, '
'Vitameatavegamin.' Reasonably priced.
Phone 384- 0660. 

SHOPPING 

GREAT GIFT IDEAS 
WISCONSIN'S FINEST 

Cheese & Sausage Gift Boxes 

THE CLASSIC - $15 
WINNING COMBINSATION - $21 
+ $4 Shipping & Handling Each Address 
CALL 873_0471 TO ORDER 

°uTsIDE Nu' 1-800-232-3106 
MAP'S FOOD PANTRY RECEIVES A CASH 
DONATION WITH EACH GIFT BOX SOLD 

PETS 

WEI 

7 Seas Aquatics: Many specials for the 
holidays. Layaway & gift certificates 
available. Wide variety of low-priced 
birds, bulk bird foods, and many great 
fish specials including Oscars- 99 cents, 
Angelfish- 79 cents. 12' Pacu- $19.95 
makes us a great place to shop during this 
holiday season. 215 W. Florida, 272-
7966. 

SERVICES 
Santa Claus Is Coming... to town! 
Christmas isn't far off and neither is 
Santa.. with hair and beard so white.. . and 
so rosy his cheeks, he hasn't had you 
know what in fifty-two weeks. 
Regardless... he's a fine old gent and 
he's for rent, for your house/office/ bar 
Christmas party. . . so plan ahead and call 
'Santa Claus' 265-1105. 

Avalon Carpentry - Discerning, 
professional, and affordable. References 
furnished. New construction, remodeling, 
or renovation. No project too small or 
unusual. K.M. Nagel (608) 222-6897. 

• Organizational Meeting Schedule 
SUNDAYS 

Silver Space- For older Lesbians. 
meets 3rd Sunday, 6-8 pm, Counseling 
Center. 2038 N Bartlett. Call 271-2565 
for info 

Galano- Afternoon card tournament at 
the Clubroom. 2408 N Farwell 
Dignity. Mass & Friendship, 6prn. St 
Pius X Church. 76th & Wright. Tower 
Entrance 

New Hope MCC- Worship Service, 
6 30 pm. Kenwood Methodist Church. 
2319 E Kenwood 

MAP Support Group- For PWA's & 
PWARC's, 7 pm. 273.2437 
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and 
Gays [Madison]. Meets the second 
Sunday of each month. 1 30-3:30 pm 
at the Friends Meeting House. 1704 
Roberts Ct. f m i Jane at 271-0270 or 
the United at 255-8582 
Affirming Light Agape Church-
Services every Sunday at 3pm, 
Meeting at Unitarian Church. 1009 E. 
Ogden 
HIV Positive Support [Green Bay). 
Meets bi-weekly at Center Project, 
f m i 437-7400 
131-Sexual Support- Meeting, call 
271-3067 for location and info.
Lutherans Concerned- 3rd Sunday 
every month. Village Church. 130 E 
Juneau. 5 pm 
Gay Men's Discussion Group- Every 
4th Sunday from 6-8 $2 donation. Call 
Tim at The Counseling Center 
271.2565 for info 

Gay Al-Anon & AA Meetings- 6pm 
every Sunday. All Saints Cathedral. 
876 E Juneau in Milw.

Bay City Chorus [Green Bay]. 
Rehearsal every Sunday. 7pm. Union 
Congregational Church. 716 S. 
Madison. 337-9160 
Touch Football- Every Sunday during 
season. 2pm. Lincoln Memorial Drive 
Soccer Field. call Bob 963-9833. 

MONDAYS 
BESTD- HIV testing 

, 6-9 pm. by apptmt only.
BESTD Clinic. 1240 E. Brady St. 
272-2144 

HIV, Support Group- for Racine. 
Walworth & Kenosha Co.'s location 
alternates, call SEWAP 657-6644 or 
1-800 924:6601 for more info.
Gay AA Meeting [Racine]. 8 pm, 625 
College Ave.. Racine 

Lawrence Univ. GayLesbian 
Awareness [Appleton]. Mondays, 
6 30pm. Colman Hall, Room 107 (414) 
832.7103 

Queer Nation/Milwaukee- Meets first 
& third Mondays, 7 pm. Milw. Public 
Library (8th & Wisc 1 1st floor meeting 
room 

Community Block Watch. Meets 2nd & 
4th Monday. 7 pm. Milw Public 
Library. 1st floor meeting room.

TUESDAYS 

MASN Support Group [Madison]• For 
people with AIDS or ARC f mi. 
255-1711 

Parents FLAG Fox Cities- Meets 3rd 
Tues 7 pm Call 749.1629 for info & 
location 
Family, Friends of PWA's Support 
'Oshkosh]. 2nd & 4th Tues.. 7 pm Holy 
Family Rm.. East Frontage Rd . 
Oshkosh. Place 2B 

Fox Valley Gay/Lesbian Parents-
Meet first Tues. of month at 7 -30. 
Universalist Church. 800 N Superior. 
Appleton 727-1975 

PFLAG/Lakeshore [Sheboygan]. 
Meets 2nd Tues of even months For 
info write: P.O. Box 1396, Sheboygan 
53082 

BESTD- STD testing 6-9 pm. walk-In. 
BEST Clinic. 1240 F. Brady Si . 
(272:21441 and Hepatitis screer.ing 

ACT UP Milwaukee- Meetings 7:30 
every Tuesday, All Saints Cathedral 
Guild Hall. 818 E. Juneau Ave. Call 
769-8708 for info. 

MAP- Support Group for family, 
friends of Persons with AIDS 
(PWA's). Alternate Tues.. f.m.i. call 
273-2437. 

HIV-Positive Support Group 
[Madison). 7-9 pm. call 255-1711 for 
time and location.

Gay Men's Chorale [Madisonl-
Rehearsal in Memorial Union, see 
TITU for room. 6:9 pm.
Evangelicals Concerned [Madison]. 
Bible study at 7.30 pm. f.m.i. Duane at 
244-5010 

WEDNESDAYS 
BESTD- HIV and Hepatitis screening. 
6-9 pm. by appointment only, BESTD 
Clinic, 1240 E. Brady St. 272.2144. 
Cream City Chorus- weekly rehearsal. 
men and women singers and 
accompanists welcome: 7:10 pm, New 
Hope United Church of Christ, 1424 W. 
Greenfield 

Fest City Singers- weekly rehearsal, 
7.10 pm. War Memorial Center. 750 N. 
Lincoln Memorial Dr. , men and women 
singers and instrumentalists welcome. 
Galano. DePaul Lifestyle Support 
Group, Last Wed. only. 4:30 pm. De 
Paul Rehab Hospital, Room 2123. 
MAP Support Group- Info & education 
regarding HIV infection & treatments, 
7 pni. 273-2437. 
The Ten Percent Society (Madison)-
Meets during the semester at 8 pm in 
Memorial Union. check TITU for room.
G/L Support Group [UW-Green Bay]. 
Meets every Wed at 4 pm 463:2343 
Men's Coming Out Support Group 
[Madison]. Meets. f m .1. 255:8582. 
MASN Support Group [Madison]. For 
HIV-positive individuals and friends, 
lovers and family of persons with 
AIDS. f.mi. 255-1711 

GAMMA Volleyball. Every Wed . 
8 30 pm. UWM Engelmann Gym 

THURSDAYS 

G/L Parents Coalition of Milw.-
Meeting 1st Thursday, pot luck-3rd 
Thurs. only. call 962-0861 for location 
P-FLAG Lakeshore [Sheboygan]. 
Meets 2nd Thursday of odd months 
For info write . P 0 Box 1396, 
Sheboygan 53052 
Lesbian Drop-In Group [Madison]. 1st 
& 3rd Thurs . 7 pm. The United 

Support Group for Family, Friends 
[Madison(. Of people with AIDS. 
7.30-9.30 pm. call 255-1711 for time 
and place 
Gay/Lesbian AA Support Group 
[Appleton)- 8 pm, 1st Congregational 
Church. 724 F South River Rd. 

G/L Comm. at U.W.M.- Every 
Thursday. 1:30, see posting by UW 
Union (2200 E. Kenwood) elevators for 
room number. 229-6555. 
Lesbian Alliance Metro Milw. 
ILAMMI• Monthly meeting, 3rd 
Thursday, open to all Lesbians. Call 
264-2600 for more info. 

ACT-UP iMadisonl• Meets every 
week. 7:30 pm, Mulberry Co-op. 102 
E Gorham St 

FRIDAYS 

BI-Sexual Support (Milw.). meeting. 
call 271-3067 for location and info. 

SATURDAYS 
BESTD Women's Alternative Health 
Clinic- GYN exams, STD testing and 
more. 10am•12 noon. walk-in. BESTD 
Clinic. 1240 E. Brady St.. 272-2144. 
Girth & Mirth/Milwaukee- Meets 2nd 
Sat. of every month. 10 pm social. 
3B's Bar 

Galan°. Movie night: 9pm. 2408 N. 
Farwell 

BWMT- 3rd Sat 8 pm. 265.8500 for 
more info. 

Gay Youth Milw.- Discussion group-
1st & 3rd Sat. only 1-3 pm. Main Public 
Library (9th & Wis.). 1st floor meeting 
room 118 yrs & underI•265-8500 for 
info 

Gay AA (Appleton)- 8 pm, 1st 
Congregational Church. 724 E. South 
River Rd. 

Metro. Milw. Friendship Grp.- 2nd 
Sat. For details/info call Dave 
423-0379. 

Stonewall Network [Madison]. 
Discussion & support for Lesbian/ 
Gay/ Bi youth under 22. every Sat 
from 1-3. UW Memorial Union, 800 
Langdon St , Madison f .rn i (608) 246-
4297 

Cowles Volleyball League- Play 
begins at 3 pm at UWM's Engelmann 
Gym. 

TS/TV Connection- Meets last Sat. of 
month at 3B's. 9 pm Call 256-1321 or 
344-3581 for info & reservations. 

ORGANIZATIONS: Send us info and we'll include you. If there are errors, 
send corrections. 
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Concerned about the  Environment?  Want
to make money? You can do both!  Network
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Lower Left — 16 new local panels were added to the Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt 

during its Milwaukee appearance Nov. 30-Dec. 2. Two young men prepare to hand over 

Classies 
ROOMIES 

Just in time for the Holidays I have a nice 
spot in my ultramodern suburban home 
for someone who wants the better way of 
living, and just minutes from Northridge. 
Extra large room with everything needed 
to feel at home. TV cable, VCR, all goes 
with it. Also use of modern kitchen & 
laundry, all utilities included. In the 
summer there is also a pool and patio. For 
appointment between 4:30 & 7pm & all day 
Sat. & Sunday, 354-2788. 

GWM — Share house and upkeep. Own 
room, $250 plus utilities. 342-7064 after 
5pm. Job & references a must. 

Share a 2 bedroom flat, near Oakland and 
North Avenues. Rent is $210.00 per 
month, includes heat, electricity, cable, 
washer/dryer. Call 332- 8043. 

GWM, UWM Student looking for 
responsible roommate to share nice 2 
bedroom Shorewood apartment. 
Non-smokers, $245/month plus 1/2 
utilities. Available Now! Call 964-8423. 

GWM, 24, UWM Student. Seeks similar 
responsible roomy to share 2 bedroom 
Riverwest apartment. Prefer 
non-smokers, $200/mo. plus 1/2 utilities. 
Call 264-7362 after 10pm. 

Large East Side Condo. 2700 Sq. Ft: near 
UWM. Spacious private bedroom and 
bath. Updated kitchen, laundry; 
fully-furnished living, dining and sitting 
rooms. Financially responsible Gay male. 
$350/mo. includes heat. Call Bob at 963-
9833. 

GWM Return Adult student presently 
(studying German) at UW Madison, has 
purchased 2 flat at 329 E. Auer Avenue, 
Milwaukee. Desire roommate 
approximately January 1. German native-
student- T/A great (but not necessary). 2 
miles from UWM. Private room $165, 
share kitchen/ bath/ utilities. Or large 2 
bedroom flat also available, $340, you pay 
utilities. Must be neat/ responsible. (608) 
251- 3444. 

HOUSING 
Eastside — Spacious Studios, large 
walk-in closets, full bath, locked lobby & 
storage area, cable ready, laundry, choice 
location, 2 blocks from lake, very nice 
$300 also includes heat & appliances. 367-
6217, or 224-5399. 

For Rent, East Side. Single family. 
Cathedral ceiling, 2 Bdrms, Den, Dining 
Rm. , hardwood floors. Security system. 
Central air. Appliances w/washer & dryer. 
Private yard & parking. Jan. 1, $885.00 & 
utilities, lease. No pets 276-7660. 

Deluxe 4 Bedroom Apartment in 4 family 
unit. 2 full baths, living room with natural 
fireplace, dining room with corner 
cabinets, sunroom, good size bedrooms. 
Eat-in kitchen, backyard, basement, 
laundry, plenty of storage. Adults only, 
3016 N. 45th. Call 449- 2223 until 
midnight or 289-6365 (days) for 
appointment. Rent $700 includes heat. 
Available Now. 

3030 W. McKinley Blvd. Nice one 
bedroom upper, heat, appliances, 
laundry, storage, cable included. Historic 
district. Quiet secure building. Pets OK, 
$250 month. Call John, 771-7743 or days 
577- 2379. 

REAL ESTATE 
Property Managers Too busy, leaving the 
area for an extended period? We will 
manage your property. . . duplexes, 
apartments, commercial, single, family 
homes. CMJ Property Managers. P.O. 
Box 71182, Milwaukee, WI 53211, 476-
6241. 

TRAVEL 
Florida Calls — Small private friendly 
motel with pool within easy drive to Bok, 
Cyprus, Busch, Disney, etc. Week for two 
$238 plus tax. Sunset at Lakeland, (813) 
683-6464. Group discounts. 
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contd. from page 71 

think I have to differentiate the female 
from male on this one and yes, Virginia, 
there is a wonderful difference between 
Gay and non-Gay marriage, especially 
when it comes to appropriate wedding 
gifts.) 

• It is now perfectly acceptable to 
nag.. . and almost mandatory to use the 
old, "not tonight, honey, I have a 
headache" routine. 

• You get to fight even more about 
money than you do now. 

• You get to say really stupid stuff like 
"Well, my husband says.. . -  or "My 
wife thinks. . ." which makes you 
immediately more popular with your 
non-Gay married friends who say really 
stupid stuff. 

• You get to say ''It's your 
MOTHER" everytime that old hag calls 
your apartment. 

• You get to sign your name to your 
lover's checks and credit cards etc. (Oh, I 
know you don't have to be married to do 
that but marriage makes it more 
acceptable, somehow). 

• You get to go through every private 
area of your lover's life including but not 
limited to private correspondence, 
wallets. diaries, pockets, phone calls etc. 
with a totally clear conscience (actually, 
this is almost a DUTY when you're 
married). 

• You get to ignore your lover 
completely (you no longer even have to 
pretend you're listening to those dumb 
old stories you've heard a million times 
before) 

• You get to give each other little 
meaningful, lovelorn, glances everytime a 
comedian tells a husband or wife joke. 

• You get to ogle sweet young things 
in department stores and pretend they'd 
give you a second glance if it weren't for 
that HUGE wedding band on your finger. 

• You get to say to every person you 
ever gave the eye to who didn't give it 
back, "So, are you STILL single?" 

• You get to watch Saturday Night 
Live at the same time you're having sex. 

• And finally, you get to threaten 
divorce all the time (of course, a Gay 
marriage is no better than YOUR attorney 
who drew up the financial agreement) 
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their Quilt panel as the local Host Committee accepts a panel for In Step co-founder 
David Iraci. The Quilt — see it and understand. 
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contd. from page 71

think  I   have   to  differentiate   the  female
from  male  on  this  one  and  yes,  Virginia,
there  is  a  wonderful  difference  between
Gay   and   non-Gay    marriage,    especially
when   it   comes   to   appropriate   wedding
gifts.)

•lt    is    now    perfectly    acceptable    to
nag...  and  almost  mandatory  to  use  the
old,     "not    tonight,     honey;    I    have    a
headache"  routine.

•You   get   to   fight   even   more   about
money than you  do now.

• You  get to say really stupid  stuff  like
"Well,    my    husband   says..."    or    "My

wife     thinks.,."     which     makes     you
imprediately    more    popular    with    your
non-Gay  married  friends  who  say  really
stupid stuff .

•You      get     to     say      "It's     your
MOTHER"   everytime  that  old  hag  calls
your apartment.

• You  get  to  sign  your  name  to  your
lover's checks and  credit cards  etc.  (Oh,  I
know you  don't have  to  be  married  to  do
that    but    marriage    makes    it    more
acceptable,  somehow).

• You  get  to  go  through  every  prlvate
area  of your  lover's  life  including  but  not
limited     to    private    correspondence,
wallets,  diaries,  pcekets,  phone  calls  etc.
with  a  totally  clear  conscience   (actually,
this    is    almost    a    DUTY    when    you're
married) .

•You    get    to     ignore     your     lover
completely  (you  no  longer  even  have  to
pretend   you're   listening   to   those   dumb
old  stories  you've   heard  a   million  times
before).

•You   get   to   give   each    other   little
meaningful,  lovelorn,  glances  everytime  a
comedian tells a  hiisband or wife joke.

• You  get  to  ogle  sweet  young  things
in  department  stores  and  pretend  they'd
give  you  a  second  glance  lf  it  weren't  for
that HUGE wedding band on your finger.

• You  get  to  say  to  every  person  you
ever  gave  the  eye  to  who  didn't  give  it
back,  "So,  are you STILL single?"

• You   get   to   watch   Saturday   Night
Live at the same time you're having sex.

•And    finally,    you    get    to    threaten
divorce   all   the   time   (Of  course,   a   Gay
marriage is no better than  YOUR attorney
who drew up the financial agreement) V

t±eir. P!.wit .¢a_[rel _as .:he  local .Host. Co!ry;wittee_ accepts  a  Panel Ior  ho  SteS  co-founder
David lraci.  The Q!wilt - see it and understand.
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640 panels of the Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt graced the University of 

Wisconsin Milwaukee Union over AIDS Awareness Day weekend. 

"Do IN STEP Voice Mail Personals Work?" 

"YOU BET! That's How We Met! 11 

IN STEP'S 
PLACi, ad using the form on the opposite page. 

RESPOND, an ad in this issue's Area Dialogue section 
Area Dialogue 

1-900-737-6366 
BROWSK,—ough ads by area code. 

LISTEN) the last 10 messages left on the system 

($1.99 per minute. Must be 18-years old or overl) 
640   Panels   Of  the   Naves   Profec! __A~II}.S   Menorty.1__P±::I_._LF_red   the   Uovfroetstry   Of-wiisc[*;:;;N;i:lwowkee Ur.ion ov;r AIDS Awareness Day veeher.d.

"YOU BET!  That's How We Met!"

IN STEP'S
Area Dialogue
1-900-737-6366

PIACE>uradusingtheformontheoppesitepage.

RESPONDbanedinthisissue'sAreaDialoquegection.

BROWSEroughndsbyamcde

LISTEN)thehstl0messegesleftonthesystem

($1.99 per mittu&e.  Mus. be 18-yean old or oirerl)
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Free AREA DIALOGUE 
Voice Mail Personals 

-- ORDER FORM --

IN STEP will print a FREE 20 word personal ad for you in several issues. IN 
STEP readers who wish to respond will call 1-900-737-6366 ($1.99 per 
minute), enter your extension number; listen to your privately recorded voice 
message; and leave a recorded response for you to retrieve. 
To place free print ad, fill out the form below. We will mail you complete step-by-step directions in a plain 
envelope. Your name, address, phone number will not be published. 

My FREE 20 word intro ad for IN STEP should read (limit 20 words): 

Check appropriate category: Women seeking women; ❑Men seeking men; Bi-Sexual or Couples; ElTV's/TS's. 

GUIDELINES 

Your FREE Area Dialogue section ad in In Step should include a description of yourself, your interests and the age range you 
seek. In Step's voice mail personal ads are available to anyone seeking a relationship with another single person. No sexually 
explicit ads will be accepted. You must be 18 sears or older to use this system. In Step Magazine and Area Dialogue re-
serve the right to reject any ad for any reason. Do not leave your last name, phone number or address in either your In Step free 
intro personal ad, or on your voice introduction. 

DISCLAIMER 

Neither In Step Magazine, its employees or Area Dialogue assume liability for the content or reply to any intro personal ads. 
The Advertiser assumes complete liability for the content of and all replies to any printed ad or recorded message and for any 
claims made against In Step Magazine as a result thereof. In Step Magazine and Area Dialogue are not responsible for any 
costs, expenses, damages or liability resulting from or caused by the publication or recording of voice mail personal ads or 
responses to them. 

The followine information is confidential. We CANNOT accent sour voice mail personal ad without It,

Name 

Address (no P.O. boxes) 

City State Zip 

Phone (area code) 

Signature 
(Signature attests you are at least 18 years old) 

Mail or Drop Off at: 
IN STEP, 225 South 2nd Street, Milwaukee, 53204. 

L  
Call us at (414) 278-7840 if you have any questions. 

ING - CHRISTl4 PARTY 
DEC . 

SA FT) 

For 1 111- 1E7 DE Ink .

ND 

801 - 011414jith Second Street • Milwaukee • 38 
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Feds to respond better to Hate Crimes 
Washington [NGLTF] — Building on its 

historic victory last year when the Federal 
Hate Crime Statistics Act was passed, the 
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force 
(NGLTF) has scored another legislative 
victory that changes the way the U.S. 
Government responds to hate crimes, 
including anti-Gay and Lesbian hate 
crimes. 

On Oct. 28, President George Bush 
signed into law HR 2608. the Departments 
of Commerce, State, Justice and Related 
Agencies Appropriations Bill for 1992. 
Congress passed the bill earlier in the 
month. Included in the massive piece of 
legislation was 'report language' drafted 
by NGLTF Legislative Director Peri Jude 
Radecic. 

The report language broadens the 
Department of Justice's mandate to 
include religious and homophobic 
incidents in its response to bias crime, 
secures a grant for DOJ training on 
working with victims of hate crimes, and 
allows the FBI to continue to fund law 
enforcement hate crime training in 1992. 

Specifically, the language instructs the 
Community Relations Service (CRS) of the 
DOJ to respond more fully to Hate Crimes 
— including Gay bashings and 
religiously- motivated crime — and 
corrects inequities in the way the CRS has 

ACT UP/D.C. 
contd. from page 20 

decried the use of the term "innocent 
victims" of AIDS, a reference usually 
reserved for children and blood 
transfusion recipients with the virus. She 
also expressed concern about the political 
use of such AIDS sufferers by politicians 
who would otherwise shun people with 
AIDS who did not fall into that category. 

Novello reportedly suggested that 
activist demands that Bush appoint an 
AIDS 'czar' to coordinate the federal 
AIDS response could be met through the 
National AIDS Program Office, headed by 
James Allen. The office, under the 
leadership of the Assistant Secretary for 
Health, operates on the same level as 
Novello's. 

treated homophobic incidents in the past. 

CRS provides assistance to 
communities and individuals in resolving 
disputes relating to discriminatory 
practices based on race, color or national 
origin. The agency has become 
increasingly involved in combating and 
responding to Hate Crimes since passage 
of the Federal Hate Crime Statistics Act. 
CRS works with law enforcement agencies 
to implement the law. 

But prior to the report language, the 
CRS mandate excluded sexual orientation 
and religion. The CRS Hate Crimes 
Hotline (1-800- 347-HATE), for example, 
originally refused to take calls on Gay 
bashings. Reports produced by the CRS 
on Hate Crimes omitted anti-Gay and 
religiously motivated attacks. 
Furthermore. when the Jeffrey Dahmer 
serial murders exploded in Milwaukee 
and anti-Gay homicides occurred in 
Houston and elsewhere earlier this year, 
the CRS was reluctant to become involved. 

But because of the new NGLTF-
initiated report language, CRS can now 
exceed its mandate an programmatically 
respond to anti-Gay and Lesbian 
incidents. 

"This is a substantial victory for 
activists who work on Hate Crimes on a 
daily basis," said NGLTF's Radecic. 
"They can go to the U.S. Government to 
help reduce tensions and resolve 
disputes. In the past, we had to build an 
elaborate coalition of lawmakers on 
Capitol Hill and activists around the 
country to pressure the CRS every time we 
wanted them to respond." 

Victims of anti-Gay and Lesbian attacks 
are urged to contact the U.S. toll- free 
Hate Crimes Hotline, 1-800 347-HATE, as 
well as notify their local law enforcement 
agency and Gay and Lesbian community 
group (In Milwaukee, Hate Crimes can be 
reported to In Step Magazine and the 
Wisconsin Light, who serve as reporting 
sources to the City of Milwaukee.) 

View from a Room 
To be or not to 
be... married 

Much has been said lately about the 
concept of Gay marriages. There has been 
a mass of material written about the pros 
and cons of same sex nuptials. Ultimately, 
however, the bottom line on the whole 
issue centers on some very basic and 
concrete questions. Oh, sure, I know, 
there are any number of Gay persons out 
there who think that Love is the answer to 
everything. And there are others who 
discount any concept that doesn't have 
the approval of mainstream society. But 
like it or not, Gay marriage is very much a 
part of the current scene and same sex 
weddings will probably be as much a 
symbol of the nineties as platform shoes 
and disco dancing is to the seventies. 
Therefore. we should probably examine 
the whole idea of "Gay marriage" as 
carefully as the affciendos of Donna 
Summer examined her wardrobe. We 
should accord to it the same diligence as 
"Saturday Night Fever" groupies. And, 
yes, we should familiarize ourselves with 
the procedures of Gay matrimony as 
thoroughly as queens in platform shoes 
memorized the 'Hustle.' With that in 
mind, here are a few things to consider 
when entertaining the idea of 'tying the 
knot' with someone.. . preferably someone 
you have known for more than twelve 
hours (after all, we are NOT as desperate 
as those fortyish executive secretaries 
who haunt Holiday Inn lounges on Friday 
nights.. . well,. . . maybe SOME of us are 
but there's no need to share THAT news 
with the world). 

Anyway, here are a few things to ask 
yourself before you say yes when that 
special someone pops the big question. 

By the way, if you're one of those 
women who are a. independently wealthy, 
b. independently wealthy or c. 
independently wealthy I'd REALLY like to 
get together with you and discuss this 
matrimony issue in more detail. Hell, if 
you even WANT to be a women and you 

by Nancy Lyn Define 
can answer yes to a. b. or c., look me up. 

Okay, Okay, to get back to this whole 
marriage thing... some reasons to say 
yes: 

• You would now have a LEGITIMATE 
reason to dislike your lover's family. 

• You get to do things like call the 
local bar to see if your spouse is there (if 
you're the drunk in the bar you get to have 
the bartender lie for you.) 

• You get to pick out china patterns 
from Williams-Sonoma or matching cue 
sticks and softball gloves from your local 
sporting goods store (I REALLY don't 

contd. on page 74 
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F®ds to  respond  better to  Hate Crimes
Washington  [NGLTF)  -  Building on  its

historic victory last year when  the  Federal
Hate Crime Statistics Act was passed,  the
National   Gay   and   Lesbian   Task   Force
(NGLTF)   has   scored   another   legislative
victory   that   changes   the   way   the   U.S.
Government   responds    to    hate    crimes,
including    anti-Gay    and    Lesbian     hate
crimes,

On   Oct.   28,    President   George   Bush
signed into law HR 2608,  the Departments
of  Commerce,  State,  Justice  and  Related
Agencies   Appropriations   Bill   for    1992.
Congress  passed   the   bill   earlier   in   the
month.   Included  in  the  massive  piece  Of
legislation  was  `report  language'   drafted
by  NGLTF  Legislative  Director  Peri  Jude
Radecic.

The    report    language    broadens    the
Department    of    Justice's    mandate     to
include     religious     and     homophobic
incidents   in   its   response   to  bias   crime,
secures   a    grant   for    DOJ    tralnlng   on
working  with  victims  Of  hate  crimes,   a.nd
allows  the  FBI   to  continue   to  fund   law
enforcement hate crime training in 1992.

Specifically,  the  language  instructs  the
Community Relations Service  (CRS)  Of  the
DOJ to respond more fully to Hate Crimes
-       including      Gay      bashings      and
religiously-    motivated   crime    -    and
corrects inequities in the way the CRS has

ACT    UP/D.C.
contd. tram page 20
decried   the   use   Of   the   term   "inncx:ent
victims"    of   AIDS,    a   reference   usually
reserved     for     children     and     blood
transfusion  recipients  with  the  virus.  She
also expressed concern about the  political
use  of  such  AIDS  sufferers  by  politicians
who  would   otherwise   shun   people   with
AIDS who did not fall into that category.

Novello   reportedly   suggested   that
activist  demands   that   Bush   appoint   an
AIDS    `czar'    to   ccordlnate    the   federal
AIDS  response  could  be  met  through  the
National AIDS Program Cffiice,  headed by
James    Allen.    The    office,.    under    the
leadership  Of  the  A§sistant  Secretary  for
Health,   operates   on   the   same   level   as
Novello,s.

treated homophobic incidents in the past.
CRS        provides        assistance        to

communities  and  individuals  in  resolving
disputes    relating    to    discriminatory
practices based  on  race,  color  or  national
origin.      The     agency      has      become
increasingly   involved   in   combating   and
responding  to Hate  Crimes  since  passage
of  the  Federal  Hate  Crime  Statistics  Act.
CRS works with law enforcement agencies
to implement the law.

But  prior  to  the  report  language,   the
CRS  mandate  excluded  sexual  orientation
and    religion.    The    CRS    Hate    Crimes
llotline  (1-800-  347-HATE),  for  example,
originally   refused   to   take   calls   on   Gay
bashings.   Reports  produced  by  the  CRS
on   Hate   Crimes   omitted   anti-Gap   and
religiously            motivated           attacks.
Furthermore,   when   the   Jeffrey   Dahmer
serial   murders   exploded   in    Milwaukee
and   anti-Gay    homicides   occurred   in
Houston  and  elsewhere  earlier  this  year,
the CRS was reluctant to become involved.

But    becaus.e    Of    the    new    NGLTF-
initiated  report   language,   CRS   can   now
exceed   its  mandate  an  programmatically
respond     to     anti-Gay     and     Lesbian
incidents.

"This     is    a    substantial    victory    for

activists  who  work  on  Hate  Crimes  on  a
daily    basis,"     said    NGLTF's    Radecic.
"They  can go  to  the  U.S.  Government  to

help     reduce     tensions     and     resolve
disputes.  In  the  past,  we  had  to  build  an
elaborate   coalition   c;f   lawmakers   on
Capitol    Hill    and    activists    around    the
country to pressure the CRS every time we
wanted them to respond. ' '

Victims Of  anti-Gay  and  Lesbian  attacks
are  urged  to  contact  the  U.S.   toll-   free
Hate.Crimes Hotline,1-800 347-HATE,  as
well  as  notify  their  local  law  enforcement
agency  and  Gay  and  Lesbian  commun.ity
group  (In Milwaul{ee,  Hate Crimes can  be
reported   to   ln   Step   Magazine   and   the
Wisconsin  Light,  who  serve  as  reporting
sources to the City of Milwaukee.)
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To  be or  not to
be...  married

Much  has  been  said  lately  about  the
concept of Gay marriages. There has been
a  mass  Of material  written about the  pros
and cons of same sex nuptials.  Ultimately,
however,   the   bottom   Line  on  the   whole
issue   centers   on   some   very   basic   and
concrete   questions.    Oh,    sure,    I   know,
there  are any number  Of Gay  persons  out
there who think that Love is the answer to
everything.   And   there   are   others   who
discount  any  concept   that   doesn't  have
the  approval  Of  mainstream  society.   But
like it or not,  Gay marriage is very much a
part  Of  the  ciirrent  scene  and  same  sex
weddings   will   probably   be   as   much   a
symbol  Of  the  nineties  as  platform  shoes
and   disco   dancing   is   to   the   seventies.
Therefore,   we   should   probably   examine
the   whole   idea   of   "Gay   marriage"   as
carefully    as    the    affciendos    Of    Donna
Summer   examined    her    wardrobe.    We
should  accord  to  it  the  same  diligence  as
"Saturday  Night  Fever"   groupies.   And,

yes,  we  should  familiarize  ourselves  with
the   procedures   of    Gay    matrimony    as
thoroughly  as   queens   in  platform  shoes
memorized   the    `Hustle.'    With   that    in
mind,  here  are  a  few  things  to  consider
when  entertaining  the  idea  of  `tying  the
knot'  with  someone...  preferably  someone
you   have   known   for   more   than   twelve
hours  (after  all,  we are NOT as desperate
as   those   fortyish    executive    secretaries
who haunt Holiday  Inn  lounges on  Friday
nights...  well ,...   maybe  SOME  of  us  are
but there's  no need  to  share  THAT  news
with the world) .

Anyway,  here  are  a  few  things  to  ask
yourself   before   you   say   yes   when   that
special someone pops the big question.

By   the   way,   if   you're   one   Of   those
women who are a,  independently wealthy,
b.      independently      wealthy      or      c.
independently wealthy I'd REALLY like to
get  together  with   you   and   discuss  this
matrimony  issue  in  more  detail.   Hell,   if
you  even WANT  to  be  a  women  and  you

can answer yes to a. b. or c. , lock me up.
Okay,  Okay,  to  get  back  to  this  whole

marriage   thing...   some   reasons   to   say
yes:

• You  would now  have  a  LEGITIMATE
reason to dislike your lover's family.

• You   get   to   do   things   like   call   the
local bar to see  if your  spouse  !s there  (If
you're the drunk in the bar you get to have
the bartender lie for you.)

• You  get  to   pick   out  china   patterns
from  Williams-Sonoma   or   matching   cue
sticks  and  softball  gloves  from  your  local
sporting   goods   store   (I   REALLY   don't
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volleyball net, their privates jiggling 
seductively as the Jingle taunts Gays to: 
"Grab a stick, take a sniff, pull it out;" 
then they show an extreme close-up of 
this hard stick of phallic-looking gum 
going between hot guy's moist lips 
opened wide; "the taste is gonna move ya 
when you pop it in your mouth." Goes in 
hard, comes out soft: "chews so soft and 
gets right to ya." It got to me; I went right 
out and bought a bunch of packs.. . of gum 
and condoms! (Gee, they both taste 
rubbery.) 

Pop Secret popcorn is now using the 
phrase "bigger is better" appealing to 
the size-queen snack crowd with a lot of 
humpy. hunky buffed boys in sheer, 
gauzey balloon pants that sexily cling to 
their crotches and poke out (is that 
popcorn in your pants, or are you just glad 
to see me?). According to their sales 
pitch, "perfect popcorn is our passion, so 
ours pops up bigger." Not only phallic 
but erect and huge! After all that, I need a 
stiff drink, and vodka surveys say: 
Absolute Fruit! Despite boycotting 
barriers, Miller Beer has been courting 
Gays for some time. Their slogan should 
be altered: "Buy that man a Miller.. . and 
a rubber!" New brewski ads will depict 
burly men in the woods who not only pat 
behinds like the hets do, but suck face and 
grab crotch too. This Butt's for you! 
Coors' Silver Bullet will get more phallic. 
Corona(!) beer: good head. 

Maybe Gay- targeted marketing will put 
an end to those latenight sickeningly 
straight phone sex ads, buxom bimbos no 
longer appealing to lonely het guys but to 
luscious lezzies; and hunky men dialing 
humpy horny homos to get their 
telephonic rocks off. Reach out and touch 
someone. .. there! And nylon 
manufacturers will discover a booming 
market — drag queens: "New 
Mantyhose, the industrial strength male 
pantyhose that will not run, even if you 
accidentally poke your press-on nails thru 
them. They stand up to brushes in the 
bushes during those after-hours park 
cruises." 

Madison Ave. will even target the Gay 
kiddie market, believing you can never 
exploit consumers too early. Nintendo will 
put out "Mario Lovers" video games 

(two Italian stallions in 16-bit 
porno-adventures fighting with Fearless 
Florist against Hairdresserman. Little 
kids in Queer Nation t-shirts will argue 
over the new Rainbow cereal with pink, 
sugar-coated triangles and marshmallow 
lambdas. "Give it to Dykey, she'll eat 
anything." Barbie dolls will wear black 
leather jackets with tiny day-glo 
"promote queer doll visibility" sticker 
kits (sold separately) and Ken dolls will 
finally be hung (with something between 
those legs) and come with 
interchangeable jock straps and 
cockrings. 

So here's to all the DINKs and SINKs: 
shop till ya drop, dudes! 

Final Exit 

contd. from page 68 
that of overdoses of prescription drugs 
which cause the individual to fall into a 
deep sleep leading to a coma resulting in 
almost certain painless death. The book 
contains a four-page dosage table listing 
various prescription drugs by generic and 
trade name and giving the toxicity rating 
and lethal dosage broken down to number 
of tablets times the usual size tablet for 
each drug. 

The second part of the book deals with 
justifiable suicide, discussing euthanasia 
involving the active help of doctors and 
nurses. Suggestions are made intended to 
help doctors and nurses decide when and 
how to help, hopefully, without legal 
involvement. The methods and drugs are 
reviewed again in detail and finally the 
book offers a list of books on the subject 
for further reading and an appendix listing 
the features of a 'Death With Dignity Act' 
which the Hemlock Society wishes to see 
passed into law. 
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volleyball    net,     their    privates    jiggling
seductively  as  the.Jingle  taunts  Gays  to:
"Grab  a  stick,  take  a  sniff,  pull  it  out;"

then  they  show  an  extreme  close-up  of
this   hard   stick   of   phallic-locking    gum
going    between    hot    guy's    moist    lips
opened wide;  "the taste is gonna move ya
when  you  pop  it  !n  your  mouth."  Gees  ln
hard,  comes out soft:  "chews  so  soft  and
gets right to ya. ' ' It got to me; I w.ent right
out and bought a bunch of packs. . .  Of gum
and    condoms!     (Gee,    they    both    taste
rubbery.)

Pop  Secret  popcorn   is  now  using  the
phrase   "bigger  is   better"   appealing   to
the  size-queen  snack  crowd  with  a  lot  Of
humpy,    hunky    buffed    bays    in    sheer,
ga.uzey  balloon  pants  that  sexily  cling  to
their   crotches    and    poke    out    (ls    that
popcorn in your pants, or are you just glad
to   see   me?).   According   to   their   sales
pitch,  "perfect popcom  is our passion,  so
ours  pops   up   bigger."   Not  only  phallic
but erect and huge! After all that,  I need a
stiff    drink,     and     vodka    surveys    say:
Absolute    Fruit!     Despite    boycotting
barriers,   Miller   Beer   has   been  courting
Gays  for  some  time.  Their  slogan  should
be altered:  "Buy that  man  a  Miller...  and
a  rubber!"  New  brewski  ads  will  depict
burly  men  in  the  woods who  not  only  pat
behind§ lil{e the hets do,  but suck face and
grab   crotch   too.    This   Butt's   for    you!
Coors'  Silver  Bullet will  get  more  phallic.
Corona(!) beer: good head.

Maybe Gay- targeted marketing will put
an    end   to   those    latenight   sickeningly
straight phone sex ads,  buxom  bimbos no
longer appealing to lonely het guys but to
luscious  lezzies;   and  hunky   men   dialing
humpy    horny    homos    to    get    their
telephonic  rocks  off .  Reach  out  and  touch
someone...         there!         And         nylon
manufacturers   will   discover   a   booming
market      -drag`   queens:      "New
Manfyhose,  the  industrial  strength  male
pantyhose  that  will  not  run,.  even  if
accidentally  poke  your  press-on  nails
them.   They  stand  up  to  brushes  ln
bushes    during    those    after-hours
cruises. ' '

Madison Ave.  will  even  target  the  Gay
kiddie   market,   believing   you   can   never
exploit consumers too early.  Nintendo will
put   out   "Mario   Lovers"   video   games

(two      Italian      stallions       in       16-bit
porno-adventures   fighting   with   Fearless
Florist    against     Hairdresserman.     Little
kids  in  Queer  Nat.ion  t-shirts   will   argue
over  the  new  F{ainbow  cereal  with  pink,
sugar-coated   triangles   and   marshmallow
lambdas.   "Give   it   to   Dykey,   she'll   eat
anything."   Barbie   dolls  will  wear   black

i:partoh::tejaqcukeeetrsdoTi`thvisi;`iTiytyHd:a:g::
kits  (sold  separately)   and  Ken  dolls  will
finally  be  hung  (with  something  between
those        legs)        and        come        with
interchangeable      jock      straps      and
cockrings.

So here's to all  the  DINKs  and  SINKs:
shop till ya drop,  dudes!

Final Exit

contd. from pE\ge 68
that   Of  overdoses   of  prescription   drugs
which  cause  the  individual  to  fall  into  a
deep sleep  leading to a coma  resulting  in
almost  certain  painless  death.   The   bock
contains  a  four-page  dosage  table  listing
various prescription  drugs by generic  and
trade  name  and  giving  the  toxicity  rating
and lethal dosage broken down to number
of  tablets  times  the  usual  size  tablet  for
each drug.

The  second part of the  bock  deals  with
justifiable  suicide,   discussing  euthanasia
involving  the  active  help  of  doctors  and
nurses.  Suggestions are  made  intended to
help doctors and  nurses decide  when  and,
how   to   help,    hopefully,    without   legal
involvement.  The  methods  and  drugs  are
reviewed  again  in  detail  and  finally  the
book offers  a  list  Of  bocks  on  the  subject
for further reading and an appendix listing
the features of a  `Death With Dignity Act'
which  the  Hemlock  Society  wishes  to  see
passed  into law.

V
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Illinois Gov. ponders 
forced HIV testing 

By Rex Wockner 

Chicago — Illinois Gov. Jim Edgar 

horrified AIDS activists, civil libertarians, 

Gay health workers and others Nov. 15 

when he said the state may start forcibly 

testing some health- care professionals 
for HIV. 

The statement came as Edgar created a 
task force charged with figuring out how 
to implement new federal rules designed 
to protect patients from HIV infected 

health- care providers. 

New guidelines from the Centers for 

Disease Control urge infected health- care 
providers to stop performing "exposure-
prone invasive procedures" unless they 
receive approval from "an expert review 
panel" and then tell their patients of their 
HIV status. 

Although the CDC guidelines are 
suggestions only, Congress mandated 
that states implement them or lose federal 
health money. 

Mandatory testing may be necessary, 

Edgar said, to identify the individuals 

targeted by the guidelines. 

Forced HIV testing raises a host of 

constitutional, psychosocial, ethical, 
privacy and confidentiality questions. 

The new task force will also figure out 
how to implement a massive HIV search 
and notification law Edgar signed Oct. 5. 

The law requires the Illinois 
Department of Public Health to mail an 
AIDS warning letter to every health 
worker and patient in the state who was 
ever involved in an invasive medical 
procedure with an HIV positive. 

The process will require a vast search of 
private medical records — so vast that 
IDPH says it cannot handle it and, for 
now, will only try to notify patients of the 
208 health workers known to have been 
diagnosed with full blown AIDS. 

Even this minimal implementation of 
the law requires IDPH to travel to 200 
medical facilities and pour over tens of 
thousands of pages of records. It will cost 
taxpayers several million dollars. 

HRCF: Kerry 
apology not enough 

Washington, DC [HRCF] — The 

Human Rights Campaign Fund, the 

nation's largest Lesbian and Gay 

advocacy group, declined to accept the 

apology of Democratic presidential 

candidate Senator Robert Kerrey of 

Nebraska, after he told an off-color sexual 

joke about Lesbians and former California 

Governor Jerry Brown. The mainstream 

media reported on November 19 that the 

joke, which was told to Arkansas 
Governor Bill Clinton, was recorded by a 

camera and boom microphone operated by 

the public affairs TV network C- Span. 

"I am afraid we need more than an 

apology, we need some positive action as 

well. Senator Kerrey should become a 

cosponsor of the Federal Lesbian and Gay 

Civil Rights Bill," said Tim McFeeley, 

executive director of the Campaign Fund. 

"This so-called joke is bigotry, pure 

and simple. If Senator Kerrey had told a 

similar joke about an ethnic group, he 

would be out of the race. If he thinks jokes 

about women and Lesbians are 

appropriate, then he has a lot to learn 

about the diversity of life in this country of 

ours." McFeeley stated. 

McFeeley also noted that Kerrey voted 

with Senator Jesse Helms (R-NC) to 

criminalize medical professionals with 

HIV who perform procedures without 

informing patients of their HIV status. "I 

hope we are not seeing a pattern of 

insensitivity to the concerns of Lesbian 

and Gay Americans and people with 

AIDS," McFeeley said. 

NCOD gets 
challenge grant 

National Coming Out Day (NCOD) has 

received a 'Challenge Grant' from openly 

Gay philanthropist and major political 

activist Jim Hormel. 

Hormel has been a consistent and 

generous supporter of NCOD since its 

inception in 1988 and most recently was 

the NCOD spokesperson at the October 11 

contd. on page 30 
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No Nunsense by Sister Dana Van Iquity (Dennis McMillan) 

Fagvertising 

According to United Press 
International, Madison Avenue is just 
now discovering a new ad market to 
exploit — queer consumers. Now they've 
changed that tacky hackneyed phrase they 

used to apply to us — "disposable 

income." Yep, that's me fer Shure, 

dumping a $50 bill down the ole garbage 

disposal, just for the heck of it; but 

they've relabelled us as "discretionary 
income." If we're a pair of childless 

lovers, we're known as DINKs (dual 

income, no kids). According to Crain's 
Chicago Business (the MBA's Bible) 

Gaymericans make up a prime and 

heretofore unnoticed market. But no 

longer ignored. Any day now we can 

expect to see blatantly Gay-oriented 

commercials. Don't touch that dial, Mary. 

Checking the demographics, we note 

that 30% of homos have advanced 

degrees (in other words, we're masters) 

and 39% of us vacation overseas. I 

anticipate the new Princess Cruise line 

commercials depicting happy Gay boys 

frolicking in the ship's spa and lovely 

Lezbos rubbing sun tan oil on each other's 

buffed & bronzed bodies. 

Since 66% chose Levi's as the 

homosexual gene jean, Levi's needs to 
change the motto on their t-shirts to 
unbutton your fly. TV program formats 

will be revamping too. In that the no. 1 TV 

show for fags and dykes is "Designing 

Women" (we're all interior decorators at 

heart), we should see the new mid-season 

line-up of shows like "Designing Cops," 

"Designing Family," "Mysteries, She 

Designed," "L.A. Design,'' and 

"Designing Gospel" (you just know the 

televangelists will jump on the new 

bandwagon too!) Since Gays prefer 
Hondas and Toyotas, the slogan "Oh 

what a feeling" should take on new, 

same-sexy portrayals in commercials, two 

queers holding hands and leaping into the 

air. 66% of our dykes go camping, so we 

should see Lesbians in plaid shirts 

emerging from their tents and greeting 
the day with a fresh cup of International 
coffee & tofu, for those 'special' 
moments. Hiking? Let's end the sneaker 
wars with alittle sexy shoe compromise —
Bo knows Jordan. . . carnally. So pump up, 
boys. 

Some of the ad companies are already 
wising up to this new goldmine of 
same-sex shoppers. Case in point, Juicy 
Fruit (even the product name is openly 
Gay) gum. Their spot shows a bunch of 
half-naked, Speedo-clad surfer dudes 
jumping up and down in the sand by a 
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llllnois  Gov.  ponders
forced  HIV  testing

By Rex Wockner
Chicago    -    Illinois   Gov.    Jim    Edgar

horrified  AIDS  activists,  civil  libertarians,
Gay  health  workers  and  others  Nov.   15
when  he  said  the  state  may  start forcibly
testing   some   health-   care   professionals
for HIV .

The statement came as Edgar created a
task  force  charged  with  figuring  out  how
to  implement  new  federal  rules  designed
to   protect   patients   from   HIV   infected
health- care providers.

New  guidelines  from   the   Centers  for
Disease Control urge infected  health-  care
providers  to  stop  performing  "exposure-
prone  invasive  procedures"   unless   they
receive  approval  from  "an  expert  review
panel" and then tell their patients Of their
HIV status.

Although    the     CDC    guidelines    are
suggestions    only,    Congress    mandated
that states implement them or lose federal
health money.

Mandatory   testing  may  be   necessary,
Edgar   said,   to   identify   the   indlvlduals
targeted by the guidelines.

Forced   HIV   testing   raises   a   host   Of
constitutional,    psychosocial,    ethical,
privaey and confidentlalfty questions.

The  new  task  force  will  also figure  out
how  to  implement  a'  massive  HIV  search
and notification law Edgar signed Oct. 5.

The      law      requires      the      Illinois
Department  Of  Public  Health  to  mail  an
AIDS    warning    letter    to    every    health
worker and patient  in  the  state  who  was
ever    involved    in    an    invasive    medical
procedure with an HIV positive.

The process will require a vast Search Of
private  medical  records   -   so  vast  that
IDPH  says  lt  cannot  handle  lt  and,  for
now,  will only  try to notify patients of the
208  health  workers  knourn  to  have  been
diagnosed with full blown AIDS.

Even   this   minimal   implementation   Of
the  law  requires  IDPH  to  travel  to  2cO
medical  faclllties  and  pour  over  tens  Of
thousands Of pages Of records.  It will cost
taxpayers several million dollars.

HPCF:  Kerry
apology  not  enough

Wash!ngton,    DC    [HRCF]    -    The
Human    Rights    Campaign    Fund,     the
nation's     largest    I.esbian    and     Gay
advocaey  groiip,   declined   to  accept  the
apology    of    Democratic    presidential
candidate    Senator     Robert    Kerrey     Of
Nebraska,  after he told an off-color sexual
jcke about Lesbians  and former California
Governor  Jerry  Brown.   The  mainstream
media  reported  on  November  19  that  the
joke,    which    w\as    told    to    Arkansas
Governor  Bill  Clihton,  was  recorded  by  a
camera and boom microphone operated by
the public affairs TV network C-Span.

"I  am  afraid  we  need  more  than   an

apology,  we  need  some  positive  action  as
well.   Senator   Kerrey   should   become   a
cosponsor Of the Federal Lesbian and Gay
Civil   Rights   Bill,"   said   Tim   MCFeeley,
executive director of the Campaign Fund.

"This   so-called  jcke   is   bigotry,   pure

and  simple.  If  Senator  Kerrey  had  told  a
similar  jcke  about  an   ethnic   group,   he
would. be out Of the race.  If he thinks jckes
about     women     and     Lesbians     are
appropriate,   then   he  has  a  lot  to  learn
about the diversity Of life in this country Of
ours, ' ' MCFeeley stated.

MCFeeley also  noted  that  K6rrey  voted
with    Senator    Jesse    Helms    (R-NC)    to
criminallze    medical    professionals    with
HIV   who   perform   prcoedures    without
informing  patients  Of  their  HIV  Status.  "I
hope   we   are   not   seeing   a   pattern   Of
insensitivity   to  the   concerns   Of   Lesbian
and   Gay    Americans    and   people   with
AIDS,"  MCFeeley said.

NCOD gets
chal lenge` g rant

National  Coming  Out  Day  (NCOD)  has
received  a  `Challenge  Grant'  from  openly
Gay   philanthropist   and   major   political
actlvist Jim Hoimel.

Hormel    has7  been    a   consistent   and
generous   supporter   of   NCOD   since   its
inception  in  1988  and  most  recently  was
the NCOD spckesperson at the Octcher 11

- contd. on page 30

emerging  from  their  tents  and  greeting
the  day  with  a  fresh  cup  Of  lnternatlonal
coffee    &    tofu,    for    those    `special'
moments.  Hiking?  Let's  end  the  sneaker
wars with alittle sexy shoe com-promise  -
Bo l{now§ Jordan. . .  carnally.  So pump up,
boys.

Some  Of  the  ad  companies  are  already
wising    up    to    this    new    goldmine    Of
same-sex  shoppers.  Case  in  point,  Juiey
Fruit  (even  the  product  name  is  openly
Gay)  gum.  Their  spot  shows  a  bunch  Of
half-naked,  Speedo-clad  surfer  dudes
jumping  up  and  down  in  the  sand  by  a

Fagvertising
According         to        United        Press

International,   `Madison   Avenue   ls   just
now   discovering   a   new   ad    market   to
exploit  -  queer  consumers.  Now they've
changed that tacky hackneyed phrase they
used   to   apply   to   us    -    "disposable
income."    Yep,    that's    me    fer    shure,
dumping a $50 bill  down  the  ole  garbage
disposal,   just   for   the   heck   Of   lt;   but
they've   relabelled   us   as   "discretionary
income."    If   we're   a   patr   Of   childless
lovers,    we're    known    as    DINKs    (dual
income,   no   kids).   According   to   Cra!n's
Chicago    Business    (the    MBA's    Bible)
Gaymericans    make    up    a    prime    and
heretofore    unnoticed    market.    But    no
longer   ignored.   Any   day   now   we   caf`
expect    to    see    blatantly    Gay-oriented
commercials. Don't touch that dial, Mary.

Checking   the   demographics,   we   note
that    30%     Of    homos    have    advanced
degrees  (in  other  words,  we're  masters)
and    39t7o    Of    us    vacation    overseas.    I
anticipate  the   new   Princess  Cnil9e   line
comm-ercials   depicting   happy   Gay   boys
frolicking   in   the   shlp's   spa   and   lovely
Lezbos rubbing sun tan oil on each other's
buffed & bronzed bodies.

Since    66%    chose    Levl's    as    tt)e
homosexual   gene  jean,   Levi's   needs   to
change   the   motto   on   their   t-shirts   to
unbutton  your  fry.   rv  program  formats
will be revamping too. In that the no.  1 'rv
•show  for  fags  and  dykes  is   "Designing
Women"  (we're  all  interior  decorators  at
heart), we should see the new mid-season
line-up  Of  shows  like  "Designing  Cops,"
"Designing    Family,"    "Mysteries,    She

Designed,"      "L.A.      Design,"     and
•`Deslgning  Gospel"   (you  just  ho`i/  the

televangelists    will    jump    on    the    new
bandwagon   too!)    Since   Gays   prefer
Hondas   and   Toyotas,   the   slogan   "Oh
what   a   feeling"   should   take   on   new,
same-sexy portrayals in  commercials,  two
queers holding hands and leaping into the
air.  66%  Of chr dykes go camping,  so we
should    see    Lesbians    in    plaid    shirts

IfltConcerusYou,ItConeerusU±±s!.
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Final Exit 
Reviewed by Eldon E. Murray 

Final Exit, by Derek Humphry 
The Hemlock Society 
192 pp., hardcover, $16.95 

Although this book is subtitled "The 
Practicalities of Self-Deliverance and 
Assisted Suicide for the Dying." this 
reviewer does not wish to offer a personal 
opinion on the ethics of euthanasia 
(painless death to end suffering) or 
suicide, either self-inflicted or assisted. 
However, it is well known that there have 
been persons with advanced AIDS who 
have either refused all medical treatment 
or actually committed suicide to avoid 
prolonged suffering. Such a choice, 
obviously, should only be made by the 
individual with an incurable disease, 
AIDS being no exception. 

Humphry never mentions AIDS, but 
directs his book primarily to the elderly 
who have a terminal illness such as cancer 
or Alzheimer's disease. He even had the 
book printed in large 14 point type to 

assist those with poor eyesight, e.g., the 
elderly. The proceeds of the sale of the 
book, which has been on the best-seller 
list for several months, accrue to the 
Hemlock Society, a non-profit organization 
which champions the right to choose to die 
when terminally ill and works for law 
changes to this end because while suicide 
is legal, assisting someone to suicide is 
not. 

Final Exit has been described as a 
`suicide's handbook' because the book 
assumes that the reader had already dealt 
with the ethical issues and wants practical 
information on how to accomplish suicide 
with dignity if or when the occasion might 
arise. The author begins by ruling out the 
obvious violent methods of suicide such 
as cyanide, common poisons, gunshot 
wounds, etc., as being undignified, too 
slow, painful, or (more importantly) 
difficult to bring off successfully, 
frequently leaving the would-be suicide in 
worse shape after the attempt than 
before. 

Obviously, the preferred method of 
suicide by Hemlock Society members is 

contd. on page 70 
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Flnal  Exit
Revlewed by Hdon E. Murray

Final Exit,  by Derel{ Humphry
The Hemlock Society
192 pp.,  hardcover,  $16.95

Although  this  bock  ls   subtltled   "The
Practicalities  of  Self-Deliverance  and
Assisted   Suicide   for   the   Dying."    this
reviewer does not wish to offer a personal
opinion    on    the    ethics    of    euthanasia
(painless    death    to    end    suffering)    or
suicide,   either   Self-inflicted   or   assisted.
However,  it is well known that there have
been  persons  with  advanced  AIDS  who
have either  refused  all  medical  treatment
or   actually   committed   suicide   to   avoid
prolonged   suffering.   Such   a-   choice,
obviously,   should  only  be  made  by   the
lndlvidual    with    an    Incurable    disease,
AIDS being no exception.

Humphry   never   mentions   AIDS,   but
directs  his  bcok  primarily  to  the  elderly
who have a terminal illness such as cancer
or  Alzheimer's  disease.  He  even  had  the
book  printed  in   large   14  point  type  to

assist  those  with  poor  eyesight,  e.g.,  the
elderly.  The  proceeds  Of  the  sale  Of  the
bool{,  which  has  been  on  the  best-seller
list   for   several   months,   accrue   to   the
Hemlock Scoiety, a non-profit organlzation
which champions the right to choose to die
when   terminally   ill   and   works   for   law
changes to this end because while suleide
is  legal,   assisting  someone  to  suicide  is
not.

Flnal   Eklt   has   been   described   as   a
`suiclde's   handbook'   because   the   bcok

assumes that the reader had already dealt
with the ethical issues and wants practical
information on  how  to accomplish  suicide
with dignity lf or when the occasion  might
arise.  The author begins by ruling out the
obvious  ,violent  methods  Of  sulctde  such
as   eyanide,    common   poisons,    gunshot
wounds,   etc.,   as  being  undignlfied,   too
slow,     painful,     or     (more     importantly)
difficult    to    bring    off    successfully,
frequently leaving the would-be suicide ln
worse    shap?    after    the    attempt    than
before.

Obviously,    the   preferred    method   of
suicide  by  Hemlock  Society  members   !s
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rally in Sacramento opposing Governor 
Wilson's veto of AB 101, the Lesbian and 
Gay employment protection bill. 

Hormel has offered to match all 
contributions of $250 or more (up to a total 
of $5000) which come in between now and 
December 31, 1991. 

"We encourage all Lesbians and Gay 
men who are supporters of the National 
Coming Out Campaign to become 
substantial contributors during this 
challenge grant. They can get the most 
bang for their buck," said Lynn Sheppod, 
Executive Director of National Coming 
Out Day. 

National Coming Out Day is a non-profit 
organization dedicated to a Lesbian and 
Gay community living openly, powerfully, 
and equally in society. To make a 
contribution, or for more information, 
please call or write: National Coming Out 
Day; P.O. Box 8349, Santa Fe, NM 

87504-8349. (505) 982-2558/ (800) 445-
NCOD. 

NCOD Offers New Pin 
As an addition to the very popular 

Official Keith Haring National Coming 
Out Day T-Shirts, Tank Tops, 
Sweatshirts, Greeting Cards, Stickers, 
and Buttons a brand new Coming Out Day 
commemorative has been created: The 
Celebrity Pin. 

This 1' square gold/ four color pin (of 
the Keith Haring person coming out of the 
closet) was the hit of the Creating Change 
Conference in D.C. this year. "We sold 
out almost immediately. It was 
incredible!" said Jim Hutchinson, D.C. 
Area Coordinator for NCOD. "They'll 
make great holiday gifts!" 

The Celebrity Pins are available for $7 
each (plus shipping and handling) by 
contacting: Skip Rosenthal, National 
Coming Out Day, P.O. Box 8349, Santa 
Fe, NM 87504-8349. 

AmFAR awards over $4.21 million in grants 

The American Foundation for AIDS 
Research (AmFAR) has awarded more 
than $4.2 million to 65 laboratory, clinical 
and pediatric research projects, AmFAR 
officials announced in November. It was 
the largest round of AIDS research grants 
provided by AmFAR in its seven-year 
history. 

Since 1988, the Los Angeles- based 
Pediatric AIDS Foundation has provided 
AmFAR with nearly $7 million in funding 
to be distributed by AmFAR's Scientific 
Advisory Committee to worthy research 
projects studying AIDS and children. 

Among the many notable research 
grants awarded in this cycle were: 

• $60,000 to Dr. Irwin H. Gelman of 
New York's Mount Sinai Medical Center, 
to characterize a possible new virus 
associated with the onset of Kaposi's 
sarcoma. This grant was made possible 
by funding from the Robert Mapplethorpe 
Foundation. 

• $59,412 to Dr. William R. Freeman 
of the University of California at San 
Diego, to develop a new treatment for 
CMV retinitis that would be applied 
locally (in the eye itself) rather than 

systemically (by oral or intravenous 
means). This grant was made possible by 
funding from Photographers & Friends 
United Against AIDS. 

• $60,000 to Dr. Erik Langhoff of 
Boston's Dana Farber Cancer Institute, to 
study how HIV behaves in dendritic cells 
and the ability of these cells to spread HIV 
to uninfected white blood cells. 

• $78,000 to Dr. James I. Mullins of 
Stanford University, to study the 
differences in viruses between HIV 
infected mothers and their children in 
order to learn more about vertical 
transmission of the virus. 

AmFAR also announced the award of 
grants worth $799,618 to 15 Community-
Based Clinical Trial (CBCT) centers 
across the country. CBCT Centers 
accelerate the pace of AIDS clinical 
research, while increasing the creation of 
the CBCT Network — which is comprised 
of 45 independent centers across North 
America — and provides grants, technical 
assistance and staff support to the 
Network. 

Finally, AmFAR awarded some 
contd. on page 32 
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Books 
Boys of Life 

Reviewed by Allen Smalling 

Boys of Life, by Paul Russell 
1991, Dutton 
307 pp, paper. $19.95 

The pain of finding an identity, the dark 
side of romantic obsession, the possibility 
of love, inevitability of betrayal and 
redemptive power of art — all cliche' 
themes if handled inexpertly but strong 
stuff indeed in Paul Russell's masterful 
new novel, Boys of Life. 

It's 1978 and, in a laundromat in tiny 
Owen, Kentucky. a 16 year-old alcoholic 
named Tony Blair befriends a mercurial 
director down from New York, Carlos 
Reichart. The two men become lovers, and 
Tony follows Carlos back to New York, 
becoming part of Carlos' Warhol-type 
improvisational film troupe, The 
Company. 

The Svengali-like Carlos pushes Tony 
beyond his limits, first in bed, later on 
screen in a series of increasingly 
pornographic short films. After being 
forced to perform sexually for the cameras 
at gunpoint, Tony knows he has to free 
himself from Carlos. Tony befriends a 
southern woman his own age and the two 
of them flee the Big Apple for Memphis. 
where Tony spends several years in 
uneasy lower-middle- class heterosexual 
conformity. 

Eventually, though, Tony's past 
catches up to him and he knows he has to 
confront Carlos one last time. It's a 
measure of the strength of this novel that, 
although we know Tony narrates it from 
his jail cell, the final confrontation with 
Carlos emerges pure and shocking, a 
complete surprise. 

In a season where the Gay-themed 
novels are dominated by writer's- school 
formulas and pristine middle- class 
themes, Boys of Life is something of a 
revelation. Russell deserves praise for 
sweating the details and getting them so 
right. The voice of Tony Blair at the center 

of this novel — teenaged, muddled, but 
intelligent — is just right. Russell's 
descriptions, whether of the 'alphabet' 
streets of Manhattan's Lower East Side, a 
village in Kentucky or the process of 
filmmaking itself, are among the book's 
delights. The funky and offbeat members 
of Carlos Reichart's film troupe add 
much-needed spice and humor. 

Boys of Life is no mere time passer; it's 
an experience. This moody, stark and 
occasionally gruesome novel deserves the 
widest possible readership. 

"She says she's a model. What 
does she model, slipcovers?" 
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rally   in   Sacramento   opposing   Governor
Wilson's veto  of  AB  101,  the  Lesbian  and
Gay employment protection bill.

Hormel     has     offered     to    match     all
contributions of $250 or more (up to a total
Of $5000)  which come in between now  and
December 31, 1991.

"We  encourage  all  Lesbians  and  Gay

men  who  are  supporters  Of  the  National
Coming    Out    Campaign    to    become
substantial   contributors    during    this
challenge  grant.  They  can  get  the   most
bang for their  buck,"  said Lynn Sheppod,
Executive   Director   Of   National   Coming
Out Day.

National Coming Out Day is a non-profit
organization  dedicated  to  a  Lesbian  and
Gay  community  living  openly.  powerfully,
and    equally    in    society.    To    make    a
contribution,    or   for    more    information,
please  call  or  write:  National  Coming  Out
Day;    P.O.    Box    8349,    Santa    Fe,    NM

87504-8349,    (505)    982-2558/    (800)    445-
NCOD. \

NCOD Offers New Pin
As   an   addition   to   the   very   popular

Official   Keith   liaring   National   Coming
Out      Day      T-Shirts,       Tank      Tops,
Sweatshirts,    Greeting    Cards,    Stickers,
and Buttons a brand new Coming Out Day
commemorative   has   been   created:   The
Celebrity Pin.

This  1`  square  gold/  four  color  pin  (Of
the Keith Haring person coming out Of the
closet)  was the hit of the Creating Change
Conference  in  D.C.  this  year.   "We  sold
out     almost      immediately.      It      was
incredible!"   said   Jim   Hutchinson,   D.C.
Area   Ccordinator   for   NCOD.    "They'll
make great holiday gifts! ' '

The  Celebrity  Pins  are  available  for  $7
each   (plus   shipping   and    handling)    by
contacting:   Skip   Rosenthal,   National
Coming  Out  Day,   P.O.   Box  8349,   Santa
Fe,  NM 87504-8349.

AmFAPl  awards  over $4.21   million in  grants
The   American    Foundation   for    AIDS

Research   (AmFAR)    has   awarded   more
than  $4.2  million  to 65  laboratory,  clinical
and  pediatric  research  projects,   AmFAR
officials  announced  in  November.   It  was
the largest round of AIDS research grants
provided   by   AmFAR   in   its   seven-year
hi`story.

Since   1988,   the   Los   Angeles-   based
Pediatric  AIDS  Foundation  has  provided
AmFAR  with  nearly $7  million  in fundlng
to  be  distributed  by  AmFAR's  Scientific
Advisory  Committee  to  worthy   research
projects studying AIDS and children.

Among    the    many    notable    research
grants awarded in this eycle were:

• $60,000   to  Dr.   Irwin  H.   Gelman   of
New York's  Mount Sinai  Medical  Center,
to    characterize    a    possible    new    virus
associated   with   the   onset   Of   Kaposi's
sarcoma.   This   grant  was   made  possible
by funding from the  Robert Mapplethorpe
Foundation.

•  $59,412   to   Dr.   Vvilliam   R.   Freeman
Of   the   University   of   California   at   San
Diego,   to  develop   a   new   treatment  for
CMV    retinitis    that   would    be    applied
locally    (in   the   eye    itself)    rather    than

systemlcally     (by     oral     or     intravenous
means).  This grant was made possible  by
funding   from   Photographers   &   Friends
United Against AIDS.

•$60,000    to    Dr.    Erik    Langhoff    Of
Boston's Dana Farber Cancer  Institute,  to
study  how  HIV  behaves  in  dendritic  cells
and the ability Of these cells to Spread HIV
to uninfected white blood cells.

• $78,000   to   Dr.   James   I._ Mullins   Of
Stan ford    University,     to    study    the
differences   in   viruses   between   HIV
infected   mothers   and   their   children   in
order    to    lean    more    about    vertical
transmission of the virus.

AmFAR  also  announced  the  award   Of
grants  worth  $799,618  to  15  Community-
Based     Clinical    Trial     (CBCT)     centers
across    the    country.    CBCT    Centers
accelerate    the    pace    of    AIDS    clinical
research,  while  increasing  the  creation  Of
the CBCT  Network  -  which  is comprised
Of  45  independent  centers  across  North
America  -` and provides grants,  technical
assistance    and    staff    support    to    the
Network.

Finally,     AmFAR     awarded     some
contd. on page 32

Boys  of  Life
Reviewed by Allen Smalllng

Bays of Life,  by Paul Russell
1991,  Dutton
307 pp,  paper.  $19.95

The pain Of finding an identity,  the dark
side  Of romantic obsession,  the possibility
of    love,    inevitability    Of    betrayal    and
redemptlve   power   of   art   -   all   cliche'
themes  if  handled  inexpertly  but  strong
stuff  indeed  in   Paul   Russell's  masterful
new novel, Boys Of Life .

-/'              It's  1978  and,  ln` a  laundromat  in  tiny
Owen,  Kentucky,  a  16  year-old  alcoholic
named  Tony  Blair  befriends  a  mercurial
director   down   from   New   York,   Carlos
Reichart. The two men become lovers, and
Tony  follows   Carlos  back  to  New  York,
becoming   part   of   Carlos'    Warhol-type
improvisational      film      troupe,      The
Company.

The  Svengali-like   Carlos  pushes   Tony
beyond  his  limits,   first  in  bed,   later  on
screen    in    a    series    of    increasingly
pornographic    short    films.    After   being
forced to perform sexually for the cameras
at  gunpoint,  Tony  knows  he  has  to  free
himself   from   Carlos.   Tony   befriends   a
southern woman  his own  age and the tu/o
Of them  flee the  Big  Apple  for  Memphis,
where    Tony    spends    several    years    in
uneasy   lower-middle-   class   heterosexual
conformity.

Eventually,     though,     Tony's    past
catches up to him and he knows he has to
confront   Carlos   one    last   time.   It's    a
measure Of the strength Of this novel that,
although  we  know  Tony  narrates  it  from
his  jail  cell,   the  final  confrontation  with
Carlos   emerges   pure   and    shocking,    a
complete surprise.

In   a   season   where    the   Gay-themed
novels  are  dominated  by  writer's-  §chcol
formulas   and   pristine   middle-   class
themes,  Bays  Of  Life   is   something  Of  a
revelation.    Russell   deserves    praise   for
sweating  the  details  and  getting  them  so

r     right. The voice of Tony Blair at the center

Of  this  novel  -  teenaged,  muddled,  but
intelligent    -    is    just    right.    Flussell's
descriptions,   whether   of   the   `alphabet'
streets Of Manhattan's Lower East Side,  a
village   in   Kentucky   or   the   prdeess   Of
filmmaking  itself ,   are  among  the  bcok'§
delights.  The funky  and  offbeat  members
of   Carlos    Reichart's    film    troupe    add
much-needed spice and humor.

Bny§ Of Life  is no mere time passer;  it's
an   experience.   This   moody,    stark   and
occasionally gruesome  novel  deserves  the
widest possible readership.
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I'VE GOT A SECOND 
DEGREE BLACK BELT IN 

KARATE.... 

I'VE HAD WILD, SWEATY, LUSTY 
SEX WITH WHo KNOWS HOW 

MANY 
WOMEN... 

...AND NOW YOU'RE UPSET 
BECAusE. MY RUIN' LANGUAGE 

ISN'T Law KE!f/ 
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FREE IN STEP STICKERS! 
A Discreet Way to Let Other 

People Know Your Story! 

(We suggest sticking them to your rear car 

window, driver's side, bottom corner.) 

Stop In Our Office 
For Yours, or send a 29 

Self-addressed Envelope 
to: 

IN STEP Stickers 
225 South 2nd Street 
Milwaukee, WI 53204 
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RAINBOW REVUE 
Daily Cocktail 

Specials 
1 Happy 

, Hour 
2 to 8 

., -,, 
No .,, - 

shows till • 
Christmas! .),-

647-9950 • 1100 South 1st Street 

Correction... 

Talk about embarrassed! First In Step ran 
the above photo in Issue 20 with the wrong 
name. Then in the last issue the photo 
caption fell off the flats before it was 
printed! The woman above is Dane Co. 
Supervisor Tammy Baldwin, who is 
running for Clarenbach's state assembly 
seat. Sorry Tammy.. . twice over! 

George Prentice of La Cage was toasted with shots more than once during his 3rd annual 
40th birthday party. 

TRIANGLE 
OPEN 5 PM 
MON-FRI 
OPEN 3 PM 
SAT/SUN 

MONDAY 
ABSOLUT 

Heaven '1.25 
All Absolut 
Products 

TUESDAY 
Rail 
Nite 
'1.00 

ENJOY 
COCKTAIL 

HOUR MON-FRI 
5 TO 9, ALL 
COCKTAILS 
ARE 2 - 4 - 1 

WEDNESDAY 
Super Bust 

'100 
Beer, Wine, 
Soda, Juice 

NEW Thursdays at the V 
RECESSION Thursdays 

HALF Price Drinks All Nite Long 

FRIDAY 
All Cold 

Schnapps 
'1.00 

SATURDAY 
Corona, 
Cuervo 

'1.00 

SUNDAY 
Bloody Mary's, 
Morning Glories, 

Lunch Buffet 
'1.25 

135 East National Milwaukee 
414/643-9758 
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Tim about embarrassed!  First ln Step ran
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Beer, Wine,
Soda, Juice

RE14E   Thursdays at the YEECEsslen±

135 East National T Milwaukee
414/643-9758
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Group Notes 
Angel of Hope 

Green Bay — Angel of Hope 
Metropolitan Community Church will 
observe their annual Holiday/ Christmas 
Party and Social on Saturday, December 
14 at Michael J's (formerly Baxter's) on 
the corner of Dousman and Broadway 
streets. 

The evening will begin with cocktails at 
6pm, and dinner at 7pm. Dinner is 'Dutch 
Treat' from the menu, in the private 
dining room. All interested people are 
invited to attend. 

Regular worship services will be held at 
llam December 8,15,22,29. A special 
Christmas Worship Service is slated for 
llam on Christmas day. 

New Hope MCC 
Advent series 

Milwaukee — New Hope Metropolitan 
Community Church extends an open 
invitation to the community to attend an 
Advent Series Bible Study entitled 
"Preparing for the Christ- Event" 
facilitated by Rev. Nancy Smiegowski. 
The series will be held Thursday evenings 
Dec. 5, 12, & 19th between 7 & 9pm. 

This experience is meant to be a time of 
prayer and reflection on Christ's presence 
in our life in preparation for Christmas. 
The Advent Series will take place in the 
new church office located in the rear of 
New Hope's second floor chapel at the 
Kenwood United Methodist Church, 2319 
E. Kenwood Blvd. For further information 
please call the church office, 332-9995, 
and speak with Rev. Nancy. 

CCF awards 
scholarships 

Milwaukee's Cream City Foundation 
has awarded the second John M. Cowles 
Memorial Scholarship to a local student, 
Brenda Witkowski. The $500 scholarship 
covers the current (1991-1992) academic 
year, and may be used by the recipient for 
tuition and other academic expenses. 

The Foundation has also announced 
that another scholarship in this program 
is now available for award. Applicants 
must be entering their Junior or Senior 
year at an accredited college or university 
in the Metro Milwaukee area. For the first 
time, they may be pursuing any major; 
(the previous requirement that they be 
pursuing a degree in the sciences is not 
applicable for this award). Applicants 
must posess a 3.0 GPA, have a 
demonstrated interest in the Gay/ 
Lesbian community, and be a U.S. and 
Wisconsin citizen. 

The scholarship progam was initiated 
by the CCF as a memorial to the late John 
M. Cowles, a community leader who died 
in January 1990. John had served on the 
Board of Directors of the Cream City 
Foundation (Milwaukee's charitable 
foundation for the Gay and Lesbian 
causes), as well as being active in several 
other community organizations. 

Applications for the scholarship 
(retroactive for the full academic year 
beginning fall 1991), may be requested by 
calling the Cream City Foundation at (414) 
265- 0880, or mailing a request to P.O. 
Box 204. Milwakee, WI 53201. (Previous 
applicants will be automatically reviewed 
for this award. and need not resubmit 
their credentials). 

HOPE 
Milwaukee — HOPE (Healing 

Ourself's thru Positive Expression), a 
support network for individual's who are 
HIV+ / AIDS will be starting two support 
groups in the next two months. 

One will be an open support group for 
significant other's, friends and family of 
the person with HIV/ AIDS of which will 
be beginning in December. 

The other will be a closed support group 
for heterosexual men who are HIV+ . This 
group will begin in January, will be 16 
weeks in length and be facilitated by a 
trained HIV+ facilitator. 

For either group contact HOPE at (414) 
383-1512. 

Singer songwriter Linda Smith is on the road on her last solo tour. Next time around 
she'll perform with a band. 

First Class Male Revue recently appeared at Madison's Club 3054. You can see why 

they are called First Class. 

Angel  of  Hope
Green     Bay     -     Angel     of     Hope

Metropolitan  Community   Church  will
observe  their  annual  Holiday/  Christmas
Party  and  Social  on  Saturday,  December
14  at  Michael  J's  (formerly  Baxter's)   on
the   corner   Of   Dousman   and   Broadway
streets.

The evening will begin with cocktails at
6pm, and dinner at 7pm.  Dinner is  `Dutch
Treat'   from   the   menu,   in   the   private
dining   rcom.   All   interested   people   are
invited to attend.

Regular worship services will be held at
llam   December   8,15,22,29.    A    special
Christmas  Worship  Service  is  slated  for
llam on Christmas day.

New  Hope  MCC
Advent series

MIlwaukee  -New` Hope  Metropolitan
Community    Church    extends    an    open
invitation  to  the  community  to  attend  an
Advent   Series   Bible    Study    entitled
"Preparing   for    the   Christ-    Event"

facilitated   by   Rev.    Nanny    Smiegowskl.
The series will be held Thursday evenings
Dec. 5, 12, & 19th between 7 & 9pm.

This experience is meant to be a time Of
prayer and reflection on Christ's presence
in  our  life  in  preparation  for  Christmas.
The  Advent  Series  will  take  place  in  the
new  church  off ice  located  in  the  rear  Of
New  Hope's  second  floor  chapel  at  the
Kenwood  United  Methodist Church,  2319
E.  Kenwood Blvd.  For further  information
please   call   the   church   office,   332-9995,
and speak with Rev. Nancy.

CCF awards
scholarships

Mllwaukee's   Cream    City    Foundation
has  awarded  the  second  John  M.  Cowles
Memorial  Scholarship  to  a  local  student,
Brenda  Witkowski.  The  $500  scholarship
covers  the  current   (1991-1992)   academic
year, and may be used by the reciplent for
tuition and other academic expenses.

The   Foundation   has   also   announced
that  another  scholarship  in  this  p'rogram
is   now   available   for   award.   Applicants
must  be  entering  their  Junior  or  Senior
year at an accredited college or university
in the Metro Milwaukee area. For the first
time,   they  may  be  pursuing  arty  major;
(the  previous   requirement  that  they   be
pursuing  a  degree  ln  the  sciences  is  not
applicable   for    this    award).    Applicants
must    posess    a    3.0    GPA,    have    a
demonstrated    interest   in    the    Gay/
Lesbian  community,   and  be  a  U.S.   and
Wisconsin citizen.

The   scholarship   progam   was   initiated
by the CCF as a memorial to the late John
M.  Cowles,  a  community  leader who died
in January  1990.  John  had  served  on  the
Board   Of   Directors   of   the   Cream   City
Foundation     (Mllwaukee's    charitable
foundation    for    the    Gay    and    Lesbian
causes),  as well  as  being  active  in  Several
other commu nity organizations.

Applications    for    the     scholarship
(retroactive   for   the   full   academic   year
beginning fall 1991),  may be requested by
calling the Cream City Foundation at (414)
265-  0880,   or  mailing  a  request  to  P.0.
Box  204,  Milwakee,   WI  53201.   (Previous
applicants  will  be  automatically  reviewed
for  this   award,   and   need   not  resubmit
their credentials) .

HOPE
Mllwaukee      -      HOPE      (Healing

Ourself's   thru    Positive    Expression),    a
support  network  for  individual's  who  are
HIV+ / AIDS will be starting two support
groups in the next two months.

One  will  be  an  open  support  group  for
significant  other's,  friends  and  family  Of
the person with  HIV/  AIDS  of  which  will
be beginning in December.

The other will be a closed support group
for heterosexual men who are HIV+ . Thl§
group  will  begin  in  January,  w.ill  tbe   16
weeks  ln  length  and  be  facilitated  by  a
trained HIV+  facilltator.

For either  group contact HOPE at (414)
383-1512.
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homosexuality do not like homosexuals, or 
that people with similar views tend to live 
near and socialize with one another, Nor 
— however satisfying it may be to hear —
that ignorance and stupidity correlate with 
homophobia. 

Nor do we learn which of these are 
causes and which are effects, or whether 
these are all effects of yet something else. 
It seems that we know less than we think 
we do about homophobia and its origins. 
We need a new start. 

There is a real need to know a lot more 
about homophobia, what causes it and 
how it functions in people's lives, to have 
answers to such questions as: 

• How powerful a force is homophobia 
among various identifiable groups? 

• What percentage of people are 
hard-core homophobic zealots and how 
many are only 'soft-core' (an attitude 
entertainingly characterized by Prof. B.R. 
Burg as "Ho hum, another work of the 
devil")? 

• What is the bottom-line appeal of 
homophobia? 

• Is the root of homophobia religious 

1 
I NT 

FOUR 
WEEK 

(say, fundamentalism) or psychological 
(say, anxiety about sex) or socio-economic 
(say, lower class resentment)? 

• What function does homophobia 
perform in people's psychological 
economy? 

• Do most homophobes believe their 
own arguments? All of them? Any of 
them? Which ones do they believe and 
which ones do they simply hope will 
convince others? 

• Are arguments against homophobia 
effective or it is impervious to rational 
attack? For everyone? For whom? 

• If arguments do not work, or work 
only a little, what other tactics can have 
the effect of reducing homophobia? How 
so? 

Even in the absence of firm data we can 
probably learn something by simply 
thinking about these questions. The best 
place to start toward an answer is with 
sociologist Murray Davis' wonderful, 
insufficiently appreciated book Smut. 

S T E 

YEAR 
END 

ISSUE 

COVERS: Dec. 19 - Jan. 16* 

DEADLINE: 4Pm WED. DEC 11th 
• You must cover Christmas, New Year's and the first 
two weeks of January! 

PHONE: 414/278-7840 • FAX: 414/278-5868 
MAIL: In Step Magazine, 225 S. 2nd St., Milwaukee, WI 53204 
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GAMMA holds 14th 
annual banquet 

Milwaukee GAMMA began its 
fourteenth year of organizing outdoor, 
social and sports activities for the 
Milwaukee Gay and Lesbian Community 
with a buffet banquet at the Miller Inn on 
November 15, 1991. Following dinner, 
over 70 members attended GAMMA's 
only business meeting of the year. 

Bob Moore, President, expressed his 
hope that the 'good fairy' would continue 
GAMMA's growth and that each member 
would double his or her participation in 
the twenty (or so) monthly events 
sponsored by GAMMA. Dues will remain 
at the $2 per month level. 

In other business, the Board of 
Directors was expanded to nine members. 
Bill B., Bob Moore, and Bill Reinemann 
were re-elected to the board. Three new 
members were selected: Dave 
Hutchinson, Joe Lemmers, and Charlene. 
For more information about GAMMA 
membership, contact Bob at 963-9833. 

GAM MA announces 
winter ski plans 

GAMMA, celebrating its fourteenth 
year of organizing outdoor and sports 
events for the Milwaukee Gay community, 
has a full program for the down-hill and 
cross-country skier. A cabin-outing for 
cross-country skiing in the Northern 
Kettle Moraine area is planned for the last 
weekend in January. For President's 
Weekend (February 14-18), GAMMA 
Milwaukee and GAMMA Twin Cities have 
rented several condos at Indianhead 
Mountain. Both downhill and X-country 
skiing will be available by day — and 
saunas, by night. 

The cross-country group plans a 
one-day trip within two hours of 
Milwaukee on Saturday, December 28th. 
Evening trips to Alpine Valley are 
scheduled for Tuesday, January 7 and 21. 
For more information on these trips and 
for subscription information for the 
GAMMA Newsletter, contact Bob at 
963-9833. 

1753 South KK Ave • 672-5580 

A Friendly 
Place for Everyone, Everyday 

FRIDAY, DEC 13, 9PM 

CHRISTMAS 
GIVE-AWAY 

Prizes from 
10:30Pm - 1 :30am 

SAT, DEC 14, 10PM 
GIRTH & MIRTH CLUB 
MEETING & SOCIAL 

CHRISTMAS FOOD 
DRIVE for MAP 

Bring in a Bag ot Groceries & Gel a Free Drink 

WATCH FOR OUR 
CHRISTMAS PARTY 

DEC. 22 
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homosexuality do not like homosexuals, or
that people with similar views'tend t6 live
near  and  socialize  with  one'another,  Nor
-  however satisfying it m'ay be to hear  -
that ignorance and stupidity correlate with
homophobia.
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we  do  about  homophobia  and  its  origins.
We need a new start.

There is a real need  to know a  lot more
about   homophobia,   what  causes   it   and
how it functions  in  people's  lives,  to  have
answers to such questions as:           .'

• How  powerful  a  force  ls  homophobia
am.°Wghvaatr!°puesr:deennttif:9eb !eofgr°puepos: I e   ar e

hard-core   homophobic   zealots   and   how
many   are   only    `soft-core'    (an    attitude
entertainirigly  characterized  by  Prof.  B.R.
Burg  as  "Ho  hum,   another  work  Of  the
devil„)?

• What   is   the   bottom-line   appeal   of
homophobia?

• Is   the   root  of   homophobia   religious

(say,    fundamentalism)    or    psychological
(say,  anxiety about sex)  or sacio-economic
(say,  lower class resentment)?

• What   function   does   homophobia
perform     in     people's     psychological
economy?

• Do   most   homophobes   believe   their
own   arguments?   All   of   them?   Any   Of
them?  Which  ones   do  they  believe   and
which   ones   do   they   simply   hope   will
convince others?

• Are   arguments   against   homophobia
effective   or   it   is   impervious   to   rational
attack? For everyone? For whom?

• If  arguments  do  not  work,   or   work
only  a  little,   what  other  tactic`s  can  have
the  effect  of  reducing  homophobia?  How
so?

Even in the absence of firm data we can
probably     learn     something    by    simply
thinking  about  these  questions.  The  best
place  to  start  toward  an  answer  is  with
sociologist  Murray  Davis'   wonderful,
insufficiently appreciated book Smut.

V
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GAMMA  holds  14th
annual  banqu'et

Milwaukee      GAMMA      began      its
fourteenth   year   of   organizing   outdoor,
social   and    sports   activities   for   the
Mllwaul{ee  Gay  and  Lesbian  Community
with a buffet banquet at the Miller Inn  on
November    15,    1991..   Following    dinner,
over   70   members   attended   GAMMA's
only business meeting Of the year.

Bob   Moore,   President,   expressed   his
hope  that the  `good fairy'  would  continue
GAMMA's growth and  that each member
would  double   his  or  her  pa.rticipatlon   in
the    twenty    (or    so)    monthly    events
sponsored  by GAMMA.  Dues  will  remain
at the $2 per month level.

In    other    business,    the    Board    of
Directors was expanded to nine  members.
Bill  8.,   Bob  Moore,  and  Bill  Reinemann
were  re-elected  to  the  board.  Three  new
members       were       selected:        Dave
Hutchinson,  Joe Lemmers,  and  Charlene.
For    more    information    about    GAMMA
membership,  contact Bob at 963-9833.

GAMMA  announces
winter  ski  plans

GAMMA,    celebrating    its    fourteenth
year   of   organizing   outdoor   and   sports
events for the Milwaukee Gay community,
has  a  full  program  for  the  down-hill  and
cross-country   skier.    A   cabin-outing   for
cross-country    skiing     in    the     Northern
Kettle Moraine area is planned for the last
weekend    in    January.    For    Presiden{'s
Weekend     (February     14-18),     GAMMA
Milwaukee and GAMMA Twin Cities have
rented    several    condos    at    lndianhead
Mountain.   Both   downhill   and   X-country
sl{iing   will   be   available   by   day   -    and
saunas, by night.

The    cross-country    group    plans    a
one-day    trip    within     two    hours     of
Milwaukee  on  Saturday,  December  28th.
Evening     trips     to    Alpine     Valley     are
scheduled for Tuesday,  January  7  and  21.
For  more  information  on  th.ese  trips  and
for   subscription   information   for   the
GAMMA    Newsletter,    contact    Bob    at
963-9833.

CHRISTMAS FOOD
DRIVE for MAP

Br]nglnaBogof¢roc®ries&C.laFre®Drink
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Viewpoints 
Homophobia: a 
a research program 

By Paul Varnell 

It was crystal clear to the founders of 
our movement that homophobia is the 
central fact of our lives, the central 
impediment to our leading satisfying and 
productive lives. But with the growth of 
Gay enclaves many Gays, happy in their 
own small isle of refuge, tended to forget 
the near ubiquity of homophobia. 

The recent setback in California 
reminds us as nothing else can that 
homophobia remains a powerful social 
and political force. In one sense, it is 
possible to say that all our activism is 
'about' homophobia. That fact makes it 
an urgent necessity to understand 
homophobia as fully as possible so we can 
work around it, counter it, and — maybe 
— conquer it. 

A few social scientists who have done 

research on homophobia have offered 
some promising leads. For instance, 
those who are homophobic are more likely 
to exhibit high levels of authoritarianism. 
They are less permissive sexually and 
have more guilt or negativity about any 
kind of sexuality. They are likely to adhere 
to traditional restrictive views about 
appropriate male/female roles. They are 
more likely to be religious, attend church 
and hold fundamentalist religious views. 
They are more likely to see their peer 
group and their neighbors as hostile to 
Gays. And they are less likely to have had 
any (known) personal contact with Gays or 
Lesbians. 

All that seems very interesting, but 
once you think about those correlates of 
homophobia, they begin to seem not only 
plausible but somehow obvious. It is no 
surprise to learn that people who are 
uneasy or guilt-ridden about sex are 
uneasy about homosexuality, or that those 
whose religious views oppose 

CHRISTMAS TREE TRIMMING PARTY 
Friday, Dec. 20th • 8Pm 

BRING YOUR OWN BALL OR TINSEL 

Make Your "Next" Stop 
the Last Stop of the Evening at: 

e "NEXT" Stdri 
Monday-Friday 800 East Chambers • Corner of Chambers & Fratney Saturday & Sunday 
Open at 6pm 264-NEXT Open of 12pm 

To Experience & Have a Christmas Sing-A-Long with 
Jaffee 

Following a "Ray-Gay" Party with 
Montgomery 

(53 Cover Includes Drink) 

\
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Homophobia:  a
a  r®s®arch  program

By Paul Varnell
It  was  crystal  clear  to  the  founders  Of

our   movement   that   homophobla   is   the
central   fact   Of   our    lives,    the   central
impediment  to  our  leading  satisfying  and
productive  lives.  But  with  the  grouch  Of
Gay  enclaves  many  Gays,  happy  in  their
own  small  isle Of refuge,  tended to forget
the near ubiqulty of homophobia,

The    recent    setback    ln    Callfornla
reminds   us   as   nothing   else   can   that
homophobia   remains   a   powerful   social
and  political  force.   In   one   sense,   lt  is
possible  to  say  that  all  our   activlsm   is`about'  homophobia.   That  fact  makes  lt

an   urgent    necessity    to   understand
homophobia as fully as possible so we can
work around it,  counter  lt,  and  -  maybe
- conquer it.

A  few  social  scientists  who  have  done

research   on    h6rnophobia   have    offered

::.m§:wEr.o:.i:i:gin.`S::3.icaF,:rm:::i,::i;
to exhibit high  levels  Of  authoritarianism,
They   are   less   permissive   sexually   and
have  more  guilt  or  negativity  about  any
kind Of sexuality. They are likely to adhere
to    traditional    restrictive    views    about
appropriate  male/fernale  roles.  They  are
more  likely to be  religious,  attend  church
and  hold  fundamentalist  religious  views.
They  are  more  likely  to  see   their   peer
group  and  their  neighbors  as  hostile  to
Gaps. And they are less likely to have had
any (knowri) personal contact with Gaps or
Lesbians.

All   that   seems   very   interesting,   but
once  you  think  about  those  correlates  Of
homophobla,  they begin to seem  not only
plausible  but  Somehow  obvious.   It  Ls  no
surprise   to   learn   that   people. who   are
uneasy   or    guilt-ridden    about   Sex   are
uneasy about homosexuality, or that those
whose        religious        views        oppose

CHRISTMAS TREE TRIMMING PARTY
Friday, Dec. 20h  .  8pm

BRING rouR OWN BALL oR "sEL

Make Your "Next" Stop
The Last STop of the Evening aT3

#he  '`NEXT"  Stdp
##,F;i:#           8cOEoSIchomg:.£:1:::ES:::mbers&Frohey        fo##,S#ay
To Exper..en€e & Have a Christmas Sing-A.Long wl\h

Jat>ee
Following a "Ray-Gay" Party wi\h

#£vet,%nfud==ri:EL
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Juicy Bits 
Neo-Gay speak 

As one of the first beach heads of 
politically-correct speech and 
multi-cultural sensitivity, Gay and 
Lesbian vocabulary has undergone 
sweeping changes in the past few years. 
Words and phrases once commonplace 
are now deemed offensive by the 
politically- polite vocabulary police. The 
following examples illustrate the 
difference between standard Gay English 
and Neo-Gay Speak: 
1. The controversial practice of outing has 
been replaced with a new, politically-
sanitized activity called, involuntary de-
closet- ization. Mery Griffin is a good 
example of someone involved in 
involuntary de-closet- ization. 
2. Gays or Lesbians with pets take note 
that, having your kitty fixed has become 
synonymous with, denying a domestic 
animal reproductive rights. This change 
could bring uninvited protests and picket 
lines from misguided, feline- sensitive 
feminists. 
3. They're not porno stars anymore, to the 
politically- polite, they are, momentarily-
compensated participants in video 
recorded sexual intimacy, whose limited 
acting abilities are overshadowed by a big 
dick. 
4. Gay men attempting to develop their 
upper body no longer work out, they 
immerse themselves in a vigorous 
pectoral enhancement program. 
5. People once engaged in oral sex and 
now receive, mouth assisted- orgasms. 
6. All ex- tricks are to be called ignorable 
elements of your sexual history in 
Neo-Gay Speak. 
7. It has become insulting to compliment 
on a, nice butt, however, you can let 
someone know that, their posterior has 
aesthetically pleasing qualities. 
8. The term, size queen is on the way out, 
to be replaced with the clinical 
macro-penis worship. 
9. Men with feminine characteristics are 
not nellie, they have evolved into the 
profoundly masculinely- challenged. 
10. Irate drag queens no longer attempt to 

by W.W. Wells III 

scratch each other's eyes out, they 
process their anger in conjunction with 
Lee Press-on Nails. 
11. A Gay man suffering from premature 
baldness does not wear a toupee, he dons 
faux hair. 
12. The act of gossiping has been 
converted to the antiseptic sounding, peer 
group consultation. 
13. Jesse Helms doesn't make anti-Gay 
statements he verbally demonstrates his 
asshole-ism. 
14. People with bad taste in clothes, are 
now said to be fashion- challenged. 
15. That cute number with a reputation for 
being good in bed is sexually hyper-
functional for those using Neo-Gay Speak. 
16. You no longer lust to, get into his 
pants, you want to access his 
undergarments. 
17. People who spend too much time 
fixing their hair are said to be mousse-
dependent and are probable candidates 
for a 12- step program. 
18. Horny couples don't make it twice in 
one night they engage in re- sex. 
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Neo-Gay speak
As   one   Of   the   first   bach   heads   Of

politically-correct           speech           and
multl-cultural    sensitivity,     Gay    and
Lesbian    vocabulary    has    undergone
sweeping,changes  ln  the  past  few  years.
Words   and   phrases   once   commonplace
are    now    deemed    offensive-i)y    the
politically-   polite   vocabulary  police.   The
following     examples      illustrate     the
difference  between  standard  Gay  English
and Neo-Gay Speak:
I. The controversial practice Of outlng  has
been   replaced   with   a   new,   polltlcally-
sanltLzed  activity  called,  lnvoluntaq/  de-
clceet-  lz®tlon.   Merv   Griffin   is   a   good
example     of    some-one     involved     ln
Involuntary de-claset- ization.
2.  Gays  or  Les6lans  with  pets  take  note
that,  havlng your hitbr fbted  has  become
synonymous   with,   denylng   a   d®mestlc
anlmel  reproductive  rlght8.  This  change
could bring  uninvited protests and  picket
lines   from   misguided,   feline-   sensitive
feminists.
3. They're not porno stars anymore, to the
politically-  polite,  they  are,  momentarlly-
compensated    partlclpants    ln    vlde®
recorded  sexual  Intimacy.  whcee  llmlted
actlng abllltle§_ are overshadowed by a blg
dlch.
4.  Gay  men  attempting  to  develop  their
upper   body   no   longer   work   out,   they
immerse    themselves    in    a   vlgorous
pectoral enhancement program.
5.  People  once  engaged  in  oral  Sex  and
now receive,  mouth assisted-orgasms.
6. All ex- tricks  are to t)e called lgiiorable
elements    Of    your    Sexual    history     ln
Nco-Gay Speak.
7.  It  has  become  insulting  to compliment
on   a,   nlce   butt,   how+ever,   you   can   let
someone  know  that,  thelr  posterior  has
aesthetlcally pleasing qualities.
8. The term, §lze queen is on the way out,
to    be     replaced     with     the     clinical
macro-penis worship.
9.  Men  with  feminine  characteristics  are
not   nellie,   they   have   evolved   into   the
profoundly mascullnely-challenged.
10. Irate drag queens no longer attempt to

Scratch    each    other's    eyes    out,     they
process  their  anger  ln  conjunction  with
Lee Press-on Nans.   __
lIT'A Gay  man  suffering  from  premature
baldness does not wear a toupee,  he dons
fadr hair.
12.    The    act    Of    9osslplng    has    been
converted to the antiseptic sounding,  peer
group consultation .
13.  Jesse  Helms  daesn't  make  antl-Gay
Statements  he  verbally  demonstrates  his
asshole-Ism.
14.  People  with bed  taste  ln  clothes,  are
now said to be fashion- challenged.
15. That cute number `whh a reputation for
being   good   in   bed   ls   senlally   hyper-
functlohal for those using Nco-Gay Speak.
16.  You  no  longer  lust  to,  get  Into  hls
pent8,     you     want     to     access     hls
undergarmente.
17.   People   who  spend   too   mJch   time
flrdng  thelr  half  are  said  to  be  mousse-
dependent  and  are  probable  candidates
for a 12- step program.
18.  Horny  couples  don't fnale  lt twice  ln
one nlght they engage in re-Sex.
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LAMM Holiday 
party Dec. 19 

Milwaukee — All Lesbians are invited 
to the annual Holiday Party sponsored by 
the Lesbian Alliance of Metro Milwaukee 
(LAMM) on Thursday, Dec. 19. 
Festivities begin at 6pm with a potluck 
supper — LAMM will supply turkey, buns 
and beverages, and party goers are asked 
to supply anything else. 

Entertainment includes games, a raffle 
drawing, the Mukwonago Feminist 
Singers and Eaters, and a Lesbian comedy 
film. 

The location is the Milwaukee 
Enterprise Center, 2821 N. 4th St. Secure, 
lit parking is available. For more 
information, call Aderonke Akiwowo at 
374- 0882. 

CCF makes 2nd 
grant to Food Pantry 

For the second time in 1991, and just in 
time for the holiday season, the Cream 
City Foundation has approved a grant to 
help stock the Milwaukee AIDS Project 
Food Pantry. 

While the previous grant added 10,000 
pounds (5 tons) of food to the Pantry, this 
grant will be used by MAP to make 
appropriate purchases of personal care 
items for Food Pantry clients. This is one 
of the most desperate needs often faced 
by the Project, and one which often fails to 
receive appropriate attention. The Food 
Pantry administrators will be able to use 
the money from this grant to acquire 
personal care items of all types (including 
shampoo, conditioners, soap, razors), 
which they will issue to persons with HIV 
who require those items. 

This grant was made possible largely 
by an anonymous donation of $500 to the 

Foundation. It is yet another example of 
how donations to the CCF help ALL areas 
of the community. The Cream City 
Foundation is proud of its position of 
being able to help out when and where the 
need is greatest, and being able to 
respond quickly when things look most 
desperate. Donations to CCF are welcome 
at any time, but year-end gifts can be 
especially helpful, both in making the CCF 
more capable of planning the coming year, 
but also in helping the donor's tax 
situation for 1990! 

Contact the CCF at (414) 265-0880 for 
information on all their programs 
benefiting the Milwaukee Gay/ Lesbian 
community. The Cream City Foundation 
maintains its offices at the Milwaukee 
Enterprise Center, 2821 N. 4th Street, 
Suite 217B, Milwaukee, WI 53212. 

Gift boxes to 
benefit MAP 

BARIC Enterprises and Havlicek & 
Associates will be promoting a special 
offer that will get you in the Holiday 
moods of eating and giving. 

BARIC Enterprises is offering two 
Cheese & Sausage Gift Boxes made up of 
Wisconsin's Finest products. The Classic 
Box ($15) consists of 8 oz. blocks of 
Cheddar, Colby and Muenster, a 7 oz. 
Gouda and a 12 oz. stick of beef summer 
sausage. The Winning Combination Box 
($21) consists of 8 oz. blocks of Mild 
Cheddar, Medium Cheddar, Colby and 
Muenster, a 7 oz. Gouda and Edam and 
two 12 oz. sticks of beef summer sausage. 
A $4 shipping and handling charge per 
address will be added to your order. 

These fine quality gift boxes are great 
for your friends, family, business 
associates, or even yourself. You're gift 
box will be delivered to your door, and 
BARIC can ship any gift box anywhere in 
the U.S. Shipping & handling charges are 

1.90 to Bus. 20 
Clocktower Exit 

815/965-0344 

Rockford's Hot 
Party Place 

513 E. State Street 
Rockford, 11. 

Fannie's Holiday 'nearly' all-women's show packed 'em in. 

Front, center — Visions owner Rick Schmitz and staff pose at the long anticipated 
Visions club. 
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LAMM  Holiday
party  Dec.19

M]lunukee  -  All  Lesbians  are  invited
to the annual  Holiday Party  sp6n§ored  by
the  Lesbian  Alliance  of  Metro  Milwaukee
(LAMM)      on      Thursday,      Dec.      19.
Festivities  begin  at  6pm   with  a  potluck
supper -  LAMM will supply turkey,  buns
and beverages,  and party goers are asked
to supply anything else.

Entertainment  includes  games,  a  raffle
drawing,     the    Mukwonago    Feminist
Singers and Eaters,  and a Lesbian comedy
film.

The     location     is     the     Milwaukee
Enterprise Center,  2821  N.  4th St.  Secure,
lit    parking    is    available.    For    more
information,   call   Aderonke   Aklwowo   at
374-0882.

CCF  makes 2nd
grant  to  Food  Pantry

For  the  second time in 1991,  and just  in
time  for  the  holiday   season,   the   Cream
City  Foundatlon  has  approved  a  grant  to
help   stocl{   the   Milwaukee   AIDS   Project
Food Pantry.

While  the  previous  grant  added  10,000
pounds  (5 tons)  of food to the  Pantry,  this
grant   will   be   used   by   MAP   to   make
appropriate   purchases   of   personal   care
items  for  Food  Pantry  clients.  This  is  one
Of  the  most  desperate  needs  often  faced
by the Project, and one which often fails to
receive   appropriate   attention.   The   Food
Pantry  administrators  will  be  able  to  use
the   money   from   this   grant   to   acquire
personal care  items  of all  types  (including
shampoo,     conditioners,     soap,     razors),
which they  will  issue  to persons  with  HIV
who require those items.

This  grant  was   made   possible   largely
by  an  anonymous  donation  of  $500  to  the

Foundation.  It  is  yet  another  example  of
how donations to the CCF  help ALL areas
Of    the    community.     The    Cream    City
Foundation   is   proud   Of   its   position   Of
being able to help out when and where the
need    is    greatest,    and    being    able    to
respond   quickly  wh.en   things   look   most
desperate.  Donations to CCF  are  wielcome
at  any  time,   but  year-end  gifts  can   be
especially helpful, both in making the CCF
more capable of planning the coming year,
but   also    in    helping    the    donor's    tax
situation for 1990!

Contact  the  6CF  at  (414)  265-0880  for
information     on    all    their     programs
benefiting   the   Milwaukee   Gay/   Lesbian
community.   The  Cream   City   Foundation
maintains   its   offices   at   the   Milwaukee
Enterprise   Center,   2821   N.   4th   Street,
Suite 2178,  Milwaukee.  WI 53212.

Gift  boxes  to
benef it  MAP

BARIC    Enterprises    and    Havlicek    &
Associates   will   be   promoting   a   special
offer   that   will   get   you   in   the   Holiday
moods of eating and giving.

BARIC    Enterprises    is    offering    two
Cheese &  Sausage  Gift  Boxes  made  up  Of
Wisconsin's  Finest  products.  The  Classic
Box   ($15)    consists   of   8   oz.    blceks   of
Cheddar,   Colby  and   Muenster,   a   7   oz.
Gouda  and  a  12  oz.  stick  of  beef  summer
sausage.   The  Winning  Combination   Box
($21)    consists   Of   8   oz.    blceks   Of   Mild
Cheddar,   Medium   Cheddar,   Colby   and
Muenster,  a  7  oz.  Gouda  and  Edam  and
two 12 oz.  sticks of beef summer sausage.
A  $4  shipping  and  handling  charge   per
address will be added to your order.

.   These  fine  quality  gift  boxes  are  great
for    your    friends,     family,     business
associates,   or  even  yourself.   You're   gift
box  will  be  delivered  to  your  door,   and
BARIC  can  ship  any  gift  box  anywhere  in
the U.S.  Shipping &  handling  charges  are
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Fannie's Holiday  `nearly'  all-apomen.s sl.ow tlacked  'err. im.

Frppt,  ce?tpr  -  Visions  owner  Rick  Schmitz  and  staff  aose  at  the  long  eyndci¢c[ted`Visiens  chab.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14 
"Adam & the Experts": Premiere 
performance by Milw. 's new Gay/Lesbian 
theatre group, Different Drummer 
Theatre Alliance — 8pm, BCB Studio 
Theatre, 727 N. Milwaukee St., $10 all 
seats, more info, advance tickets, 347-
0673. 
Chorus Caroling: Wisconsin Cream City 
Chorus will be caroling at various 
Milwaukee area health care facilities & 
bars. 
3B's Bar: Girth & Mirth club meeting & 
social, 10pm. 
Club 219 Plus: Dance music vocalist Tory 
Beatty, 11:30 showtime, $3 cover. 
Wreck Room: American Uniform Assn. 
Chicago Brigade "Officers Night Out," 
10:30- close. 
Partners: Benefit show for softball team, 
3-6pm, $3 donation, free beer, Lawrence 
Welk Theme. 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15 
Cast Party Celebration/ Fundraiser: For 
Different Drummer Theatre Alliance, at 
Cafe Melange, 8pm-? Featuring 
entertainment by John Schneider & 
friends.
Fest City Singers: "Home for the 
Holidays," original musical play, 
performance at 8pm, Villa Terrace, 2220 
N. Terrace Avenue. $10 tickets from 
members or Fest Line %2-7222. 
ZA's [Green Bay]: Randy's Christmas 
Show, 10pm. 
Wreck Room: Oberons Beer bust, 10pm. 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17 
Club 219 Plus: BESTD Clinic offers free, 
anonymous HIV testing & counseling 
9pm- 12am. 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18 
Beer Town Badgers: Club Night at Boot 
Camp Saloon. Drawings for prizes & drink 
tickets, 10pm until 1:30am. 
Nothing To Hide [Madison]: Cable 
Channel 4, 9pm, Sam Day's 
Conversations with friends. 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19 
M&M Club: BESTD Clinic offers free, 
anonymous HIV testing & counseling from 
8pm-12am.
LAMM Holiday Party: Potluck supper & 
entertainment. All Lesbians invited. 
Starts at 6pm, at MEC, 2821 N. 4th St. , 
call 374-0882 for more info. 

Partners: Wild Boyz Christmas Show, 
10:30pm. 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20 
The Next Stop: Christmas Tree Trimming 
Party, 8pm-on. Christmas Sing- A-long 
with Ja Dee follows a 'Ray-Gay' party 
with Montgomery. $3 cover includes 
drink. 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21 
Bay City Chorus Christmas Concert: 
Union Congregational Church, 716 S. 
Madison, Green Bay. Doors open 7pm, 
organ recital 7:30, chorus performance 8. 
Tickets $5 adults, $3 children, students & 
senior citizens. Call (414) 469-2897 for 
tickets, or at door. 
"A Christmas Carol" Benefit for MAP: 
The Blvd. Ensemble will present a 
Reading of Dickens' "A Christmas 
Carol" at Cafe Melange 7:30 & 10pm. $5 
cover benefits MAP. Part of Melange 
Radio Theatre. Small roles filled by local 
VIP's. Call 672-6019 for tickets. 
Bal!game: Monthly Sheepshead 
Tournament. 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 22 
Fest City Singers: ''Home for the 
Holidays," original musical play, 
performance at 8pm, Villa Terrace, 2220 
N. Terrace Avenue. $10 tickets from 
members or Fest Line 962- 7222 
3B's Bar: Christmas Party. 
La Cage: Christmas Party. 

Men... Join us in 

PUERTO VILLARTA 
January 18 - 25 

Air-Hotel-Transfers included 
$599 - Call for details 

SAVE TRAVEL 
LOCAL NATIONWIDE 

[414) 786-7360 1-800-229-3080 
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$4 per address. An attractive gift card for 
sending a personal message will also be 
enclosed. 

Each gift box sold generates money for 
MAP's Food Pantry. BARIC Enterprises 
and Havlicek & Associates will be 
donating 10% of the net profit in the form 
of a check to MAP's Food Pantry for the 
purchase of needed items. 

Call BARIC Enterprises at (414) 
873-0471 to order your gift boxes (credit 
card orders) or for more information. 
Outside of Milwaukee call toll free (800) 
232-3106. Mention In Step Magazine 
when you call . Order deadline for 
Christmas delivery is December 9, 1991. 

Madison dinner and 
dance a success 

Madison — Over 186 members of the 
Lesbian and Gay community "Came Out 
with the Stars for a Night on Broadway," 
Friday evening, November 15 at the 
annual Dinner and Dance of The New 
Harvest Foundation. The diverse crowd, 
with people coming from as far away as 

Milwaukee and Illinois, converged on 
Madison in the Gershwin Ballroom of the 
Masonic Center for an evening of 
conversation, celebration, dining and 
dancing. 

The New Harvest Foundation 
contributes to groups and projects that 
benefit the Lesbian and Gay communities 
of Dane County. Contributions from the 
Lesbian and Gay community constitute 
the majority of gifts received each year by 
the Foundation. These tax-deductible 
donations are then dispersed through a 
competitive grants process to social, 
health, education and cultural projects 
and programs that further the equality 
and rights of Lesbian and Gay people. 

For further information on The New 
Harvest Foundation, please contact Board 
member and Co-Chair of the Fundraising 
Committee, Lisa Ann Fusaro at (608) 255-
6553. V 
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SATURDAY. DECEMBER 14

i`i!:;a:i?;:2ifot::::Y:i;,iiee;:i;ie't::s;E?i:S:I;f:ii
seats,   more   info,   advance-tickets,   347-
0673.
Chorus   Carol]ng:   Wlscon§in  Cream   City

S#i°wrauuske:j`a`re:ehecai:f"a:e?:ciiTa*°uf
bars.
3B's  Bar:  Girth  &  Mirth  club  meeting  &
social, 10pm.
Club`219 Plus:  Dance  music  vocalist  Tory
Beatty,11:30 showtime, $3 cover.
Wreck   Room:   American   Uniform   Assn.

foh:{3C8.gc°Lo3er.!gade   "Onicers   Night  out, »
Partners:  Benefit  show  for  softball  team,

#epmmthse3m:?natt°nt  free  beer,  Lawrence

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15
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friends.
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members or Fe§t Line 962-7222.
ZA's    [Green   Bay]:    Randy's   Christmas
Show, 10pm.
Wreck Room: Oberons Beer bust,10pm.

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 17
Club  219  Plus:  BESTD  Clinic  offers  free,

3::n.y]E::s.   H[V   testing   &    counse,{ng

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 18
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19

M&M   Club:   BESTD   Clinic   offers   free,

8::n.¥Fao:SH[Vtest{ng&counse,ingfrom

#r¥aiE°+]ed#.PAIf:L?s°£]iuacnkss#3:tred¥
glrsif.6£P2i6raio¥eE,€ioap21  N. 4th St. ,

Pertner§:    Wild   Boyz   Christmas    Show,
10:30pm.

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 20

!::EtyYJe£:¥:n;o!r!!r;Tga:.s:T.art:egg:;;¥:::rii
drink.

SATURDAY. DECEMBER 21

iaiyioef:%;5:tii;rii3sit,io;nxa!ETg;I;!i£:::::!c::i:
senior   citizens,    Call   (414)   469-2897   for
tickets, or at door.
"A  Christmas  Carol"  Benefit  for  MAP:

!o:vii:;,i?E'g;t:ii{e;BipfkI:;i':,:i:ys:i!l,a:8drEi:;i:Lfi
VIP's. Call 672-6019 for tickets.
Ballgame :         Monthly        Sheepshead
Tournament.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 22

::o£:Tdre§:i:n:c::S;:r§§:#:,;#ouT:e,;C£:::,rp2;;:y;
members or Fest Line 962-7222.
38'§ Bar: Christmas Party.
La cage: Christmas party.                      V
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t.               $4 per address.  An attractive gift card for
sending  a  personal  message  will  also  be
enclosed.

Each gift box sold generates  money  for
MAP's  Food  Pantry.   BARIC  Enterprises
and     Havlicek    &    Associates     will     be
donating 10%  of the net profit in the form
of a check  to  MAP's  Food  Pantry  for  the
purchase of needed items.

Call    BARIC    Enterprises    at    (414)
873-0471  to  order  your  gift  boxes  (credit
card   orders)    or   for    more    information.
Outside  of  Milwaukee  call  toll  free  (8cO)
232-3106.    Mention    ln    Step    Magazine
when   you   call.    Order    deadline    for
Christm-as delivery is December 9,  1991.

Madison  dinner  and
dance a success

Madlson  -  Over  186  members  Of  the
Lesbian  and  Gay  community  "Came  Out
with the Stars for a Night on Broadway,"
Friday   evening,    November    15   at   the
annual   Dinner   and   Dance   of  The   New
Harvest  Foundation.  The  diverse  crowd,
with  people  coming  from  as  far  away  as

Milwaukee    and    Illinois,    converged    on
Madison  in the  Gershwin Ballroom  of  the
Masonic'   Center    for    an    evening    of
conversation,   celebration,   dining   and
dancing.

The      New      Harvest      Foundation
contributes  to   groups   and   projects   that
benefit the Lesbian and  Gay  commuritie§
of  Dane  County.  Contributions  from  the
Lesbian   and   Gay   community   constitute
the majority Of gifts received each year by
the    Foundation.     These     tax-deductible
donations  are   then  dispersed  through  a
competitive    grants    prceess    to    social,
health,   education   and   cultural   projects
and   programs   that  further   the   equality
and rights of Lesbian and Gay people.

For   further   information   on   The   New
Harvest Foundation,  please contact Board
member and  Co-Chair  of  the  Fundraising
Committee,  Lisa Ann Fusaro at  (608)  255-
FJffF;f i.                                                    V
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In Memoriam 
Ginger Spice 

1960-1991 
Well known Mid-western entertainer 

Richard J. Wyatt, best known by his stage 
name, Ginger Spice, died November 26, 
1991 at Milwaukee's St. Joseph's 
Hospital of complications associated with 
AIDS. He had bounced back from so many 
previous AIDS related infections during 
the past four years that friends had come 
to think of him as invincible. His 
unexpected death sent shock waves 
through the Milwaukee and Chicago Gay 
communities. 

Ginger. as he preferred being called by 
friends, was born January 11, 1960 in 
northern Illinois where he was raised. He 
worked in his family owned businesses 
prior to moving to Milwaukee in 1978. 

In '78, while working as a waiter at 
Milwaukee's infamous Factory night club, 
Ginger was approached by the late Eddie 
(Tiger Rose) Schicker to perform in female 
impersonation shows. Tiger soon became 
Ginger's "drag mother" and taught him 
"the ropes" in the art of female illusion. 

Shortly after, Ginger's family convinced 
him to move back home, where he again 
worked for the family business. But the 
performance bug had bitten and Ginger 
was soon appearing at Chicago's Final 
Approach. It didn't take long for Ginger to 
gain a following both in Chicago, and then 
Milwaukee. 

Over the years, Ginger made friends 
with many people, and one of those was 
The Baton's Jim Flynt. Out of Flint's 
respect for Spice, Ginger became curator 
of the Miss Continental Wisconsin 
pageant, and also the Miss Continental 
Chubby Wisconsin Pageant. Ginger's 
1991 Miss Continental Wisconsin contest 
won Best Preliminary Pageant Award at 
this years Continental pageant. 

Ginger was one of the original members 
of Milwaukee's Club 219 Girls, and soon 
became that groups show director and 
headliner. 

Ginger Spice 

Ginger held the prestigious titles of 
Miss Gay Wisconsin and Miss Chicago 
Continental over the years. Chicago's 
Ginger Grant recently accepted the 
traveling Friend of The Pageant award in 
Spice's place during the Mr. and Miss 
Gay Wisconsin Pageant. 

Ginger will be remembered by all as a 
terrific entertainer who wasn't afraid to 
share a showbiz tip — and a kind, loving 
and generous friend. 

Over the years Ginger also had become 
quite adept at sewing and dress design. 
More than one present-day Milwaukee 
area entertainer has a Spice original 
hanging in their closet. 

He is survived by his lover of six years, 
Chris Gorski; numerous family members. 
and many fans and friends. Cards and 
condolences may be sent to Chris Gorski, 
5820 N. 34th Street, Milwaukee, WI 
53209. Memorials, in Ginger's name can 
be sent to the Milwaukee AIDS Project, 
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Jo'dee's [Racine]: Tory Beatty live 
performance, 10pm showtime, cover. 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10 
Men Aloud: HIV Risk Reduction/ Safer 
Sex Workshops for Gay/Bi- Men, 7-l0pm 
at MAP offices (315 W. Court St.). Call 
Michael Lisowski at 273-1991 to reserve 
space. 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11 
Pivot Club [Appleton]: King Productions 
'Stars of Wisconsin' show. 
Nothing To Hide [Madison]: Cable 
Channel 4. 9pm, Real Eyes Realize Real 
Lies with Jay Hatheway. 
In Step Deadline: 7pm today for our big 4 
week long Year End Issue. Covers from 
Dec. 19 — Jan. 16. 
Roller-skating: At Rollaero, 5200 S. 
Pennsylvania, 7:30pm. Join GAMMA & 
friends, $2.50 includes skates. 
Pivot [Appleton]: King Productions Stars 
of Wisconsin show. 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12 
La Cage: BESTD Clinic offers free, 
anonymous HIV testing & counseling, 
from lOpm- lam 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13 
"Adam & the Experts": Premiere 
performance by Milw.'s new Gay/Lesbian 
theatre group, Different Drummer 
Theatre Alliance — 8pm, BCB Studio 
Theatre, 727 N. Milwaukee St., $10 all 
seats, more info, advance tickets, 347-
0673. 
3B's Bar: Christmas give-away, prizes 
from 10:30pm- 1130am. 
Wreck Room: BESTD Clinic offers free, 
anonymous HIV testing & counseling from 
4-8pm. 
Pivot Club [Appleton]: Bay City Chorus, 
10:30pm. 

WORLDS AWAY FROM THE ORDINARY 
-Just 10 Minutes from Downtown - 

eclectic --
YOUR FAVORITE GALLERY FOR GIFTS 

Rai OF ITS DELICATE TREASURES Sr ARTISTIC BOLDNESS 

SHOP NOW WHILE STOCK IS HIGH 

Audubon Court • 333 West Brown Deer Road 
(formerly on Downer Avenue) 

352-4405 

Wisconsin's Gay Owned/Operated Travel Agency 
Specializing in Gay/Lesbian Cruises, Tours, 

and Guest Houses 

Bottom 
Line 3610 North Oakland Avenue 

Travel (414) 964-6199 800-933-8330 
411111111 . 
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Gino®r  Spice
1960-1991

Well   known    Mid-western   entertainer
Richard J. Wyatt,  best known by his stage
name,  Ginger  Spice,  died  November  26,
1991     at    Milwaukee's    St.     Joseph's
Hospital  of  complications  associated  with
AIDS. He had bounced back from so many
previous  AIDS  related   infections   during
the  past four years that friends had  come
to    think    of    him    as     Invincible.     His
unexpected    death    sent    shock    waves
through  the  Milwaul{ee  and  Chicago  Gay
communities.

Ginger, as  he preferred being called by
friends,   was   born   January   11,   1960   in
northern  Illinois where he was raised,  He
worked   ln   his   family   owned   buslnesses
prior to moving to Milwaukee ln 1978,

In   '78,   while  wqrklng  as  a   waiter   at
Milwaukee's infamous Factory night club,
Ginger was approached by  the  late  Eddie
(Tiger Rose) Schicker to perform in female
lmpersonatlon  shows.  Tiger  soon  became
Ginger's  "drag  mother"  and  taught  him
{ `the ropes' '  in the art Of female illusion.

Shortly after,  Ginger's family  convinced
him  to  move  back  home,  where  he  again
worked  for  the  family  business.   But  the
performance  bug  had  bitten  and  Ginger
was   soon   appearing   at  Chicago's   Final
Approach. It didn't take long for Ginger to
gain a following both in Cbicago,  and then
Milwaukee.

Over  the  years,   Ginger   made  friends
with  many  people,  and  one  of  those  was
The   Baton's   Jim   Flynt.   Out   of   Flint's
respect  for  Spice,  Ginger  became  curator
of    the    Miss    Continental    Wisconsin
pageant,   and  also  the  Miss  Continental
Chubby    Wisconsin    Pageant.     Glnger's
1991  Miss  Continental  Wisconsin  contest
won  Best  Preliminary  Pageant  Award  at
this years Continental pageant.

Ginger was one of the original members
of  Milwaukee's  Club  219  Girls,  and  soon
became  that  groups   show   director   and
headliner.

Ginger Sf)ice

Ginger   held   the   prestigious   titles   of
Miss  Gay  Wisconsin   and   Miss   Chicago
Continental   over    the    years.    Chlcago's
Ginger   Grant   recently   accepted   the
traveling Friend  of The Pageant award  in
Spice's   place   during   the  Mr.   and   Miss
Gay Wisconsin Pageant.

Ginger will  be  remembered  by  all  as  a
terrific  entertainer  who  wasn't  afraid  to
share a showbiz tip  -  and  a  kind,  loving
and generous friend.

Over the  years Ginger also had become
quite  adept  at  se`wing  and  dress  design.
More   than   one   present-day   Milwaukee
area   entertainer    has   a   Spice   orlglnal
hanging in their closet.

He is survived by his lover  of six years,
Chris  Gorski;  numerous  family  members;
and   many  fans  and  friends.   Cards   and
condolences  may be  sent to Chris  Gorski,
5820    N.    34th    Street,    Milwaukee,    WI
53209.  Memorials,   in  Ginger's  name  can
be  sent  to  the  Milwaukee  AIDS  Project,
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:::fdoer=':nc`eT:8lpnme]s:ho::ir#::::y   live
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10

Men  Aloud:   HIV   Risk   Reduction/   Safer

:texMX;rkosf};Oc%:i(03r]fa#€o#:nst7)-.]Ocpaii
Michael  Lisowski  at  273-1991   to  reserve
Space.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11

E5?aorts:!ufis[cAo?#osnh];wfingproductions

:.i:?:#y;ETl,::R#;gsisfin2iisec#:`ai
Lne:ieToP;ayng:re:E7npdm[§*f€:v°e::ti%£
Dec. 19 - Jan. 16.

:r;e#:ne*-,18Vska2::ioT]gn;c]3u%;e?:;i;i§.r%'A#%S&

:!V#is[c€:gil:ts°hnjL.King  Productions  Stars

THURSDAY. DECEMBER 12
La    Cage:    BESTD    Clinic    offers    free,

?rnoomnylEpo=:1aHJY   testing   &   counseling,

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 13

ii?:I;oi*:2i;:ot::3:Yj¥iei:ii:'t';;E?{rgike;ii
seats,   more   info,   advance   tickets,   347-
0673.

;rBoi 13:a3r6pf-T.s3to==S.  give-awa"   Prizes
Wreck  Room:   BESTD  Clinic  offers  free,

ap8°pn#TouSHIVtesting&counselingfrom
Pivot  Club  [Appleton]:  Bay  City  Chorus,
10:30pm.

Wisconsln's Gay Owned/Opemted Travel Agency
Specializing in Gay/Lesbian Cniises. Tours,

and Guest Houses

Bottom
Line                36lo North oakland Avenue

Travel   (414) 964-6199                 8oo-933-833o
-Ill_-_I--
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Calendar 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4 

Club 219 Plus: King Productions Miss 
Gay Milwaukee pageant, a WI-USA 
preliminary. 
Nothing To Hide [Madison]: Cable 
Channel 4, 9pm. Health Care 
professionals who are friendly. 
Wreck Room: New Winter Hours! Mon.-
Fri. , 5-close; Sat. 2-close; Sun. 2- close. 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5 
Nitengales: Rocky Horror Picture Show, 5 
screens, 9pm. 
Napalese Lounge: Jeff Jennings live at 
the piano, 5:30, every Tues.. & Thurs. in 
Dec. 
Partners: Milw. Wild Boyz, 10:30pm. 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6 
"Adam & the Experts": Premiere 
performance by Milw.'s new Gay/Lesbian 
Theatre group, Different Drummer 
Theatre Alliance. 8pm, BCB Studio 
Theatre, 727 N. Milwaukee St. $10 all 
seats, more info, advance tickets, 
347-0673. 
Napalese Lounge [Green Bay]: 2nd 
Annual Bartender Reunion Party, happy 
hour prices all night long. No cover. 
Dirty Dancing: Womyn's Dance by LOC, 
Womyn of Color, at Lake Park pavilion 
(Lake Drive & Newberry), 8pm. $6 
donation benefits LOC. DJ, alcohol & 
non-alcohol drinks. 

Za's [Green Bay]: Instead of Lip Sync, 
"The Scream Girls live. 
Pivot [Appleton]: Dance music vocalist 
Tory Beatty, 10:30pm. 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7 
"Adam & Experts": Premiere 
performance by Milw.'s new Gay/Lesbian 
theatre group, Different Drummer 
Theatre Alliance — 8pm, BCB Studio 
Theatre, 727 N. Milwaukee St., $10 all 
seats, more info, advance tickets, 347-
0673. 
Ice Skating: Wilson Park, 4001 S. 20th 
Street, 2:30pm. Join GAMMA guys & gals 
for $3. (plus skate rental). Call Bob at 
963-9833. 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8 
All Saints Cathedral:Monthly Diocesan 
Evensong & Healing Services, All Saints 
Cathedral, 818 E. Juneau, service begins 
4pm. Call Cathedral office, 271-7719, to 
make prayers on behalf of someone. 
Wisconsin Cream City chorus: "A Cream 
City Christmas" holiday concert, Vogel 
Hall of the PAC (929 N. Water St.), 3pm. 
$10 tickets from Chorus members, PAC 
Box Office, or charge by calling (414) 273-
7206. 
Wizards Pub: Grand opening, "An 
American Dream," 4pm-on. Live 
entertainment, catered buffet, christening 
celebration 6pm, prizes & surprises. Door 
charge to benefit MAP. 

THE 196 South 2nd Street • Milwaukee • 273-7474 

ballgame ••• ••••••• •• OOOOOO •••• 
• Sheepshead Tournament, Sat. Dec. 21 

WATCH THE PACKERS SUNDAY AFTERNOON 
-- Also Monday Nite Football —

MIXED SUN. & MON NITE IRREGULAR BOWLERS 
-- Buy the First, Get the Second Drink Free + Free Pizza 

MONDAY Schnapps 'I, Domestic Beer '1.25; TUESDAY Pull Tab Nile-, WED '3 Beer Bust r -1'm or, 600 glasses of beer AND 
$1.50 Rail Drinks; after dan league, Dart Tournament - Cash Prizes; THURSDAY Pull Tabs; SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS Bloodys, 

Screws, Dogs '1.60 til 6pm Hot Dogs served. Stammers 'I. We serve pizza any time. Party Room Available. "irs YOUR 
BIRTHDAY" god Drink On US! 
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315 W. Court Street, Milwaukee, WI 
53212. 

Private services were held Friday, 
November 29 in Illinois. Plans are in the 
works for a January Memorial Show at 
Club 219 to benefit the Milwaukee AIDS 
Project. Watch In Step for details. 

Holly Brown Tongue 
1945-1991 

Australia — Female impersonator, 
artist, and entertainer extraordinare Holly 
Brown died of complications associated 
with AIDS on November 16. 

Holly, 45, had been discharged from the 
Gold Coast Hospital in Miami, 
Queensland, Australia hospital in late 
September after recovering from 
pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP). 
She re-entered the hospital in 
mid-October where she remained until her 
death. Her loving and devoted mother 
assured friends Holly suffered no pain, 
thanks to medication. 

Holly was born in the Australian 
outback and grew up in the small town of 
Dubbo. She started her stage career at a 
young age, and was known not only for her 
stage work, but also made a name in 
costume designing. 

Her stage career began at the age of 15 
when she moved to Sydney to begin 
modeling, acting and working in female 
impersonation. After making a name for 
herself in her native country, with the 
support of her family, Holly appeared in 
Europe, and than the United States. She 
performed in Milwaukee, her favorite US 
city, for five years after her '86 arrival. 

She started in Milwaukee at Club 219, 
where she made a name for herself 
locally. She then started Holly & Co. at La 
Cage, where the group performed to 
packed houses three nights a week for 

• several years in the late '80s. 
She also returned to her fine arts roots 

during her time in Milwaukee, including a 
exhibition of her works at the Leo Feldman 
Galleries. She also designed the mural 
that decorated the now closed Mom's 
Kitchen. One of the final things she did 
before moving back home was appear in 

Holly Brown 

Nick N. Boliaris died Friday, 
November 1. Nick was a very good and 
kind friend and well known in 
Milwaukee. 
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WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 4
Club   219   Plus:   King   Productions   Mlss
Gay    Milwaukee    pageant,     a    WI-USA
preliminary.

#o::n:::::naTi}fu=o{{;emf::nad%]y::lnt]h:   C8:::
Wreck  Room:  New  Winter  Hours!   Mon.-
Fri., 5-close; Sat. 2-close; Sun. 2-close.

THURS-DAY, DECEMBER 5

¥c!:::::,I?Sp:mF°cky Horror Picture Show, 5

Fhaep:'{:Sneo,L5:38:ee:veJr;ffTUJees?r{&gih'j::.3i
Dec.
Partners: Milw. Wild Beyz,10:30pm.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6

{{:::ail;an7§2e;,:t§NfeTe,::I,#:::e:rt{:;:£Gsa§{;se;o[Ej:i
Seats,    more    info,    advance    tickets,
347-0673.

X::::i§Earte°nudne¥eR!:nri::npaBr#:ha2p:S
hour prices all night long. No cover.

F!a?Ee,i:;!::c;:,f¥Tite!l£::;?cre:3;!=i::3o§
non-alcohol drinks.

Z#e [s::::i 8frT!;, !invset.Cad  of  Lip  Sync,

Elovr;tB!#e#:n3`6p::nce   music  vocalist

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7"Adam       &       Experts":       Premiere

i:£::i;oti:.a;:!i,:b::gey;g,,#ie?:s;B?`:S:i;-:ji
seats,   more   info,   advance   tickets,   347-
0673.
Ice  Shatlng:   Wilson  Park,   4001   S.   20th

k:3:it£,#Sms!:i:?in¥a¥A€:,ysB&obga::
SUNDAY. I)ECEMBER 8

ip:;iEe:;I:n;g;e:%sl¥bg!a;i#:,;Ct:e:ry#£:i,;i::;E[!

##]c%;::stcj£:amTtg§;#yff§S:;c;;§{,::v:p#;in:
Box Office,  or charge by calling (4|4)  273-
7206.

¥nT:e:r:i;a::.!ifa:ef::dbufl¥:;:n:,:,e`;£:
:£]aerbgrea:;°geipe#{firAiepe.S&Surprises.Door

TIIE      196 South 2nd street. Milwaukee. 273-7474

.b..al.!g.a.in.e
• Sheepshead Tounament, Sat. Dec. 21

W»TCH TEE PACKERS SUNDAY AFThENcON
~ Also Mondry NIte Football -

MKED SUN. & MON NrlE nLREGulAR BOwlAERs
--BuytheFirst,GettheSecondDrinkHee+FLeePizza

MONRAYschiupp.q,DaDiesbBcaq25;TUESDAVpqnThNife:REDgBeErBul9LIAVqftyfroofbctrAND
$1joRADrih;rfudrleagi]e,mTounaped-alchREDBs:THURSDAVRA"*SATtRRAYS&SUNDAVsmndye,

ScevI,Dogqcotl6pDHo(Dogirmed.Slamcoq.W9erverizzBny6oe.hyRooDAwillbleITSYOUR
BnTHDAY"anDririonus!
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315   W.    Court   Street,    Milwaukee,    Wl
53212.

Private    services    were    held    Friday,
November  29  ln  Illinois.  Plans  are  in  the
works  for   a   January   Memorial  Show  at
Club  219  to  benefit  the  Milwaukee  AIDS
Project.  Watch In Step for details.

Holly  Brown  Tongue
1945-1991

Australia   -   Female   impersonator,
artist,  and entertainer extraordinare Holly
Brown   died   of   complications   asscoiated
with AIDS on November 16.

Holly, 45, had been discharged from the
Gold      Coast      Hospital      in      Miami,
Queensland,    Australia   hospital   ln    late
September      after     recovering     from
pneumocystis   carinii   pneumonia    (PCP).
She      re-entered      the      hospital      in
mid-October where she remained until her
death.   Her   loving   and   devoted   mother
assured   friends   Holly  Suffered   no   pain,
thanks to medication.

Holly    was    born    in    the    Au§trallan
outback and grew up in the small town Of
Dubbo.  She  started  her  stage  career  at a
young age, and was known not only for her
stage   work,   but  also  made   a   name   in
costume designing.

Her stage career began at the age  Of 15
when   she   moved   to   Sydney   to   begin
modeling,  acting  and  working  in  female
impersonation.  After  making  a  name  for
herself  in   her   native   country,   with   the
support  of  her  family,  Holly  appeared  ln
Europe,  and  than the  united  States.  She
performed  in  Milwaukee,  her  favorite  US
city. for five years after her '86 arrival.

She  started  ln  Milwaukee.at  Club  219,
where   she    made   a   name   for    herself
locally. She then started Holly & Co.  at ha
Cage,    where   the   group   performed   to
packed  houses  thiee  nights  a  week  for
several years in the late '80s.

She also returned to her fine ads  roots
during her time in Milwaukee,  including a
exhlbltion Of her works at the Leo Feldman
Galleries.   She  also  designed   the   mural
that   decorated   the   now   closed   Mom's
Kitchen.  One  of  the  final  things  she  did
before  moving  back  home  was  appear  ln

Holly BTown

Nick     N.     Boliaris     died     Friday,
November 1. Niek was a vex.) good and
kind   friend   and   ouell   haoum   in
MtlwonLhee.
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GOOD 
BYE 
Holly 

Brown 

Ginger 
Spice 

Two Shining 
Lights 

of Talent in 
Milwaukee . . . 

"There's going to be 
a Helluva show 

next week in 
Heaven!" 

George, Corey & 

Staff of La Cage 

film-maker Cathy Cook's vignette 
entitled, "Bust Up." She had looked 
forward to returning home to spend time 
with her loving mother, and concentrate 
on painting. 

She was a great human being, and 
made many friends and fans wherever she 
lived. She made people happy, even 
though her life was sometimes a little 
rough. Several Milwaukee area friends 
planned to meet Holly in Europe in the 
Spring of '92, and then return here with 
her, afterwards. Her accent, her smile, 
her love and her bawdiness will be 
remembered and cherished by many. 

Holly is survived by her mother, Iris 
Tongue, and two brothers who both live in 
Australia. Her father preceeded her in 
death in 1988. 

Several friends were trying to arrange a 
Milwaukee area exhibit of her artwork, 
and a show as a Memoriam in Holly's 
honor. In Step will publish details as they 
become available. 

V 

2139 Racine Street • Racine, WI 634-9804 
Hwy 32. South 

E'S 
LIVE! 

TORY BEAITY 
in performance 

Sunday, Dec. 8 
10'm Showtime 

Cover 
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becomes as diverse as Milwaukee's. 
Read the article about MLN in the News 
section, and attend the January 29 
meeting, at 6:30pm. The Counseling 
Center, 2038 N. Bartlett Avenue. We need 
MLN, and MLN needs you! 

It was a night to swoon over the moon in 
Madison November 21. Both 3054 and 
Rod's had full moon contests. After the 
recent bust for showing too much skin in 
Milwaukee Gay bars, places here are too 
paranoid to even attempt such contests. Is 
Milwaukee that much more uptight then 
Madison? 

Victoria's Variety Revue picked up their 
skirts and traveled from the Rainbow 
south to Racine for a show at Jo'Dee's on 
November 23. Meanwhile, it was a show 
of a different gender the next night at 
Fannie's. Sharon presented a "nearly" 
all-woman Holiday show. 

Visions finally opened that weekend 
after repeated delays and tons of rumors. 
A flyer handed out at the bar said "We're 
not totally finished with the new Visions 
Video Night Club. . .and we invite you to 
stop by in the coming weeks and see the 

changes as we add the final details." 

You would never recognize the place as 
the former Doubleday's/ Shadows/ Hot 
Legs. Perhaps, by the time you read this, 
the lighting will be hooked up and the heat 
will be on. 

I'm sure most of you have heard by now 
that both Holly Brown and Ginger Spice 
passed away recently. You can read their 
Memorials elsewhere in this issue. It's 
always sad when members of the 
community succumb to AIDS — but it 
impacts even more when they were 
vivacious entertainers who brought smiles 
to our faces everytime they performed. 
I'm sure they would want us to remember 
them with smiles on our faces and in our 
hearts, so here's a thought. . . I bet Holly 
and Ginger are up in heaven right now 
planning a Holiday Reunion Show the 
likes of which their fellow angels have 
never seen! Let's remember them in that 
way! 

*faron Evans* 

Sundays... 
December 1,8 and15 
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dThere's going to be
a Helluva show

next week in
-     .Heaven!"

George, Corey &
Staff of Ija Cage

film-maker     Cathy     Cook's     vignette
entitled,    "Bust   Up."    She    had    locked
forward  to  returning  home  to  spend  time
with  her  loving  mother,   and  concentrate
On painting.

She   was   a   great   human   being,   and
made many friends and fans wherever she
lived.    She    made    people    happy,    even
though   her   life   was   sometimes  a   little
rough.   Several   Milwaukee   area   friends
planned  to  meet  Holly  in  Europe  in  the
Spring  of  '92,  and  then  return  here  with
her,   afterwards.   Her  accent,   her   smile,
her    love    and    her    bawdiness    will    be
remembered and cherished by many.

Holly  is   survived  by   her   mother,   Iris
Tongue, and two brothers who both live in
Australia.   Her   father   preceeded   her   in
death in 1988.

Several friends were`trying to arrange a
Milwaukee   area   exhibit  Of   her   arturork,
and   a   show   as   a   Memoriam   in  Holly's
honor.  In Step  will  publish  details as  they
become available.

V
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becomes    as    diverse    as     Milwaukee's.
Read  the  article  about` MLN  in  the  News
section,    and    attend    the    January    29
meeting,    at    6:30pm,    The    Counseling
Center, 2038 N. Bartlett Avenue. We need
MLN, and MLN needs you!

It was a night to swoon over the mcon in
Madison   November   21.    Both   3054   and
Rod'§  had  full  moon  contests.   After  the
recent bust for  showing  too  much  skin  in
Milwaukee  Gay  bars,  places  here  are  too
paranoid to even attempt such contests.  Is
Milwaul{ee  that  much  more  uptight  then
Madison?

Victoria's Variety Revue picked up  their
skirts   and   traveled   from   the   Rainbow
south to Racine for  a show at Jo'Dee.8  on
November  23.  Meanwhile,  it  was  a  show
Of  a  different  gender  the  next  night  at
Fannie.a.   Sharon   presented   a   "nearly"
all-woman Holiday show.

Vtslon;   I inally   opened   that   weel{end
after repeated  delays and tons Of  rumors.
A flyer handed out at the bar said "We're
not  totally  finished  with  the  new  Visions
Video  Night  Club...and  we  invite  you  to
stop  by  in  the  coming  weeks  and  see  the

changes as we add the final details. I '
You would never recognize the place as

the  former  Doubleday's/   Shadows/   Hot
Legs.  Perhaps,  by the  time you. read this,
the lighting will be hooked up and the heat
will be on,

I'm sure most Of you have heard by now
that  both  Holly  Brown  and  Ginger  Spice
passed away  recently.  You  can  read  their
Memorials   elsewhere   in   this   issue.   It's
always    sad    when    members    of    the
community  succumb  to  AIDS   -   but  it
impacts    even    more    when    they    were
vivacious entertainers who brought smiles
to  our  faces  everytime   they   performed.
I'm sure they would want u§ to remember
them with  smiles on our faces  and  in  our
hearts,  so  here's  a  thought...  I  bettHolly
and  Ginger  are  up  in  heaven  right  now
planning   a  .Holiday   Reunion   Show   the
likes   of  which  their   fellow   angels   have
never  seen!  Let's remember  them  in  that
way!

V
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Steppin' Out 
Thanksgiving and HIT are now behind 

us, and the Holidays are fast approaching. 
We only have the December 19th issue 
left to put out before our annual two week 
break. Traditionally, In Step's 
mid-December issue covers a 4 week 
period, enabling us to take a much needed 
rest during the early January slump. Our 
December 19 issue will cover through 
January 16 so get your ads prepared 
accordingly and into our offices by 4pm, 
Wednesday, December 11. 

Madison went first class November 15 
when the First Class Male Revue dancers 
descended upon Club 3054. These guys 
are beautifully sculpted muscular male 
specimens who are always entertaining. 

This time around, Linda Smith didn't 
get stuck in a Minneapolis blizzard. . . 
Linda, performing in her last tour as a solo 
artist, appeared at the Station 2 November 
16. The next time you see Linda around, 
she'll be performing with a complete band 
— and you'll most likely be paying a much 
higher cover to see her. It was a musical 
weekend at the Station — the bar also 
hosted Kristie K and Jeff Stoll on the 17. 

Rainbow Revue tried to assure it 
wouldn't rain on CCF's parade when they 
held their November 16 show and auction 
as a benefit for the Cream City Foundation 
CCF is the 'Gay United Way' for 
Milwaukee. 

The La Cage bar crawl to Chicago went 
over well. A nearly sold out bus traveled 
to the Windy City for a night of drunken 
revelry and carousing. The bus returned 

by Ron Geiman 
to Milwaukee minus 12 of the original 
riders but hauling along 4 new 
passengers. I guess that means 16 of 
them got laid. Owner George did an 
impromptu strip at one Chicago bar and 
didn't remember doing it. However, the 
Chicago Crawl-a-cam caught him in the 
action for posterity. By the way, Happy 
43rd birthday to George, who celebrated 
with a party on November 24. 

Congratulations also go out to one of the 
3 B's owners, Bobby and partner Rob. 
They got hitched on the seventeenth. By 
the way, 3B's Thanksgiving food drive 
allowed them to drop off approximately 
$600 in groceries to the MAP Food Pantry 
on Nov. 25. They've already started a 
Christmas food drive - drop yours off! 

Club 3054 provided the space and T.C. 
& Company provided the entertainment for 
a benefit show for Madison area Persons 
With AIDS. Magic Johnson or not — we 
still have to take care of our own! 

I hereby plead with Gay men and 
Lesbians, especially those of color, to 
come to the rescue of the Milwaukee 
Lavender Network. The MLN, founded in 
the Dahmer aftermath to deal with that 
crisis, is at a cross roads. It has 
completed its objectives and goals as 
originally designed — and now wonders 
about its future. Should it retire itself, 
reconvening only in crisis? Or should it 
serve as the umbrella group our 
community so desperately needs? 

The only way MLN can serve as an 
umbrella organization is if its composition 

IGet a Great NEW Look and benefit 
MAP, too! Come See "Tim" at 

individuals 
. . . Fuca- sdpvt 

1/2 your service donated to MAP during Nov & Dec 
770 N. Jefferson, Milw. • 223-0103 

(all proceeds benefit MAP) 
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Letters 
Thanks for coverage 

The members of the Police Proposal 
Task Group of the Milwaukee Lavender 
Network would like to thank you for your 
coverage of our efforts during the past few 
months. The Police Proposal Task Group 
owes a debt of gratitude to In Step for its 
assistance. Many people clipped out the 
survey published in the In Step, allowing 
us to pass along their input to the Blue 
Ribbon Committee. Without the In Step's 
coverage of the Blue Ribbon Commission 
hearing on September 17th, it would have 
been difficult to get a good turnout from 
the Gay and Lesbian community. 

Because of the ad hoc nature of our 
committee, we relied heavily on the 
generosity of the Gay press which 
published our announcements without 
charge. In Step did not let us down. 

Thank you for your help during this 
trying time. Sincerely, 

Members of the PPTG-MLN —
Margaret Snow, Karen Gotzler, 

Robert Zimmermann and others. 

To Channel 12 
Editor's Note: The following letter was 
sent to Channel 12 New Editor & a copy 
forwarded to us. 

Editor: 
I hope you are satisfied with your 

effort of reiterating the myths 
surrounding Gays. Myths and stereotypes 
are the foundation of bigotry and hatred, 
and that's all your piece, "Flirting With 
Danger," was centered around. There is 
a lot of Gay bashing these days, and you 
have done your share. Why did you have 
to focus on what you believe is a small 
percentage of Gays? When was the last 
time Channel 12 News showed a positive 
image of Gays? I do not recall. 

If you decide to stay with that line of 
journalism, choose from the following 
topics and see if you can get away with 
any of them: 

• A small percentage of blacks that are 
murderers, rapists and on welfare. 

• A small percentage of Jews that are 

1106 Main Street 

SUNDAY 
DEC. 1 5 

Randy's 

Christamas 

Show 10)M 

FRIDAY 
DEC. 6 

Instead of Lip 

Sync we present! 

THE SCREAM 
GIRLS LIVE! 

FRIDAY DEC. 27 
Instead of Lip 

Sync we present! 

THE C.C. RAE SHOW! 

PLEASE DO NOT PARK IN BACK OF OUR BUILDING. You MUST HAVE YOUR WISCONSIN ID to enter. 
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Thanksgiving  and  HIT  are  now  behind
us, and the Holidays are fast approaching.
We  only  have  the  December   19th   issue
left to put out before our annual two week
break.        Traditionally,        In       Step's
mid-December   issue   covers   a   4   week
period, enabling us to take a much needed
rest during the early  January  slump.  Our
December   19   issue   will   cover   through
January   16   so   get   your   ads   prepared
accordingly  and  into  our  offices  by  4pm,
Wednesday, December 11.

Madison  went  first  class  November  15
when  the First Class Male Revue dancers
descended  upon  Club  3054.   These  guys
are   beautifully   sculpted   muscular   male
specimens who are always entertaining.

This  time  around,   Linda  Smith .didn't
get   stuck   ln   a   Minneapolis   blizzard...
Linda, performing in her last tour as a solo
artist, appeared at the Station 2 November
16.  The  next  time  you  see  Linda  around,
she'll be performing with a complete band
-  and you'll most likely be paying a much
higher cover to see  her.  It  was  a  musical
weekend  at  the  Station   -   the  bar  also
hosted Kristie K and Jeff Stoll on the 17.

Ralnbow    Revue    tried    to    assure    lt
wouldn't rain on  CCF's parade when  they
held  their  November 16 show and auction
as a benefit for the Cream City Foundatlon
CCF    is    the    `Gay     United    Way'     for
Milwaukee.

The ha Cage  bar crawl  to Chicago went
over well.  A  nearly  sold  out  bus  traveled
to the Windy  City  for  a  night of  drunken
revelry  and  carousing.  The  bus  returned

to  Milwaukee   minus   12   Of   the   original
riders     but     hauling     along     4     new
passengers.`  I   guess   that   means   16   of
them   got   laid,    Owner   George   did   an
impromptu  strip  at  one  Chicago  bar  and
didn't  remember  doing  it.   However,   the
Chicago  Crawl-a-cam  caught  him   in   the
action  for  posterity.   By  the  way,   Happy
43rd  birthday  to  Georg?,  who  celebrated
viiith a party on November 24.

Congratulations also go out to one Of the
3  B.a  owners,   Bobby  and  partner   Rob.
They  got  hitched  on  the  Seventeenth.  By
the   way,   3B's   Thanksgiving   food   drive
allowed  them  to  drop  off  approximately
$600 in groceries to the MAP Food Pantry
on   Nov.   25.   They've   already   Started   a
Christmas food drive - drop yours off !

Club  3054 provided the  space  and  T.C.
& Company provided the entertainment for
a  benefit  show  for  Madison  area  Persons
With  AIDS.  Magic  Johnson  or  not  -  we
still have to take care Of our own!

I   hereby   plead   with   Gay   men   and
Lesbians,    especially   those   Of   color,    to
come   to   the   rescue   of   the   Mllwauhee
Lavender Nettyork.  The  MLN,  founded  ln
the  Dahmer  aftermath  to  deal  with  that
crisis,    is    at    a    cross    roads.    It    has
completed   its   objectives   and   goals   as
originally  designed  -   and  now  wonders
about   its  future.   Should   it   retire   itself,
reconvening  only  in  crisis?  Or` should  it
serve    as    the    umbrella    group    our
community so desperately needs?

The   only  way   MLN   can   serve   as   an
umbrella organization  is if its composition

Get a Great NE`A/ Look and benefit
MAP. tee! Come See f`Tim- at

individuals
. . . 4t furir rfu

1/2 yotir service debated to MAP duping, lvov € I)ec
770 N. Joff.roan, Milw. . 223.0103

(all preceeda benefit MAP)
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Thanks for coverage
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Thank   you   for   your   help   during   this
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Margaret Snow, Karen Gotzler,
Robert Zimmermann and others.

To  Channel  12
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forwarded to us.

Editor:
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extremely greedy and control the world 
economy. 

• A small percentage of Hispanics 
that are illegally in the United States. 

• A small percentage of Italians that 
belong to the mafia. 

• A small percentage of Poles that are 
stupid. 

• A small percentage of white 
Southerners that are neo-Nazis. 

Next time show true community 
leadership and stop spreading myths and 
stereotypes even if it does not get your 
ratings up. 

—Sincerely, 
J. Manuel Raneda 

Experience 
Dear Gay and Lesbian Wisconsin: 

This letter attempts to share something 
URGENT with our community. In recent 
issues of In Step there were full page ads 
for The Experience, a Fri. night to Sunday 
night workshop held at the Westin Hotel 
in Chicago 11/22-24. Since Wisconsin has 
recently experienced worldwide notoriety 
and untold anguish, terror and concern, I 
was concerned that I was the only Gay 
male who participated in the 40 member 
group that attended from Wisconsin. 
People traveled at their expense from LA, 
Palm Beach, Washington, DC, Seattle, 
Tennessee, Eau Claire and of course, 
Chicago. Male and female participants 
were South African, WASPs, Blacks and 
Hispanics and NO gulf developed among 
them. Incomes ranged from millionaires 
to college students with minimal incomes 
to non-middle class persons. Straights 
were participants, too. Drag queens, too. 
Fly- ins were because the workshop was 
not in the participants home area or 
they'd have to wait 'till early next year 
and they couldn't wait. 

The learning that I did regarding (1) 
family relationship, (2) career, (3) 
romantic Gay bonds, (4) self-love and (5) 
deep personal empowerment on a 
moment- to- moment basis throughout 
one's daily living was Life- Changing, not 
just impactual or profound. 

Four and one-half months ago I lost my 
lover. I could itemize all the things that I 
thought he did that caused it. Were we to 
chat, you'd probably agree that I was 
wonderful to him. In general, I was 
wonderful, but.. . Sometimes when no 
one's ever SHOWN you how to live 

unconditional love and how to feed 
another at a spiritual/emotional level in a 
way that he has a right to require — much 
as you have a right to also require — you 
can walk away feeling a martyr never 
recognizing that you, too, were wrong. He 
lost out on the best thing going, but THAT 
was were he had to be at that moment. I 
was in a different place. Unfortunately, 
WE failed to allow ourselves to bond at a 
spiritual level. Mutual respect came and 
went and got shattered quickly. Pain 
became the mode of the day. It need not. 

This workshop taught me, step by step, 
how to (1) cruise ethically and (2) with 
integrity and (3) with power. Tremendous 
sex and living and giving may be the goal 
but daily unconditional love and 
unconditional approval must be the focal 
point. If real spiritual connectedness is 
there, then the one who 'needs space' get 
it and there's no terror in the insecure one 
who 'clings. ' The need to cling 
evaporates. The workshop helped me (1) 
accept him where he is now and winds-up 
and (2) make some major career goals 
WITH A VISION, and (3) develop my 
spiritual self so that I am NOW ready to 
find renewed love and offer umph with 
depth — not just a good fuck! 

I'll bet I'm not the only Milwaukee fag 
who needs substantive intervention in his 
life. Do you really know how to cruise 
'with power?' Do you really know how to 
develop a relationship 'with depth?' 
Should you fuck on the first date? Should 
you not? What are the consequences? 
What agreements were being developed 
as you went into the bedroom? Did you 
follow the agreements with integrity? I've 
learned that this is important shit to 
answer. 

Inside I cried because no leaders from 
Gay Wisconsin were present. This was a 
life changing and piercingly (for you 
leather queens) honest presentation of 
what needs to be addressed in upper 
Midwest on a recurring basis for Gays and 
Lesbians. 

I am dedicated to assisting in drawing 
this weekend course for US to the upper 
midwest. It's been a luxury in LA, 

MALE 
DANCERS 

WEDNESDAYS 
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Subscription tickets are also on sale. 
Prices are $55 and $49 for all four plays. 
To receive a brochure or additional 
information on the Festival, please call the 
Milwaukee Theatre Festival office at (414) 
271-8282.

Theatre X 
"Christmas Memory" 

Milwaukee — Theatre X presents A 
Christmas Memory, adapted from a story 
by Truman Capote; and The 15 Minute 
Christmas Carol adapted freely from 
Charles Dickens. 

New special pre- show dinners at 
Theatre X are scheduled for Wednesdays 
Dec. 11 & 18 and Fridays, Dec. 6,13,20, 

27. Cost is $25 for dinner and theatre, 
reservations necessary. 

The show previews Dec. 5,6,7 and runs 
Dec. 8-29. Showtimes are Wed. and 
Thurs. at 7:30pm, Friday at 8pm, 
Saturday at 5 & 8pm, and a Sunday 
matinee at 2pm. Theatre X is located at 
158 N. Broadway, and the Box Office 
number is 278-0555. 

Your mom, dad, grandparents and 
children would enjoy Capote's 
"Memory." A Dickens of an adaptation 
will also be on the program. 

Capote's classic remembrance of the 
simple joys of a boy and his beloved, aged 
aunt preparing holiday fruitcakes is pure 
magic — a treat for all ages. 

DIFFERENT DRUMMER THEATRE ALLIANCE 
PRESENTS 

ADAM AND THE EXPERTS 
BY VICTOR BUMBALO 

Fri., Sat. Dec. 6,7 and 13,14 at 8:00P.M. 
For information call 414-347-0673 or write 
DDTA P.O. Box 92756 Milwaukee, WI 53202 

BCB STUDIO THEATRE 
727 North Milwaukee Street 

********** 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1991 

CAST PARTY/FUNDRAISER 
°NO cfi,7. prizes 1P7c  r 

11 I *&-s * LIVE ENTERTAINMENT* 
a• rk0

CAFE MELANGE a*.°013.4,1. 
720 North Old World Third Street 

*proceeds to help fund future productions' 

$5.00 per person 
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Subscription  tickets   are   also   on   sale.
Prices are $55  and  ca9  for  all four  plays.
To    receive    a    brochure    or    additional
information on the Festival. please call the
Milwaukee Theatre Festival office at (414)
271-8282.

Theatre X
` `Christmas Memory' '

MIIwaukee   -   Theatre   X   presents  A
Chrlstmes Memory,  adapted from  a  story
by  Truman  Capote;  and  The  15  Mlnute
Chrlstmas    Carol    adapted    freely    from
Charles Dickens.

New    special    pre-    show    dinners    at
Theatre X  are  Scheduled  for  Wednesdays
Dec.  11  &  18  and  Fridays,  Dec.  6,13,20,

27.  Cost  is  $25  for  dinner  and  theatre,
reservations necessary.

The show previews Dec.  5,6,7 and runs
Dec.    8-29:    Showtimes    are    Wed.    and
Thurs.    at    7:30pm,    Friday    at   8pm,
Saturday   at   5   &   8pm,   and   a   Sunday
matinee  at  2pm.  Theatre  X  IS  located  at
158   N.   Broadway,   and   the   Box   Cife!ce
number is 278-0555.

Your    mom,    dad,    grandparents    and
children       would       enjoy       Capote's
"Memory."  A  Dickens  of  an  adaptation

will also be on the program.
Capote's   classic   remembrance   Of   the

simple joys Of a bay and his beloved, aged
aunt  preparing  holiday  fruitcakes  ls  pure
magic  -  a treat for all ages.

V-

DIFFEF`ENT DRUIVIMEF` THEATF`E ALLIANCE
PRESENTS

ADAM AND THE EXPERTS
BY VICTOF] BUMBALO

Fri., Sat. bee. 6,7 and  13,14 ai 8..Oap.A4.
For information call 414-347-0673 or write
DDTA P.O. Box 92756 Milwaukee, WI 53202

BOB STUDlo THEATRE
727 North Milwaukee Street

**********
SuNDAY, DECEMBER 15,1991

CAST PA.RTY/FUNDF]AISER
p{.iz:es     $5.oo per person°\f:prf::€r;':4EE8M*:VLEAENT:REA'N&%:::.*

720 North old World Third Street
*proceeds to help I und future proddctions*
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described as "erotic and angry." 

On Saturday, Dec. 7 Tongues Untied by 

Marlon Riggs will be shown at the 

University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee, 

Mitchell Hall, Room B-91, 3203 N. 

Downer Ave. at 8pm. Angry, funny, erotic 

and poetic, it jumps from interview to 
confession, to rise above the deeply 

personal and explore what it means to be 

Black and Gay. 

The Community Media Project is a film 

exhibition and production program, 

sponsored by the UWM Film Department 

and School of Fine Arts, with support from 

the Inner City Arts Council and Great 

Lakes Film and Video.

Arts groups help 
MAP food pantry 

Milwaukee — Performing arts groups 
from the Metropolitan Milwaukee area 
used the world-wide attention generated 
by World AIDS Day Dec. 1, to kick-off a 
food drive to support the Milwaukee AIDS 
Project's Food Pantry. 

In October, the pantry served 218 
individuals and families, providing them 
with nutritional food and personal care 
products. Individuals may receive up to 
four bags of groceries per month and 
families, up to eight bags. 

"The arts community has historically 
been a strong presence in meeting the 
many challenges of AIDS," said Doug 
Nelson, executive director of the 
Milwaukee AIDS Project. The Arts Action 
Committee, a volunteer group, is 
dedicated to ensuring the continued 
commitment of performing arts 
organizations and individuals to support 
AIDS services provided by the Milwaukee 
AIDS Project. 

The following Art's Holiday Food Drive 
Participants will have barrels available on 
the noted performance dates: ACACIA 
THEATRE — A Christmas Festival, Dec. 
6, 7, 8; BAUER CONTEMPORARY 
BALLET — Bauer Presents, Jan. 24, 25, 
31, Feb. 1; BOULEVARD ENSEMBLE 
THEATRE — The Belle of Amherst, Dec. 
13-29; CARDINAL STRITCH COLLEGE 
THEATRE — The Last of the Red Hot 
Lovers, Feb. 15, Trojan Woman, Apr. 11; 

DIFFERENT DRUMMER THEATRE 
ALLIANCE — Adam and the Experts, 
Dec. 6, 7, 13, 14. MILWAUKEE BALLET 
— A Romantic Evening - 'Romance,' 
`Remembrances' choreographed in 
memory of person who had AIDS, 
'Footage', Feb. 13-16; MILWAUKEE 
PUBLIC THEATRE — The Snow Queen, 
Dec. 7, 14, 21, MILWAUKEE 
REPERTORY THEATRE — A Christmas 
Carol, The Gin Game, Appalachian 
Voices, Dec. 10-29: SKYLIGHT OPERA 
THEATRE — The Coconuts, Dec. 4-31, 
The Italian Girl in Algiers, Jan. 29 & Feb. 
16: THEATER X— A Christmas Memory, 
Dec. 5-29; UW-MILWAUKEE FINE ARTS 
THEATER — The Three Musketeers, 
Dec. 11-21 

Theatre Festival 
tickets 

Single tickets for Milwaukee Theatre 
Festival are on sale at the Pabst Theater 
and Performing Arts Center box offices. 
This season offers the following collection 
of diverse productions: 

• Rhinoceros — Theatre X, Jan. 10-12, 
1992 at the Todd Wehr Theater at the 
PAC. Eugene Lonesco's landmark play 
about man's need for freedom of choice 
and individualism. 

• The Importance Of Being Earnest —
Next Act Theatre, Jan. 17-19, 1992 at the 
Pabst Theater. Oscar Wilde's 
masterpiece - a delightful comedy poking 
fun at 19th Century Britain. 

• A Hatful of Rain — American Inside 
Theatre, Jan. 24-26, 1992 at the Todd 
Wehr Theatre at the PAC. Michael's 
Gazzo's sensitive drama about the pain of 
drug addiction. 

• A Few Good Men — Milwaukee 
Chamber Theatre, Jan. 31-Feb. 2, 1992 at 
the Pabst Theater. A masterful military 
courtroom drama based on a fictional 
crime at Guatanamo Bay, Cuba. 

Single tickets for Rhinoceros and A 
Hatful Of Rain can be purchased through 
the PAC box office at 273-7206 and tickets 
for The Importance Of Being Earnest and 
A Few Good Men through the Pabst box 
office at 278-3663. All tickets can be 
charged by phone. Single ticket prices are 
$17.50 and $15.50. 

• 
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Florida, Atlanta and other cities for the 
past 7-10 years. We are national leaders 
with the Milwaukee AIDS Project. We 
have some Gay activists in Wisconsin who 
could put others to shame in terms of 
vision. None were present at the 
workshop. A second offering is going to 
be in Chicago during the 1st quarter of 
1992. If you rank yourself somewhere 
from 1 to 10 in terms of your overall 
evaluation of self, then you'll offer as 
much to The Experience as you derive 
from it. You'll walk away a 20! Call me 
'cause I want to support (not coerce or 
intimidate nor badger) you into the next 
workshop. There's a money back 
guarantee and scholarships for salaried 
workers in the AIDS fight and for Gay 
Community leaders as well as for HIV+ 
participants. Call me at my office and I 
will share with you. It's (414) 792- 1690. 

—With love and respect 
for you, my peers, 
Ron Carter, Ph.D. 

P.S. Don't worry about your housing. 
Someone in Chicago will house you at his 
home so you'll have no hotel costs. Save 
up the $395 — this gives you enough 
advance notice. You'll never regret it. 
Please let's chat. I'm talking piercing and 
life-changing. Most important of all — if 
you can't come out because of important 
extenuating circumstances, then this 
course is clearly and most importantly 
designed to deal with the accuracy of your 
beliefs/ convictions. You'll flip, 
girlfriend. 
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described as ` `erotic and angry. ' '
On Saturday,  Dec.  7 Tongues Untied  by

Marlon    F{iggs    will    be    shown    at    the
University   of   Wisconsin-   Milwaukee,
Mitchell    Hall,     Rcom    a-91,     3203    N.
Downer Ave.  at 8pm. Angry, funny,  erotic
and   poetic,   it  jumps   from   interview   to
confession,    to    rise    above    the    deeply
personal  and explore what it means to be
Black and Gay.

The Community  Media Project is a film
exhibition   and    production    program,
sponsored by the UWM  Film  Department
and School Of Fine Arts, with support from
the   Inner   City   Arts   Council   and   Great
Lakes Film and Video.

Arts groups help
MAP food  pantry

Mllwaulee  -   Performing  arts  groups
from   the   Metropolitan   Milwaul{ee   area
used  the  world-wide  attention  generated
by  World  AIDS  Day  Dec.  1,  to kick-off  a
food drive to support the Milwaukee AIDS
Project's Food Pantry.

In   October,    the   pantry    served    218
Individuals  and  fan,ilies,  providing  them
with  nutritional   food   and   personal  care
products.   Individuals  may  receive  up  to
four   bags   Of   groceries   per   month   and
families, up to eight bags.

•`The   arts   community   has   historically

been  a  strong  presence   ln  meeting   the
many  challenges   of   AIDS,"   said   Doug
Nelson,     executive     director     Of    the
Mllwaukee AIDS Project.  The Arts Action
Committee,    a    volunteer    group,     is
dedicated    to    ensuring    the    continued
commitment      of      performing      arts
organizations  and  individuals  to  support
AIDS services provided by the  Milwaukee
AIDS Project.

The following Art's Holiday Food Drive
Participants will  have barrels available on
the   noted   performance   dates:   ACACIA
THEATRE  -  A Chdstmas  Festl`nal.  Dec.
6.    7.    8;    BAUER    CONTEMPORARY
BALLET  -  Bauer  Presents.  Jam.  24.  25,
31.   Fob.    1;    BOULEVARD   ENSEMBLE
THEATRE  - The Belle of Amher9t. Dec.
i3.29;   CARDINAL   sTRrrcH   COLLEGE
THEATRE  -  The  Iast  Of  the  Red  Hot
Lovers.  Fob.  15. Trojan Woman. Apr.  11;

DIFFERENT    DRUMMER    THEATRE
ALLIANCE   -   Adam   and   the   Experts,
Dec.  6,  7,  13,  14;  MILWAUKEE  BALLET
-   A   Romantic   Eivenlng   -   .Romance.'
`Remembrances'  '  choreographed     ln
memory    Of    person    who    had    AIDS.
`Footage..     Feb.     13-16;     MILWAUKEE

PUBLIC  THEATRE  -  The  Snow  Queen.
Dec.       7,       14.       21;       MILWAUKEE
REPERTORY  THEATRE  -  A  Christmas
Carol,   The   Gin   Game.   Appalachlan
Voices..   Dec.   10-29;   SKYLIGHT   OPERA
THEATRE   -  The  Coconuts,  Dec.   4-31.
The Italian Girl in Algiers. Jam. 29 & Fob.
16; THEATER X-  A Christmas Memory,
Dec. 5-29;  UW-MILWAUKEE FINE ARTS
THEATER    -   The   Three   Mucketeers,
Dec.11-21.

Theatre  Festival
tickets

Single   tickets   for`  Milwaukee   Theatre
Festival  are  on  sale  at  the  Pabst Theater
and  Performing  Arts  Center  ben  offices.
This season  offers the following collection
of diverse productions:

• Rhlnoceros  -  Theatre, X,  dan.  10-12,
1992  at  the  Todd  Wehr  Theater  at  the
PAC.   Eugene   Lonesco's   landmark   play
about  man's  need  for  freedom  Of  choice
and indlvldualism.

• The  Importance  Of Being  Eame8t  -
Next Act Theatre,  Jan.  17-19,  1992 at t-he
Pabst       Theater.        Oscar        Wilde's
masterpiece -  a  delightful  comedy  pchlng
fun at 19th Century Britain.

• A Hatful  Of Rain  -  American  Inside
Theatre,   Jam.   24-26,   1992   at   the   Todd
Wehr   Theatre   at   the   PAC.    Michael'§
Gazzo's sensitive drama about the palm Of
drug addiction.

•A   Few   Good   Men    -Milwaukee
Chamber Theatre,  Jan.  31-Feb.  2,  1992 at
the  Pabst  Theater.   A   masterful  mllltary
courtroom   drama   based   on   a   fictional
crime at Guatanamo Bay, Cuba.

Single   tickets   for   Rhlnocerce   and   A
HatfLil Of Rain  can be  purchased  through
the PAC box office at273-7206 and tickets
for The Importance Or Being Eame8t and
A  four Good  Men  through the Pabst ben
office   at   278-3663.   All   tickets   can   be
charged by phone. Single ticket prices are
$17.50 and $15.50.
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The 13th annual Holiday Invitational Tournament saw over 300 Gay and Lesbian bowlers 
converge on Milwaukee for the Thanksgiving weekend event. 
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The Arts 
Fest City Singers 
Christmas program 

Milwaukee — Fest City Singers will 
present an original musical play, Home 
For The Holidays, on Sunday, December 
15th & 22nd, at Villa Terrace, 2220 N. 
Terrace Avenue. The performance begins 
at 8pm. Tickets are $10 and can be 
purchased from chorus members or 
reserved by calling the Fest Line: 962-
7222. 

Home For The Holidays, a celebration 
of Christmas traditions, was written and 
directed by Peter Mortenson. 

Musical Director, Charles Golden, has 
chosen music which spans the ages from 
ancient French and 16th century Spanish 
carols (sung in the original languages) to 
traditional carols and contemporary 
songs. 

A medieval Mystery Play will bring the 
audience back to the origin of the 
Christmas pageants we all remember 
from grade school. 

What is home? Where is home in our 
transitional world? Who. . and what really 
makes home. . . HOME? 

On December 15th you will find not only 
the answers to these questions but for the 
evening you will become part of the Fest 
City Singers family as they take you 
HOME. 

Ensemble reading at 
Melange to benefit 
MAP 

The Boulevard Ensemble, Milwaukee's 
most intimate theatre company, will 
conclude its 1991 season of Melange 
Radio Theatre presentations with a staged 
reading of Charles Dickens' A Christmas 
Carol at Cafe Melange, located in the 
Hotel Wisconsin, at the corner of 3rd and 
Wisconsin. 

Performances will be held at 7:30 and 
10:00 on December 7 and 21. There will be 

a $3 cover charge for the shows held on 
the 7th. A Benefit for the Milwaukee AIDS 
Project will be held on the 21st, with all 
proceeds being donated to MAP. The 
cover charge for the MAP Benefit will be 
$5. For information, call Boulevard 
Ensemble General Director Mark Bucher 
at (414) 672-6019, or Cafe Melange owner 
Larry Krueger at Cafe Melange at 
291-9889. 

In Addition to the regular Melange 
Radio Theatre cast, the MAP Benefit will 
feature a variety of guest performers 
reading the many smaller character roles 
so readily abundant in any Dickens' work. 
The guest performers will include local 
politicians, civic leaders, editors & writers 
from Milwaukee's pool of publications, 
and representatives of Cream City's 
burgeoning artistic/theatrical community. 

Since its inception in August of this 
year, Melange Radio Theatre, under the 
direction of Boulevard Ensemble General 
Director Mark Bucher, has staged a 
diverse and enjoyable schedule of radio 
scripts, especially written for performers 
from the golden age of radio. 

The Boulevard Ensemble, founded in 
1985, is Milwaukee's only storefront 
theatre. The sheer intimacy of Boulevard 
Theatre, located at 2250 South K.K. , 
imbues Boulevard productions with an 
active physical presence which 
contributes to audiences' appreciation 
and enjoyment of the Ensemble's 
energetic style of theatre. 

Film screenings 
Milwaukee — Films to be screened by 

the Community Media Project the first 
weekend of December will focus on the 
experience of being Gay and being Black. 

Looking for Langston by Isaac Julien 
will be shown Friday, Dec. 6 at the 
Wisconsin Black Historical 
Society-Museum, 2620 W. Center St. , at 
8pm. Poetry by Langston Hughes and 
Essex Hemphill is played against 
imagined scenes from a 30s Black Gay 
club in this film from Great Britain that is 
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corweTge on Miltwowkee for the Thawhsgiving weekend everu.
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F®sl  City  Sing®r§
Christmas program

Mllunukee   -   Fe8t   City   Singers   will
present  an   original   musical  play,   Home
For The  Hollday§,  on  Sunday,  December
7|5th  &  22nd,   at  Villa   Terrace,   2220   N.

Terrace Avenue.  The  performance  begins
at   8pm.    Tickets   are   $10   and   can   be
purchased    from     chorus     members     or
reserved   by   calling  the  Fest  Line:   962-
7222.

Home  For  The  Holidays,  a  celebration
of  Christmas  traditions,  was  written  and
directed by Peter Mortehson.

Musical  Director,   Charles  Golden,   has
chosen  music  which  spans  the  ages  from
ancient  French  and  16th  century  Spanish
carols  (sung  in  the  original  languages)  to
traditional   carols   and    contemporary
Songs.

A  medieval  Mystery  Play  will bring  the
audience    back    to    the    origin    Of    the
Christmas    pageants    we    all    remember
from grade school.

What  is  home?  Where  is  home  ln  our
transitional  world?  Who..  and  what  really
makes home. . . HOME?

On December 15th you will find not only
the answers to these questions but for the
evening  you  will  become  part  Of  the  Fest
City   Singers   family   as   they   take   you
HOME.

Ensemble reading at
Melange  to  b®n®fit
MAP

The  Boulevard  Ensemble,   Milwaukee's'
most    intimate     theatre    company,     will
conclude    its    1991    season    of    Melange
Radio Theatre presentations with a  staged
reading  of  Charles  Dickens'  A  Chrfotma§
Carol   at   Cafe   Melange,   located   in   the
liotol Wisconsin,  at the corner  of 3rd and
Wisconsin.

Performances  will  be  held  at  7:30  and
10:00 on December 7 and 21. There will be

a  $3  cover  charge  for  the  shows  held  on
the 7th. A Benefit for the Milwaukee AIDS
Project  will  be  held  on  the  21st,  with  all
proceeds   being   donated   to   MAP.   The
cover charge for  the  MAP Benefit  will  be
$5.    For   information,   call   Boulevard
Ensemble  General  Director  Mark  Bucher
at (414)  672-6019,  or  Cafe  Melange  owner
Larry    Krueger    at    Cafe    Melange    at
291-9889.

In   Addition   to   the   regular   Melange
Radio Theatre  cast,  the  MAP  Benefit will
feature   a   variety   of   guest   performers
reading  the  many  smaller  character  roles
so readily abundant in any  Dickens'  work.
The  gues.t  performers  will   include   lceal
politicians,  clvlc leaders,  editors &  writers
from   Mllwaukee's   pool   of   publlcatlons,
and    representatives    of    Cream     Clty's
burgeoning artistic/theatrical community.

Since   its   inception   in   August   of   this
year,  Melange  F`adio  Theatre,  under  the
direction  Of  Boulevard  Ensemble  General
Director    Mark    Bucher,    has    staged    a
diverse  and  enjoyable  schedule  of  radio
scripts,   especially  written  for  performers
from the golden age Of radio.

The   Boulevard   Ensemble,   founded   ln
1985,     is     Milwaukee's    only     storefront
theatre.  The  sheer  intimaey  of  Boulevard
Theatre,    located   at   2250   South   K.K.,
imbues   Boulevard   productions   with   an
active       physical       presence       which
contributes    to    audiences'    appreciation
and    enjoyment    of    the    Ensemble's
energetic style of theatre.

Film  screenings
M]lwaukee- -  Films  to  be  screened  by

the   Community   Media   Project   the   first
weekend  of  December  will  focus  on   the
experience of being Gay and being Black.

Loch]ng  for  Langston   by   Isaac   Julien
will   be   shown   Friday,    Dec.    6   at   the
Wisconsin               Black               Historical
Society-Museum,  2620  W.  Center  St.,  at
8pm.   Poetry   by   Langston   Hughes   and
Essex    Hemphill    is     played    against
imagined   scenes  from  a  30s   Black   Gay
club  in this film from Great  Britain  that  is
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Red Carpet Lanes will take a while to 

recover from the 13th Annual Holiday 

Invitational Tournament. Over 300 
bowlers from across North America 
participated in the popular Gay 
tourney. 

Old friends, new friends. . . and plenty of Milwaukee's charm keep Gays and Lesbians 

coming back for the HIT tourney year after year. 
Old fiends, new fiends...  and Pler.ty  o! Mtlouchee's  charm heap  Gaps  and Lesbrdms
cowing back for the HIT Ioaney year after year.

Red  Carpet  Lcl;res  will  tohe  a  u]hile  to
recover frorm  the  13lh  Armual  Holiday
lrovitational    Tournanent.     Over     300
bowlers   frorr.   across   North   America
Sartici4ated    in    the    Popular    Gay

Ot`mey.    '
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HAPPY HOUR HOURS 
Mon-Fri, 4-9pm 
Sat, 2-5pm 
Sun, 4-7pm 

. • 

IT'S A NEW 
4°  14

NO COVER 
Friday, 12/6 & Saturday 12/7 

Friday, 12/13 & Saturday, 12/14 

SUNDAY 
Beer Bust • 4-10pm • $4 
Free Sloppy does & Chips 

MONDAY 
Rum Night • 10pm-Close • $1.50 

TUESDAY 
Bucket Night • $5 
7 Shorties in an Ice Bucket 

WEDNESDAY 
All Raink Drinks • 10-Close • $1.25 

• 

IF fU DON'T HAVE°.
e 

A GOOD TIME, RICK WANTS 
TO KNOW WHY!

THURSDAY 
Beer Bust • All Night • $4 

HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS 
$1.25 Rail 

751 Tap Beer 
$1.50 Shots (Rail) 

FRIDAY & 
SATURDAY 

Vision Shot Specials 
$1.50 for the 

first 814 seconds 
of each hour 

Watch for Nightly 
Shot Specials 

814 South Second Street 414/672-5000 
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Friday; I 2/6 a Saturday 1 2/7
Friday; 12/13 & Saturday;

SUNDAY
Beer Bust . 4-10pm .  $4
FreeSloppyJoes&-Chips

JVLONDAY
Rum  Nig`ht .10pm-Close  .  $1.50

TUESDAY   `
Bucket Night .  $5

7 Shorties in an  Ice Bucket

WEDNESDAY
All  Raink  Drinks  .10-Close  .  $1.25

814 South Second Slreel.

12/14   ;
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HAppy HouR spEciArs
$ 1.25  Rail`  75¢ Tap Beer

`   _     $1.50Shots  (Rail)

i.:. i ."
I DON'T H `VE::.a+,

A GOOD TIIV\E, RICK VVANTS
TO KNOW WHY!

THURSDAY
Beer Bust . All  Night .  $4

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

Vision Shot Specials

$ 1 .50 for the
first 814 seconds

of each hour

Watch for Nightly
Shot Specials

414/672-5000


